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Abstract In this thesis, we present a collection of network generation and information diffusion
models expressed using a specific formalism called strategic located graph rewriting, as well as
a novel network layout algorithm to show the result of information diffusion in large social
networks. Graphs are extremely versatile mathematical objects which can be used to represent a
wide variety of high-level systems. They can be transformed in multiple ways (e.g., creating new
elements, merging or altering existing ones), but such modifications must be controlled to avoid
unwanted operations. To ensure this point, we use a specific formalism called strategic graph
rewriting. In this work, a graph rewriting system operates on a single graph, which can then be
transformed according to some transformation rules and a strategy to steer the transformation
process. First, we adapt two social network generation algorithms in order to create new networks
presenting small-world characteristics. Then, we translate different diffusion models to simulate
information diffusion phenomena. By adapting the different models into a common formalism,
we make their comparison much easier along with the adjustment of their parameters. Finally,
we finish by presenting a novel compact layout method to display overviews of the results of our
information diffusion method.

Titre Quand les réseaux sociaux, la réécriture de graphes et la visualisation se rencontrent :
application à la génération de réseaux et à la diffusion d’information.

Résumé Dans cette thèse, nous présentons à la fois une collection de modèles de générations
de réseaux et de diffusion d’information exprimés à l’aide d’un formalisme particulier appelé la
réécriture de graphes, ainsi qu’une nouvelle méthode de représentation permettant la visualisation
de la diffusion d’information dans des grands réseaux sociaux. Les graphes sont des objets
mathématiques particulièrement versatiles qui peuvent être utilisés pour représenter une large
variété de systèmes abstraits. Ces derniers peuvent être transformés de multiples façons (création,
fusion ou altération de leur éléments), mais de telles modifications doivent être contrôlées afin
d’éviter toute opération non souhaitée. Pour cela, nous faisons appel au formalisme particulier
de la réécriture de graphes afin d’encadrer et de contrôler toutes les transformations. Dans
notre travail, un système de réécriture de graphes opère sur un graphe, qui peut être transformé
suivant un ensemble de règles, le tout piloté par une stratégie. Nous commençons tout d’abord
par utiliser la réécriture en adaptant deux algorithmes de génération de réseaux, ces derniers
permettant la création de réseaux aux caractéristiques petit monde. Nous traduisons ensuite
vers le formalisme de réécriture différents modèles de diffusion d’information dans les réseaux
sociaux. En énonçant à l’aide d’un formalisme commun différents algorithmes, nous pouvons
plus facilement les comparer, ou ajuster leurs paramètres. Finalement, nous concluons par la
présentation d’un nouvel algorithme de dessin compact de grands réseaux sociaux pour illustrer
nos méthodes de propagation d’information.

Keywords Graph Rewriting, Network Generation, Information Diffusion, Network Visualisa-
tion

Mots-clés Réécriture de graphes, Génération de réseaux, Diffusion d’information, Visualisa-
tion de réseaux

Laboratoire d’accueil Unité Mixte de Recherche CNRS (UMR 5800) 351, cours de la Libération
F-33405 Talence cedex
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Whereas, as the saying goes, a picture is really worth a thousand words is rather hard to prove
or quantify. Though this affirmation may not be entirely true for every existing image (see
Figure 1.1a1 for instance), graphical depictions have nonetheless been used to indirectly transfer
information for a very long time. Writing, the most important human invention, is undoubtedly
the best evidence of such attainment (Daniels and Bright, 1996). From its first and most basic
form using cuneiform script (as shown in Figure 1.1b), to more modern writing systems, such
as the Latin alphabet this thesis is lettered with, writing has been used throughout the whole
world during the better part of the last ten thousand years by diverse human communities and
settlements (Woods et al., 2010). Obviously, the ability to represent knowledge in a graphical
and comprehensive manner, which can be at the same time easily understood and replicated,
offers tremendous advantages. This feature allows us to preserve traces of history, reflections,
experimentations, results, achievements, and pretty much any other piece of information which
can be described using a written language.

(a) Example of a minimalist monochromatic
painting. “IKB 191” by Yves Klein (1962).2

(b) Photograph of a cuneiform script excerpt.
“Mesopotamian writings” by Paul Hudson.3

Figure 1.1: Example of visual representation in the context of art and writing. While pieces
of art can sometimes be quite literal and display the scene almost exactly as the author cap-
tured it, like for paintings of the Impressionism movement (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Impressionism), writings always convey an abstract and more complex idea even when the
characters are pictographs.

1The best counter-example of this affirmation is incontestably this minimalist painting by Yves Klein which
we believe could simply be described in one word: blue.

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impressionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impressionism
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In many ways, the aforementioned possibilities are very close to the undertakings commonly
asked of the visualisation specialists. Their main goal is to help others to understand and ef-
fectively communicate information through a visual medium. Evidently, different factors come
into play which can either make a representation agreeable and particularly easy to understand
(Fig. 1.2a), or at the contrary illogical and confusing (Fig. 1.2b). In particular, as each in-
dividual possesses different notions of aesthetics (Smith et al., 2004) and perceives the world
differently (Ware, 2012), establishing universal solutions which can be effective on everybody
with a similar efficiency can become rather complicated. Nonetheless, lessons have been learned
along the years, several working solutions have been identified and sets of rules, guidelines,
and dos and don’ts are available to everyone in any book introducing the field of information
visualisation (e.g., Bertin (1983), Cairo (2012), Munzner (2014), Ward et al. (2010)).

(a) Minard’s depiction of Napeleon’s army during the 1812
Russian campaign

(b) Pie chart presented on Fox News dis-
playing results of an opinion poll

Figure 1.2: Information visualisation at its best and worst. While Minard’s 1869 graphic is often
claimed to be the best statistical graphic ever drawn, more recent graphical depiction can hardly
qualify as being rational (Source: http://www.datavis.ca/gallery/).

1.1 Context

The idea of information visualisation is very general and can be used to characterise any operation
representing a piece of information through a visual mean. While a global understanding of a
domain being studied is always useful, our interest in this dissertation lies toward a much narrower
field, focussing on the depiction of graphs. These mathematical objects are extremely versatile
and can be used to represent a wide variety of high-level systems. They are also particularly
adapted to model sets of elements presenting different kinds of connections with one another.
This allows the graph to be used to model systems as different as interpersonal relationships
(groups of friends, genealogical trees), communication or power grid (Internet, electricity), and
transportation infrastructures (roads, railroads). Based on these few examples, one can easily
guess that, in term of visualisation, graphs are very popular objects. It thus comes as no
surprise that several well established tools are available to represent them and perform different
kinds of analysis and operations on them. Among the most popular solutions, we can mention
Cytoscape4 (Shannon et al., 2003), Gephi5 (Bastian et al., 2009), Pajek6 (Batagelj and Mrvar,

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:IKB_191.jpg
3https://www.flickr.com/photos/pahudson/4288400913
4http://www.cytoscape.org/
5https://gephi.org/
6http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/

http://www.datavis.ca/gallery/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:IKB_191.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pahudson/4288400913
http://www.cytoscape.org/
https://gephi.org/
http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
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2004), and Tulip7 (Auber et al., 2016) developed at the University of Bordeaux.

In the work we present in this thesis, we are interested in graphs but more specifically in ways
to transform them. These modifications can take many forms, for instance, new elements can
be created or existing elements are merged or altered. However, such transformations are not
expected to occur chaotically. Indeed, in order to standardise these operations, we use a specific
formalism called graph rewriting. A graph rewriting system operates on a single graph, which is
to be transformed according to a few different rewriting rules belonging to the system. As these
rules can be used to perform any kind of transformation on the graph without limitations, the
possibilities offered by the graph rewriting formalism are virtually endless. This also means that
it must be possible to take any existing algorithm which can be applied on a graph and express
the sequence of operations it performs as rewriting rules. These rules could then be used in a
graph rewriting system to reproduce the behaviour of the original algorithm using solely the
graph rewriting formalism.

As we look to put this hypothesis to the test, we must first choose a graph rewriting system
implementation. Among the different existing solutions, which we will present later in this
document, we propose to use the visual rewriting platform called Porgy8 (Pinaud et al., 2012),
which is developed on top of the Tulip information visualisation framework. In addition to
being open-source and developed in-house at the University of Bordeaux, the visual dimension
proposed by Porgy makes the definition of the rewriting rules easier but it also allows the
user to create representations of the graph being currently transformed to observe the rewriting
operation taking place. While we use a specific rewriting platform, we think it is important
to mention that the work developed in this dissertation is entirely reproducible on a different
solution. However, it will be necessary for this new system to adapt its rewriting implementation
to propose all the peculiar features defined in our work.

1.2 Contributions

While graphs can be used in a lot of different contexts, their elements tend to be “decorated”
with properties relevant to the situation at hand. Let us consider a transportation infrastructure
for instance. Connections between cities, such as roads, can be described by their length, quality,
speed limit, if there is traffic, if a toll must be paid, and so on. As they are more than simple
mathematical objects defining a topology, such “decorated” graphs are commonly qualified as
networks. Examining these more complex objects instead of plain graphs opens a lot of different
possibilities to us. Multiple algorithms concerning transportation networks are widely used
nowadays such as the Dijkstra algorithm9 to compute the shortest road between any two cities
(Fig. 1.3a). Trying to adapt an algorithm of this nature would incontestably be more interesting
than studying the classical Depth-First Search and Breadth-First Search algorithms. However,
we decide to give in to our own preference and to consider social networks instead.

These specific networks are used to represent interpersonal connections of any nature, such as
family, friend, foe or colleague relations. While social networks have a long history (see Scott and
Carrington (2011) and Fig. 1.3b), the rapid adoption of Internet and the success of online social
networks has sparked a world-wide interest on the subject and offered a lot of material to work
on. From a personal perspective, some key aspects of the social network inspire a very strong
interest. The first one concerns how online social networks come to life and expand by inviting
and integrating little by little new individuals. The manner in which the new arrivers decide

7http://tulip.labri.fr
8http://porgy.labri.fr
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra’s_algorithm

http://tulip.labri.fr
http://porgy.labri.fr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra's_algorithm
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(a) Annotated map presenting the distance be-
tween English cities in 1679 (Adams, 1679)

(b) Representation of the social exchanges be-
tween 1st grade students (Moreno, 1934)

Figure 1.3: Visual representations of graphs (or networks) carrying a specific meaning.

with whom to connect or which groups to take part in or avoid reflects a lot about each person
from our point of view. Our first proposition would be to consider a well-known generative model
able to create artificial social networks and create its adaptation using the rewriting formalism.

The second aspect we consider is the diffusion of information throughout the network. As
everybody is connected and able to communicate with a lot of persons almost instantly by
using either electronic mailing lists or online networking services like Twitter10 or Mastodon,11

understanding how information comes to pass using word-of-mouth so quickly is essential. It
would allow to either make the most of the technology (e.g., communication during emergency
situations) or avoid any abusive case (e.g., false or sensitive information being spread). For our
second proposition, we thus choose a diffusion algorithm and translate it to our formalism.

While a few other leads are available to us, we limit ourselves to the two aspects of social
networks developed above in order to allow us to completely focus on them. Of course, we should
not limit ourselves to a single adaptation for each aspect. While an adaptation of a generation
algorithm is interesting, proposing a new generative model resulting in a graph presenting known
characteristics of social network would be even better. In the same way, why not try to adapt
different diffusion algorithms and create a new one. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see
if and how the translation into a graph rewriting system differentiates or brings closer two given
models. We thus propose to offer the following contributions in this dissertation with respect to
our own graph rewriting system:

1. We formally define all the features needed to perform the different adaptations towards our
graph rewriting system implementation.

2. We present through applied examples the translation process to follow in order to adapt net-
work generation and information diffusion algorithms into our graph rewriting formalism.

3. We propose a new network generation algorithm based on the previous findings.

4. We propose a new diffusion algorithm also based on our graph rewriting formalism.

These four goals are our key contributions in term of graph rewriting.

10https://twitter.com/
11https://mastodon.social

https://twitter.com/
https://mastodon.social
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In addition to the previous points, as we are using a visual platform to perform all of our
transformations, it would be quite nonsensical to not propose at least a contribution to improve
the visual representation of the results. While the graph being rewritten is going to evolve during
the generation, the diffusion phase is going to leave our graph unchanged except for its elements’
inner properties. This implies that we would need to design a new graph drawing method adapted
to display elements subjected to information diffusion. Elaborating graph drawing algorithms
and visualisations represent several specific challenges, especially if the solution needs to be
validated through a user experimentation. We nonetheless propose to validate our solution to
ensure that the final layout is usable and offers qualities lacking to some of the pre-existing
representation methods. Consequently, we propose the following contributions generalised to
avoid limiting its use to the graphs resulting from the rewriting transformations:

5. We produce a new general representation method to visualise graphs and evaluate it to ensure
the solution offers better results than the existing literature.

While this last contribution is evidently different from the first ones more linked to the
rewriting formalism, it nonetheless allows us to propose a rather complete workflow. We can thus
start with a network generation, perform a model simulation, and conclude with a visualisation
of the resulting network. With all of our contributions announced loud and clear, we are ready
to develop our work.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 establishes all the definitions we will use throughout this thesis. We first recall
some basic notions about graph theory and follows with a detailed description of the graph
rewriting formalism when using strategies and located rewriting rules applications.

Chapter 3 proposes to employ the graph rewriting formalism previously introduced to generate
graphs. Starting with a quick overview of the related works, we then present two generative
models, respectively composed of a few rewrite rules and a strategy, both able to produce
networks displaying small-world characteristics.

Chapter 4 is used to explore a second problematic, turning this time our focus towards infor-
mation diffusion models. Two propagation models are thus studied and adapted using our
graph rewriting formalism to simulate propagation phenomena. We then turn toward a
dissemination model which we use as a basis for inspiration and improve upon using the
knowledge gained during the previous model adaptations.

Chapter 5 aims at tackling the visualisation of networks representing diffusion phenomena. We
specifically present and evaluate a pixel-oriented visualisation adapted for displaying large
graphs in a sensible amount of time.

We then end this document with some final perspectives, discussions and conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Definitions

Contents
2.1 On graphs and their specifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

2.1.1 Generalities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

2.1.2 Labelling and port graphs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

2.2 Graph rewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

2.2.1 Port graph morphism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

2.2.2 Port graph rewrite rule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

2.2.3 Matching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

2.2.4 Rewriting step and derivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

2.3 Strategic located graph rewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

2.3.1 Located rewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

2.3.2 Strategic graph programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

2.4 Conclusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

Although the yearning reader is eagerly awaiting for some modelling, analysis and visual-
isations, this chapter, as its name so eloquently hints at, mostly focuses on introducing and
defining the concepts presented and used throughout the rest of this thesis. Some of them are
common knowledge and can most certainly be skipped over by anyone with the faintest notion of
graph theory. However, several of the remaining concepts also introduce or are based on singular
notions which will only appear familiar to readers acquainted with works on graph rewriting
techniques. To avoid any possible misunderstanding with the readers unfamiliar with such top-
ics, the different definitions are brought forth step-by-step, each building on the previous ones
until all of the notions needed to express the context of strategic graph rewriting are finally
introduced.

Most of the definitions presented in this chapter have already been introduced under one form
or another in one of the papers presenting results for Porgy. However, several of them have
sensibly evolved along the years as the software, being a research tool, is continually expanding,
its inner system is subject to re-factoring and new functionalities are regularly implemented.
Some of these changes are minor and may only affect a small part of one definition but others

This chapter borrows content from:
Maribel Fernández, Hélène Kirchner, Bruno Pinaud, and Jason Vallet. Labelled Graph Strategic Rewriting for
Social Networks. Currently under review. Submitted to the Journal of Logical and Algebraic Methods in Pro-
gramming (JLAMP) in November 2016; major revision submitted in September 2017.

7



8 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONS

introduce much wider revisions, implying numerous adjustments throughout several definitions.
This still makes the existing definitions entirely accurate in the context of their respective papers,
which we will present later, while also allowing the readers to witness and follow the evolution
taking place in the definitions with each newly introduced operation or constituent.

For this thesis, we have adapted the existing definitions in their most recent occurrence, as
presented in Fernández et al. (2016a). We thus propose to use directed labelled (port) graphs
as a basis instead of the usual non-directed (port) graphs with attributes stored in an external
record. Although both objects are adapted for the task and can be considered as equivalent, the
labelled graph is, from our point of view, a more familiar object to manipulate. Furthermore,
its formal definition and the graph implementation we use are both structured very similarly,
thus making the transition from one description to the other seamless and coherent. Overall,
the definitions presented in this thesis have been reworked to propose formulations using labels
and labelling functions instead of records and have been generalised to handle both directed and
undirected graphs.

In a few words, graph rewriting can be described as a technique allowing to transform, or
rewrite, a given part of a graph. Objects named rules are defined to indicate which part of the
graph to target and the exact transformations to apply on it. Ultimately, such powerful technique
allows unrestricted modifications but also implies precise characterisation in order to accurately
specify and target the elements to transform. Once several such transformations, or rules, are
defined, we propose to use procedures called strategies to manage the different transformations
to carry out on the graph and to describe how, when and where to apply them. To achieve this,
strategies are built using their own language. Effectively, with a strategy, a set of rules, and a
graph to transform, we have a complete system, equivalent to a program and the set of functions
it applies.

The definitions proposed in this chapter are grouped in three thematics according to their
context. Firstly, we propose a simple reminder of the standard definitions related to graphs from
a general point of view, presenting them in a few of their different forms and recalling their
corresponding properties. We complete this section with a more detailed account on labelled
graphs and port graphs which we use as the structural basis for all of our graph transformations.
Secondly, we define the whole process surrounding the graph rewriting operations, from the
construction and specification of rewrite rules, to the resulting transformed graph and the trace
of modifications it underwent. Lastly, we introduce the strategies as well as the notion of located
(port) graph rewriting to precisely target chosen elements and administer complex and advanced
transformations operations.

2.1 On graphs and their specifications

This first section proposes the more general definitions and offers some recalls and reminders
on graph theory. Although we consider the readers to have basic notions of graph theory, the
definitions and visual examples given along the way have been designed to allow anybody with a
comprehension of set theory and mathematical functions to understand them. Due to the growing
interest towards graphs as mathematical and computational objects, a plethora of books, courses
and online resources has been written on the topic, and, apart for some terminology variations
depending of the authors’ originating field of research, all of these resources present ostensibly
similar content. We propose to the interested reader the following short list of quality references,
either focussing on graph theory (Bollobas, 1998; Diestel, 2000; Bondy and Murty, 2011) or using
this very topic as a basis and expanding upon it in order to perform network analysis (Brandes
and Erlebach, 2005; Batagelj, 2009; Cohen and Havlin, 2010).
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2.1.1 Generalities

Graphs are very common and well-known data structures. While Euler is often mentioned as
the first mathematician to have used the concept of a graph to introduce the Königsberg bridges
puzzle,1 this mathematical objects is mostly used nowadays to represent relational data, that is
any data where two entities are linked by a relation. We usually define a graph as follows:

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph is denoted as G = (N,E,E ) where

• N represents a set of nodes (also called vertices or entities),

• E describes the set of edges (sometimes mentioned as links, relations or connections), and

• E is a function associating each edge to an unordered pair of nodes such as E : E 7→
N ×N .

Alternative definitions exist to express graphs where, for instance, the function associating an
edge to a pair of nodes is informally defined (e.g., Brandes and Erlebach (2005)). Definition 1,
nonetheless, is very general and can be used to describe the arrangement of associations between
nodes and edges of every possible graph. Figure 2.1 shows a few examples of graphs, presenting
different number of nodes and edges, obtained using algorithms generating graph structures.

(a) Graph with a grid ap-
proximation structure inspired
from Yao (1982) (100 nodes,
427 edges)

(b) Random graph following
the G(n, p) model of Gilbert
(1959) (200 nodes, 982 edges,
p = 0.05)

(c) Another random graph as
described by Erdős and Rényi
(1959) (490 nodes, 1000 edges)

Figure 2.1: Some examples of graphs with different numbers of nodes and edges.

We call a given arrangement of associations between nodes and edges as shown above a
topology. Among the different possible topologies a graph can present, a few cases with peculiar
structural characteristics have specific names; we show a few examples of such cases in Figure 2.2.
For instance, a graph is said to be simple (Fig. 2.2a) if it does not contain loops –∀e ∈ E and
for u ∈ N , E (e) 6= {u, u}– and only one edge can exist between any ordered pair of nodes –there
is no such case, for e1, e2 ∈ E and u, v ∈ N , where E (e1) = {u, v} and E (e2) = {u, v} when
e1 6= e2. The opposite of a simple graph is called a multiple graph (Fig. 2.2b), or multigraph,
and allows loops as well as multiple edges between any ordered pair of nodes. Another specific
type of graph topology of interest to us is the tree (Fig. 2.2c). A graph is a tree when there is
no cycle inside it, that is there is only one possible path to follow in order to connect one node to
another for any pair of nodes within the graph. The topologies can also induce some properties

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Bridges_of_K%C3%B6nigsberg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Bridges_of_K%C3%B6nigsberg
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concerning the degree of each node, that is the number of edges associated to a node. If all
the nodes in a graph have the same degree, a graph is said to be regular (Fig. 2.2d), moreover,
if each possible pair of nodes is connected by an edge, then the graph is complete (Fig. 2.2e).
Obviously, some of these definitions may sometimes overlap, for instance, a complete graph is
also regular if it is simple, and a tree is always a simple graph but can never be regular nor
complete.

(a) Simple graph, a graph with-
out any loop or multiple edge
(10 nodes, 17 edges)

(b) Multigraph, a graph with
loops and multiple edges (10
nodes, 32 edges)

(c) Tree, a simple graph with-
out cycles (31 nodes, 30 edges)

(d) Regular graph, a simple
or multiple graph where every
node has the same degree (20
nodes, 60 edges).

(e) Complete graph, a sim-
ple regular graph where all
nodes are connected together (7
nodes, 21 edges).

Figure 2.2: A few examples of different graphs with particular topologies.

While all those topologies can be used to represent an infinity of different structures, graphs
can also describe more down to earth situations. For instance, a graph can represent the equiv-
alent topological structure of a road map, in the very same way it has been used by Euler to
capture the available bridges to cross over the rivers in Königsberg. Such objects, similar to
those existing in navigating systems, can then be used to identify the paths to follow to go from
point A to point B. If multiple possibilities exist, one can be interested to either follow the
shortest path between A and B, that is the one achieved with the least hops from neighbour
to neighbour, or to identify the longest path between two nodes. The longest path existing in
a graph is commonly called the graph’s diameter and the average length of the shortest paths
between all pairs of nodes is defined as the characteristic path length of a graph., But how,
as we are interested in a graph representing a road map, could we express one-way traffic? The
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graph definition needs to be extended to consider this situation; we consequently establish for our
graph a new type of edge allowing for connections to be defined according to a given direction.

Definition 2 (Directed graph). A directed graph is a graph G = (N,E,E ) where

• N designates a set of nodes,

• E defines a set of directed edges (or arrows), and

• E : E 7→ N ×N is a function which associates to each edge an ordered pair of nodes such
that, for e ∈ E and u, v ∈ N , if E (e) = (u, v), then E (e) 6= (v, u).

Several examples of directed graph are proposed in Figure 2.3. The notion of the source
of an edge (sometimes called origin) and its destination (or target) are common to describe
respectively the node from which the edge starts and the one to which its arrives. While the
arrows add a new meaning to the graph, the base topology can always be considered as undirected
if need be. Some specific objects, called mixed graphs (Fig. 2.3b), even propose to only consider
a part of the edges as oriented arrows and to keep the rest as undirected connections.

(a) Simple directed graph (10
nodes, 20 edges)

(b) Mixed graph with directed
and undirected relations (10
nodes, 25 edges)

(c) . . . which can also be repre-
sented using reciprocal arrows
(10 nodes, 34 edges)

Figure 2.3: Examples of directed graphs using directed, mixed and reciprocal edges (arrows).

Quite naturally, all the specific topologies mentioned above can be adapted to fit this new
definition. For instance, a simple graph forbids multiple edges and loops but not cycles, thus, for
two nodes u, v ∈ N , we can now have two directed edges e, f ∈ E between them but only when
E (e) = (u, v) and E (f) = (v, u) (Fig. 2.3a and 2.3c). The definition of a tree with directed edges
undergoes some changes as well. A directed tree can contain a peculiar node called a root.
When all the edges point away from the root, the graph is called an out-tree (Fig. 2.4a); and,
inversely, if all the edges point toward the root, then the graph is an in-tree (Fig. 2.4b). This
change is very similar to the variation affecting the degree. Adding direction to the edges makes
the notion of degree for a node insufficient, thus with the orientation taken into account, we
define the in-degree and out-degree measures, respectively counting the number of incoming
and out-going edges. Finally, the definitions for regular or complete directed graphs do not differ
except that a simple complete directed graph will now need twice as much edges compared to
its undirected variation (Fig. 2.4c).

Using directed graphs effectively allows us to add more information on the edges by speci-
fying both source and destination. However, when working with graphs, sometimes the whole
object is neither necessary nor simply relevant. If we reconsider the example of the road map
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(a) Out-tree, a directed tree
with edges pointing away from
the root (39 nodes, 38 edges)

(b) In-tree, a directed tree with
edges pointing toward the root
(45 nodes, 44 edges)

(c) Complete directed graph
with twice as much edges than
an undirected complete graph
(5 nodes, 20 edges)

Figure 2.4: Additional examples of directed graphs with a structural peculiarity.

mentioned previously, an analogy would be to use a detailed map of the whole world when a
partial map solely representing a much smaller section, for instance the Liechtenstein, would
have been sufficient. In a similar fashion, partial graphs can be extracted from entire graphs if
needed. These objects are defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Subgraph). A subgraph s extracted from a (directed) graph G = (N,E,E ) is a
(directed) graph s = (Ns, Es,Es) where

• Ns is a subset of the nodes form G such that Ns ⊆ N ,

• Es represents a subset of the (directed) edges from G such that Es ⊆ E, and

• Es is a function interfacing E for the elements of subgraph s, which associates to each edge
in Es an (ordered) pair of nodes in Ns.

(a) A subgraph consisting of
the green elements extracted
from b (6 nodes, 7 edges); the
resulting graph is a tree.

(b) A simple undirected graph
with two sets of highlighted el-
ements in green and blue (20
nodes, 50 edges)

(c) A subgraph consisting of
the blue elements extracted
from b (6 nodes, 8 edges); the
resulting graph is complete.

Figure 2.5: Examples of subgraphs extracted from a simple undirected graph.
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Two examples of subgraphs are shown in Figure 2.5. As each subgraph is a graph in its own
right, the different specifications defined earlier can be applied to it. All the characteristics of a
graph however are not hereditary or automatically transferred to its subgraphs; for instance, a
subgraph from a multigraph can be a simple graph, or a subgraph from a complete graph can
be a tree. On the other hand, the orientation of the edges and their association with a pair of
nodes remain constant throughout the graph, subgraphs, subsubgraphs, etc.

While subgraphs can be used to extract some subsets of a given graphs, they can also regroup
the nodes in clusters. These assemblages are often defined based on the graph topology using
clustering algorithms designed to gather nodes into natural groups (Gaertler, 2005). This method
is especially pertinent when facing graphs representing social networks as groups of nodes are
commonly encountered in the form of communities which designate users strongly connected
with each other (i.e., with multiple common neighbours). The tightness of such group of nodes
can be computed by counting the average number of common neighbours each node have with
its neighbours. Furthermore, the value can then be averaged on the whole graph for all nodes to
obtain the measure known as the clustering coefficient (see Watts and Strogatz (1998)).

2.1.2 Labelling and port graphs

The abstract definition of a graph given so far allows us to conveniently use the object in a
few different contexts to represent particular situations. For instance, in addition to the road
map example, graphs can easily be used to depict geographical information, like representing the
map of shared borders for all the countries or the hierarchy of bifurcations and branching of the
different rivers from the oceans to their sources (Strahler, 1957). While these graphs can preserve
the structure of the information we store in them, that is the topology in itself, the information
is not really kept as it should. Indeed, what good is a representation of all the borders for every
country if the names of the countries can not be retrieve instantly? Other data could also be
preserved in the graph like the total length of the border,2 a historic tracing if and when the
frontier has been disputed in the past, or even if the nodes (countries) in the resulting graph can
be coloured such that two connected nodes never share the same colour (Wilson, 2002).

These additional information and computation can not be achieved with the graph definitions
as given above. Indeed, some elements of the graph may contain different kinds of data (for
instance, a name, a date, a colour), but the definition does not allow for such information to
be preserved. This feature is however supported by a specific class of graphs called labelled
graphs. As pointed out by its name, a labelled graph is a graph and thus respects Definition 1
(or Definition 2 if the graph is directed) which can preserve information through special functions
attached to it, assigning labels to its nodes and edges.

Definition 4 (Labelling function). Let λ be a set of labels on nodes or edges, L is the labelling
function for nodes and edges such as L : N ∪ E 7→ λ.

Labels are commonly used to store information such as weights for the edges or tags for the
nodes, but we can generalise their content type to anything (e.g., a numeric value, a sequence of
characters, a colour, a tuple). In our case, we affect to the graph several labelling functions in
order to allow the storage of multiple different data at the same time for each element.

Definition 5 (Labelled (directed) graph). A labelled (directed) graph is designed as G =
(N,E,E ,Λ) where

• N , E and E are the sets and function as described in Definition 1 (respectively, Definition 2
for a directed labelled graph),

2http://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/stats/Geography/Land-boundaries/Border-countries

http://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/stats/Geography/Land-boundaries/Border-countries
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• Λ is a set of labelling functions L on N and E, such as Λ = {L1,L2, . . . ,Lk} where k is
the total number of labelling functions.

Any labelling function Li, where 0 ≤ i ≤ k, can then be used to store an attribute for
each element of the graph. From here on, these labels allow us to distinguish the different kind
of entities or relations existing within the graph. For instance, nodes could be labelled using
colours (with either their full names –e.g., red, black– or a RGB tuple) to discern them, while

Figure 2.6: Example of labelled subgraph representing tagged content on Instagram (65 nodes,
122 edges). The dataset, originally described in Munk et al. (2016), is built from geo-tagged
Instagram posts harvested over several weeks. Each post contains a media (picture or video),
the identity of its author and a piece of text with a comment and some tags added by the user
(e.g., #london, #picoftheday, #sogood). We build from this dataset a visualisation representing
users, posts and tags. Each element contains several different type of information such as the
name, photo, and biography of the user, where and when a post was submitted, the frequency
with which a tag was used, etc. Each of these values is stored in a proper labelling function, e.g.,
for a labelled graph G, a node n ∈ N , and with the labelling functions tag , type, colour ∈ Λ, if
tag(n) = autumnleaves then type(n) = tag and colour(n) = orange. Because we can not display
all the available information at once, we use some of the visual properties of the representation
to express a few of them: the colour and shape map the nodes’ type (magenta for users, blue
for posts and orange for tags), the glyphs’ size indicates with which frequency each element is
referred to (its degree) and the label of the orange nodes is used to display the name of the tag.
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the edges could be labelled with values (indicating the geographic distance between two nodes
for instance) or unique numbers to enable their identification. Labelled graphs, also sometimes
called attribute graphs, thus allow us to potentially store an infinite amount of information on
the nodes and edges, and the graph can now be used to model a lot of different problems using
the elements’ attributes stored as labels. A popular example of application, further developed
later on, is the representation of social networks in which the users are represented by the nodes,
their relations by the edges, and all the persons and relations characteristics –such as names,
age, exchanged messages, qualifier of the relation, etc.– can be stored as labels.

Figure 2.7: Example of labelled subgraph representing flying routes between the airports of
Australia and New-Zealand (304 nodes, 1030 edges). The data originates from OpenFlights
(https://openflights.org/data.html) and proposes a list of airports and flying routes. We
know a fair share of information concerning the airports such as their geographic position (lati-
tude, longitude, altitude), the city/country where it is located, the airport’s name, the IATA/-
FAA/ICAO acronyms (international identification for the airport, e.g., SYD for Sydney or MEL
for Melbourne), the timezone, etc. as well as, concerning the flying routes, the name of the
operating airline, the number of stops, the equipment, etc. All of these values must be stored
in the corresponding labelling functions, e.g., for a labelled graph G, a node n ∈ N , an edge
e ∈ E, and with the labelling functions latitude, iata, equipment , destination ∈ Λ, we can have
latitude(n) = -33.9461, iata(n) = SYD, equipment(e) = 717 and destination(e) = Sydney. The
visualisation represents some information using the visual properties of the graph: the latitude,
longitude and altitude indicate where the airport (represented by a node) should be placed, the
nodes’ size gives the number of connections passing through the airport (its degree), the colour
hints of the timezone, and the edges are directed to indicate the flying routes’ direction.

https://openflights.org/data.html
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Figures 2.6 and 2.7 present different examples of labelled graphs. This new type of graph can
be adapted to all the different variations encountered earlier, whether it is directed and simple,
regular and complete, or the subgraph of another larger graph. Trivially, any graph containing
information in addition to its topological structure can be described as a labelled graph.

Nonetheless, although labelled graphs can be used in a lot of different situations, there is
one concept in particular which can not be simply depicted using them. Let us, for instance,
consider the modelling of biochemical networks, like those presenting protein-protein interactions
as in Blinov et al. (2006) and Deeds et al. (2012), using a labelled graph as introduced above. We
define two nodes to represent the molecular entities, set to be chemically bound together using
an edge. Molecules can react together and create strong bonds when presenting ionised atoms
(lacking or possessing more electrons than protons). When the two complex components undergo
a chemical reaction compelling them to become connected, multiple binding sites, indicating
points where ionised atoms are present and the two molecules can become attached, may be
available at the same time. Instead of being connected directly like nodes with edges, the two
molecules are attached through these binding points. A labelled graph structure, while quite
flexible, is unable to simply represent those binding sites and manage whether they are free,
already occupied, or in a transitional state. Note that using labels to store in each node the
available binding points and in each edge the one occupied by the current connection is still
possible but require a lot of different manipulations to finally obtain the needed information.

To address this issue in our modelisation tool Porgy, we have adopted a slight variation
of the labelled graphs as we propose to use port graphs in their stead. Simply put, a port
graph is a graph where edges are solely attached to nodes using specific connection points called
ports. This model is not without similarities with computer networks, where a machine can
be connected to the rest of the network through an Ethernet port, in turn connected to a hub
or a switch, linking to other computers, servers, or even different networks. Each port is thus
attached to a single node and every connection between two nodes must pass through at least
one of their respective ports. We define them as follows:

Definition 6 (Labelled (directed) port graph). A labelled (directed) port graph G is defined
as G = (N,P,E,E ,P,N ,Λ) where

• N represents a set of nodes;

• P designates a set of ports;

• E corresponds to the set of (directed) edges;

• E is a function which associates to each edge an (ordered) pair of ports such that E : E 7→
{P, P} (respectively, E : E 7→ P × P when directed);

• P : P 7→ N is a function which associates to each port the node to which it is attached to;

• N : N 7→ P is a function which associates to each node the set of ports P attached to it
such that, for n ∈ N and ∀p ∈ N (n), P(p) = n;

• Λ is a set of labelling functions L , such as Λ = {L1,L2, . . . ,Lk}, with Li, for 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
being a labelling function for nodes, ports and edges such as Li : N ∪ P ∪ E 7→ λi, where
λi is a set of labels on nodes, ports or edges.

The term portnode is commonly used to designate the object consisting of the central node
(in N) and its attached ports (from P ). We present in Figure 2.8 an example of port graph
visualised using Porgy. As each element is labelled, nodes, ports and edges can store different
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types of information. This generalisation can be used to represent any common labelled graph.
Portnodes can then be adapted in different configurations, from providing a single port, through
which each neighbour will be connected, to offering as many ports as wanted. An example of
configuration with as much ports on a node as it has neighbours is presented in Deeds et al.
(2012); we have also proposed another variation in Vallet et al. (2015a) where each portnode
possesses two ports to distinguish incoming from outgoing edges. However, if a straightforward
translation from a (directed) labelled graph to a (directed) labelled port graph is necessary, then
proposing a single port for each port node is the simplest solution as it avoids any additional
complexity (be it structural or visual) when defining the concerned port graph. We have notably

Figure 2.8: Example of labelled port graph from Andrei et al. (2011a) representing protein-
protein interactions (28 port nodes, 51 ports, 14 edges). Each of the binding sites is characterised
by a specific status which is stored in the element using a labelling function. To ease the
acknowledgement of this status value on any of the ports, we use the visual properties of the
elements and, more precisely, the shape and the colour of the ports. For instance, some of the
cAMP, Raf-1, and PDEBA1 elements have a green port while other proteins of the same type
present red or brown ports, marking them as unavailable. To help distinguishing them, each type
of protein is also coloured distinctively. For a labelled port graph G, a node n ∈ N and with
the labelling functions name, colour ∈ Λ, we have for instance: colour(n) = green if name(n) =
cAMP, colour(n) = yellow if name(n) = Raf-1 or colour(n) = orange if name(n) = PDE8A1.
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used this method in Fernández et al. (2016b) to represent nodes in a network as they are created
by a generative model. We also propose another example in Figure 2.10, this time representing a
map of flight connections. Despite not being explicitly defined as a port graph, the directed flight
connections (i.e., the edges) connect to the nodes using specific points labelled by the arrival and
departure time.

Overall, the decision of using port graphs in Porgy was made at the very beginning of the
graph rewriting tool elaboration (Pinaud et al., 2011, 2012). Because its creation was motivated
by the modelling of biological processes (Andrei et al., 2011b), and it is still used to this end
these days, as in Andrei et al. (2016), the port graph model, as explained in the example detailed
above, was essential to define the binding sites of the molecules. This need is very easily verified
as several authors have opted for similar modelling solutions in the last ten years (e.g., Blinov
et al. (2006); Danos et al. (2007); Andrei (2008); Yang et al. (2008); Faeder et al. (2009); Harmer
et al. (2010); Chylek et al. (2011); Deeds et al. (2012); Chylek et al. (2015)). We present in
Figure 2.9 two such examples of port graphs, modelling protein to protein interactions. Due to
this initial need and the fact that normal graphs can be transformed seamlessly into port graphs,
and conversely if the ports do not carry any specific meaning, all of our subsequent works thus
have “adapted” to the Porgy platform, employing the port graph and portnode structures as
a basis for describing our models. While the adoption of the port graphs can seem like an un-
needed hindrance when compared to the more classical graph constructs, using one rather than
the other does not change the global process followed, and although port graphs can seem alien
at first sight, the use of ports to distinguish the connection points quickly ends up feeling simply
natural and logical.

(a) Contact map of a protein to protein network,
from Danos et al. (2007).

(b) Subgraph of proteins (nodes), binding
sites (ports) and interactions (edges) originating
from Deeds et al. (2012).

Figure 2.9: Examples of labelled port graphs obtained from the literature.

The definitions given thus far describe the data structure at the centre of our work. Although
they may appear unusual at a first glance, (directed) port graphs can be used to represent any
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Figure 2.10: Example of a directed labelled port graph representing a partial flying map/schedule
from 1933 between different European cities (e.g., Berlin, Prague, Vienna). This partial repre-
sentation comes from Tufte (1990) and its caption is as follows: “A comprehensive narrative
description of a transport system requires a record of both time and spatial experiences. Here a
complex network of routes is brought together with flight times and identification numbers in a
brilliant map/schedule for the Czechoslovakia Air Transport Company in 1933. [...]”. Whereas
the figure in Tufte’s book is also accompanied with the brochure cover, we have instead added
an enlarged detail of Berlin in the top-right corner. As one can see, nodes represent cities, edges
indicate flying connections and, although no graphical distinction is used to represent ports, the
attachment area for any edge to a node gives the specific time scheduled for arrival and departure
with respect to the edge direction for this connection only. In addition to the written informa-
tion (i.e., city names on nodes, scheduled connections on ports, flight identification numbers on
edges), some visual cues are used on nodes (their size) and the edges (their line style: thin,
dashed or bold line) to represent even more information.
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conventional graph and, after a short time of adaptation, their handling becomes as much a
habit as one can perceive when manipulating normal graphs. We next focus our interest towards
(port) graph transformations and the definition of rewriting operations.

2.2 Graph rewriting

Several different formalisms exist to describe the evolution of an entity into something else.
Chemical reactions, for instance, as mentioned earlier, are good examples of such occurrence.
An initial element or groups of elements are specified as input materials and the resulting combi-
nation, with any existing byproduct, is given as the reaction outcome. With the transformation
happening, the atoms in the molecules can be considered as simply being reordered to form new
assemblages as expressed by the chemical reaction formula. Another example, using set of letters
as atomic elements this time, can present a very similar mechanism. Starting from an ordered set
of letters, like a sentence for instance, a formula could propose to change a subset of elements,
e.g., a word, into another. We thus propose to search for a pattern and replace it with another
one in a precise manner much like what is achieved when using regular expressions (Lawson,
2003) to find specific sequences of characters in texts, but also to replace them.

While the appellation rewriting, used to describe our formalism, makes sense in the context
of finding sequences of characters and rewriting the sections of a text corresponding to specified
patterns, the designation initially originates from the fields of term algebra and term rewrit-
ing (Baader and Nipkow, 1998; Courcelle, 1990). According to Baresi and Heckel (2002), the first
proposal introducing similar transformations applied to graphs appeared in the late sixties/early
seventies with web grammars (Pfaltz and Rosenfeld, 1969; Montanari, 1970), grammars for par-
tial orders (Schneider, 1970) and λ-graph reduction (Wadsworth, 1971). Baresi et al. effectively
present an introduction to the graph transformations from a software engineering point-of-view,
however, the three handbooks compiled by Rozenberg (1997) and Ehrig et al. (1997a,c) truly
present the subject in great detail; we can only refer the interested reader to them for more infor-
mation about the foundations, applications and problematics related to graph transformations.
Although we propose hereafter our view of graph rewriting and introduce the principle accord-
ingly, several diverse definitions of graph rewriting exist in the literature, each using different
kinds of graph structures or rewrite rules and formalisms. Fernández et al. (2016a) give an exten-
sive list of publications which propose their own perspective on the problem, such as Barendregt
et al. (1987); Lafont (1990); Barthelmann (1996); Corradini et al. (1997); Plump (1998); Habel
et al. (2001); Andrei and Kirchner (2008, 2009). Furthermore, while the following definitions
draw inspiration from previous works ranging from the earliest introduction of Porgy (Andrei
et al., 2011a; Fernández et al., 2012) to the most recent publications surrounding the rewriting
platform (Fernández et al., 2014; Vallet et al., 2015a; Fernández et al., 2016b,a), each have been
adapted to describe rewriting operations on directed labelled port graphs.

Despite our entire focus being set onto the graph rewriting platform Porgy, several other
graph transformation tools exist. The ones we most commonly mentioned in the past are PRO-
GRES (PROgrammed Graph REwriting System) (Schürr et al., 1997), AGG (Algebraic Graph
Grammar system) (Ermel et al., 1997), Fujaba (From Uml to JAva and BAck) (Nickel et al.,
2000), GROOVE (GRaph for Object Oriented VErification) (Rensink, 2004), GrGen (Geiß et al.,
2006) and GP/GP2 (Graph Programming) (Plump, 2009, 2011). However, a few others, more fo-
cussed toward modelling software systems, are also noticeable. We can mention solutions such as
ViaTra (Visual Automated model TRAnsformation3) (Varró and Balogh, 2007), Henshin (based

3https://eclipse.org/viatra/

https://eclipse.org/viatra/
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on the Eclipse Modelling Framework4) (Arendt et al., 2010), GREaT (Graph Rewriting and
Transformation Language) (Balasubramanian et al., 2006), AToM3 (A Tool for Multi-formalism
and Meta-Modelling) (de Lara and Vangheluwe, 2002), VMTS (Visual Modeling and Transfor-
mation System) (Mezei et al., 2007), Augur 2 (König and Kozioura, 2008), MOFLON5 (Anjorin
et al., 2014). . . While a sound comparison of all theses solutions would be very interesting, it
would also be out of scope in the current context. Being the solution we used to express the
models introduced in this thesis, we thus restrict ourselves to solely discussing and defining the
graph rewriting approach from our own point of view using the platform Porgy.

We focus in the following on the three processes needed to perform transformations as graph
rewriting operations. We first need a technique to express the correspondence from a given graph
to another one. Secondly, we express the definition for a port graph rewrite rule, allowing us
to precise a pattern to identify and the conform transformation to perform. By bounding these
two operations together, we are able to propose a matching procedure to select the appropriate
elements to rewrite. The graph rewriting operation obtained once all processes have been suc-
cessful, which we define as a rewriting step, is concluded by finally transforming the targeted
elements according to the specifications given in the rewrite rule.

2.2.1 Port graph morphism

Our very first move is to define a way to express an existing correspondence between two distinct
(port) graphs. Thus, we are interested in the notion of homomorphism (from the Greek homos
meaning “same” and morphe signifying “form”) between the two entities. As the port graphs
consist of several elements of different nature –i.e., nodes, ports, edges–, we will need to express
different functions to detail the possible mapping of one element from a given port graph to
another. We thus propose the following definition.

Definition 7 (Port graph morphism). Given two port graphs G = (NG, PG, EG,EG,PG,NG,ΛG)
and H = (NH , PH , EH ,EH ,PH ,NH ,ΛH), a (partial) port graph morphism M transforming
G to H is defined by a set of functions M = 〈MN ,MP ,ME〉 specifying the mapping of the sets
of elements (respectively, nodes, ports and edges) of G to H such that:

• MP : PG 7→ PH is a mapping from the set of ports of G to the set of ports of H.

• ME : EG 7→ EH is a mapping from the set of edges of G to the set of edges of H such
that, for two ports pG, qG ∈ G, two other ports pH , qH ∈ H, and two edges eG ∈ EG and
eH ∈ EH (with EG(eG) = (pG, qG) and EH(eH) = (pH , qH)), there is a morphism from
eG to eH (ME(eG) = eH) when the edge extremities also present the respective morphisms
MP (pG) = pH and MP (qG) = qH ;

• MN : NG 7→ NH is a mapping from the set of nodes of G to the set of nodes of H such
that, for two nodes nG ∈ NG and nH ∈ NH , we define their every attachment ports as
pG and pH , respectively ∀pG ∈ NG(nG) ⊆ PG and ∀pH ∈ NH(nH) ⊆ PH , if there is a
morphism from nG to nH (MN (nG) = nH), then each of the ports pG attached to nG also
possesses a distinct morphism pH attached to nH (MP (pG) = pH).

As one can notice, the ports are truly at the centre of the morphism operation and we
use those anchoring points as references at all time. By defining them as a basis during the
mapping, we can compare both the nodes –to which they are attached, and by extension the
whole portnode–, the edges –which connect two ports together–, and see if differences exist or

4https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
5http://www.moflon.org

https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
http://www.moflon.org
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find the appropriate correspondence. The ports are thus a great help to establish a basis for
the port graphs topology and verify whether their respective structure are actually identical and
each element has a correspondence. Furthermore, while N , P and E are used to express the
morphism, the different functions defining the port graph (i.e., E , P, N and Λ) are not used
to define the morphism. The ports are considered at all time as the basis and thus the results
returned by the port graph functions are redefined accordingly. For instance, should two ports
p, q ∈ PG be part of the same portnode in G but end up being attached to different nodes in
H, the functions P and N will automatically adapt to produce the appropriate results such
that even if PG(p) = PG(q), we obtain PH(p) 6= PH(q), and of course p 6∈ NH(PH(q)) and
conversely q 6∈ NH(PH(p)).

This definition indicates the exact correspondence between two port graphs, as each element
from G finds a match in H. This scenario is obviously not very common as most of the time we
will only look for a smaller pattern in a larger port graph. However, as we are looking in cases like
these for a partial morphism, we can reuse Definition 3 describing the principle of subgraphs. We
start identifying potential candidates based on the pattern and then extract the eligible elements
into a sub(port)graph. In the same fashion that a subgraph is not just a partial selection of the
elements of a larger graph but a true graph in itself, a sub-port graph also respects the definition
of a real port graph. This allows us to define the partial port graph morphism as an exact port
graph morphism, only applied on a subset of the original port graph.

Identifying the correspondence between two port graphs is a stepping stone for the graph
rewriting process. As we are able to map an element in a port graph to a different one in another
port graph, though the type of the element (i.e., node, port, edge) must remain consistent, we
can use this technique to declare patterns to search for. Hereafter, we present how such patterns
can be described and how we can submit the selected elements to transformation to achieve our
rewriting objective.

2.2.2 Port graph rewrite rule

A port graph rewrite rule, most commonly noted L ⇒ R, indicates a transformation we refer
to as a rewriting operation or a rewriting step. Several definitions exist however, in our case,
the rewrite rule is itself a port graph, consisting of two sub-port graphs L and R and an arrow
node, noted ⇒, encoding the correspondence between some of the ports in L and R. We give
the definition as follows.

Definition 8 (Labelled (directed) port graph rewrite rule). A labelled (directed) port graph
rewrite rule L⇒W R is a labelled (directed) port graph consisting of:

• a first labelled (directed) port graph L, called left-hand side (LHS), specifying the model of
subgraph targeted for rewriting,

• a second labelled (directed) port graph R, called right-hand side (RHS), defining the sub-
graph set to replace L, where all the labelling functions in ΛR in R must be expressed using
algebraic combinations of the labelling functions in ΛM (L) found in M (L), and

• an arrow node ⇒W with a set of edges, each connecting a port in L to a port in R through
a port in the arrow node.

The edges provided with the arrow node indicate the mapping of the ports from L to R and the
edge rewiring to perform on the graph when the rule is applied. We affix to the arrow node the
function W : ΛL ∧W 7→ B taking for parameter ΛL –the set of labelling functions for the nodes,
ports and edges of L–, W –a Boolean expression used to express the absence of elements–, and
returning a Boolean value.
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We will present in details the whole process followed when a graph rewriting operation is
performed later, for now, we focus on the rewrite rule definition. As the left- and right-hand
side are port graphs, the number of portnodes allowed to exist in either is not limited, we
could thus describe any port graph in the LHS and rewrite it into any other port graph in the
RHS, allowing thus an infinite number of transformations to obtain all the possible port graphs.
Because graph rewriting is such a powerful and versatile tool, we need to take extra care to avoid
unwanted transformation and thus we will always seek to limit the rules into performing just the
modifications we need, exactly where we want them. An exhaustive definition of the LHS is the
very first step. As an exact description of the pattern we seek is properly given, we can restrain
the modifications to the eligible elements and rewrite them according to the rule.

(a) Two signalling EGF proteins form a dimer
(EGF.EGF) represented as a single node.

(b) An EGF dimer (EGF.EGF) and a receptor
(EGFR) bind on free sites.

Figure 2.11: Examples of port graph rewrite rules from Andrei (2008) obtained with Porgy. The
transformations are a peculiar case of reaction pattern in the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
(EGFR) signalling pathway fragment. The red edges linking LHS elements to RHS ones specify
how to rewire elements once the rule application is complete to avoid unintentionally ending up
with dangling edges.

We propose in Figure 2.11 a visual example of two (undirected) port graph rewrite rules.
Although we have just given the definition for directed rewrite rules, undirected rewrite rules are
very similar and allow us to introduce the concepts we will need through simpler examples; the
eager reader can however peek into the following chapters to find examples of directed rewrite
rule applications. The rules presented in Figure 2.11 originate from Andrei (2008) and represent
reaction patterns in the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR6) signalling pathway. This
visual rule representation shows a lot of information at the first glance. Indeed, in addition to
simply depicting the topology of the LHS and RHS (arrangement and number of ports, nodes and
edges), the rule also provides visual clues which may be used as characteristics in the rewriting
operation. Overall, each value for the visual properties, such as the size, shape, colour or name,
defining the ports, nodes and edges is stored in one of the numerous label functions defined in
Λ. The first rule (Fig. 2.11a) symbolises two EGF proteins, in the LHS, bonding together to
form an EGF.EGF element, in the RHS, with a central node shaped as an arrow to depict the
arrow node ⇒W . Several changes, occurring during this transformation, are shown at the same
time here and we can use diverse visual cues to indicate existing differences. The two portnodes,
labelled EGF, present two ports called 1 and 2. Beyond their different names, the shapes used
to represent these ports are also distinct. The rewrite rule application will thus replace two of

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidermal_growth_factor_receptor

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidermal_growth_factor_receptor
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the EGF elements, each with two ports 1 and 2 (1 being a square and 2 being a circle), with a
new element EGF.EGF with four squared ports (two ports named 1, and two ports named 2).
A new edge is also added between the two ports labelled 1 attached to EGF.EGF in the RHS.
This first example is quite straightforward and can be simply resumed as two elements merging
together to create a new one. However, some information related to the transformation seem to
be missing here: imagining that the two EGF elements are connected to other portnodes before
the rewrite rule application takes place. What would happen to the potential edges connecting
the rewritten elements to the rest of the graph?

Although this situation can not happen in this previous example, a second rule, shown in
Figure 2.11b, presents a way to indicate the continuity of connections for elements being rewrit-
ten. We use special edges, depicted as red edges on the visual representation, linking ports from
the LHS to ports in the RHS through the arrow node ⇒W and indicating the port to target
when performing the edge rewiring once the rewriting operation is completed. In this second
rule, an edge connecting with port 2 of the EGFR element for instance will be simply rewired
to connect with port 2 on the rewritten EGFR element. Conversely, if an edge were to exist on
the lone port 1 on EGFR, the rewriting operation would discard such connection as the rule does
not expressly precise this rewiring operation must be performed. This method is quite efficient
to avoid any dangling edge and has been used as a visual aid for a number of years by a few
different researchers (e.g., Mu et al. (2007)). However, the rewrite rules must be defined with
the utmost care to avoid any unintentional loss of connections after the rule application. Addi-
tionally, different configurations based on the arrow node connections between L and R can be
used to express specific behaviours. The default operation occurs when there is no connection
between an element of the LHS to the RHS. This case is described as a black hole as the edges
previously connected to the rewritten element(s) have no specific place to re-attach and are con-
sequently removed from the port graph to satisfy Definition 6 forbidding dangling edges. The two
remaining cases are the fusion and division. Respectively, if two (or more) red edges connected
to distinct ports in the LHS reach to the RHS and are connected to the same port there, then all
the edges are rewired to that very port. Inversely, if several red edges originate from the same
port in the LHS but are attached to distinct ports in the RHS, then the rewiring operation will
duplicate these edges and reattach each of them to the targeted ports. Although those behaviour
add generality, we will not use them in the work presented here. For the interested reader, more
details concerning the edges connecting elements of the LHS and RHS through the arrow node
are available in Fernández et al. (2016a).

As you can see in the rule, the shape of the ports but also the colours of both nodes and
ports can be changed. Because we use labelled port graphs, we consider that all the attributes
and information of the graph are stored using labelling functions, and thus, this is also true for
the visual attributes. By following Definition 8, the different labels existing for each elements of
the RHS can be defined from usual values, or they can be based on values of elements’ labels
existing in the LHS. For instance, using the rewrite rule R shown in Figure 2.11b, we define two
labelling functions nameR, colourR ∈ ΛR. For the ports pL ∈ PL in the LHS and pR ∈ PR in
the RHS, we may have nameR(pR) = nameR(pL) = 4 but with colourR(pL) = yellow which
is different from colourR(pR) = green. We will use this type of functionality very frequently in
the rest of this thesis, however, defining the operation to be performed this way is quite long
and inconvenient. In the same manner that we use Porgy, a visual rewriting platform to model
our problems, we will use the visual representations of the rules to express the values stored
on the different elements. This information could still be quite cluttered on rules like those in
Figure 2.11 were we subjected to use rules with a lot of different ports, each with significant
amount of data being stored and updated with each rewriting operation. This is however not
the case for us in the context of this thesis. Due to our interest being focussed on social network
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related modelling, we are able to greatly simplify our rules and only need portnodes with a
single port used as the sole connection point to the other elements. As a result, the ports and
nodes are only distinct elements due to Porgy’s inner structure definition but otherwise will
behave as one, as if they were a single element. We thus propose to explicitly mark on each rule
visual representation which labelling value is modified and how it is updated. We show such an
example of rule in Figure 2.12. The two rules can be used to generate a new random multigraph
with a single component, respectively, Rule 2.12a creates a new node and connects it to an
existing one, and Rule 2.12b connects two nodes together. For each rewrite rule R, we define a
labelling function Degree ∈ ΛR to store for each portnode its current degree. Obviously, when
we connect an edge to a node, we expect the value stored in its Degree to be updated; this is
taken care of during the rewrite rule application. Either the node is new (i.e., Rule 2.12a) and its
degree value is initialised at 1 (Degree = 1), or the node was pre-existing and its degree value is
incremented (with Degree = Degree+ 1). There may be several ways to perform an operation,
but in any case, the modifications always occur in the RHS and use values originating or derived
from computations on labels existing in the LHS. Although visually pleasant and appropriate for
simple operations, this method can however introduce some confusion in some case, especially
when designing values previously existing on several elements at the same time. For instance,
in Rule 2.12b, the operation Degree = Degree + 1 applied in the RHS on either the top or
bottom portnodes does not precise which element from the LHS to use to obtain the degree
value, indeed, it could signify either the bottom node or the top node. Thus, albeit this is not
an existing restriction in the Porgy rewriting system, we consider for the visual representations
that the label values defined for an element in the RHS are extracted from its mapped candidate
from the LHS (as indicated by the red edge) unless explicitly stated otherwise.

A final point concerning the function W affixed to the arrow node⇒W is needed to complete
the explanations surrounding our port graph rewrite rule definition. However, despite being
expressed in the port rewrite rule definition, W is also inherently connected to the next process
needed to perform graph transformation. We thus delay our explanations for the moment but
will clarify its role right after this next definition.

Degree = 1

Degree = Degree+ 1

(a) Rule adding a new node and edge

Degree = Degree+ 1

Degree = Degree+ 1

(b) Rule connecting together two nodes

Figure 2.12: Example of rewrite rules to use for random multiple graph generation. The rules are
virtually similar to the one given in Figure 3.1 on page 44. As we create new elements, we modify
the label values of the pre-existing ones to keep them up to date. Here, we use this technique
to process the degree value and preserve it in a labelling function Degree ∈ ΛR in each rewrite
rule R.
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2.2.3 Matching

With the port graph rewrite rule globally defined, we are now able to express which changes to
perform during the rewriting operation. Once combined with the morphism operation allowing
the (partial) mapping between two port graphs, these two processes establish the basis for the
matching operation which we define as follows.

Definition 9 (Match). Let L ⇒W R be a port graph rewrite rule and G a port graph, we say
that a match TG(L) of the left-hand side L is found in G if:

• there is a port graph morphism M from L to G (hence M (L) is a subgraph of G), and

• the value returned by the function W of the arrow node is true.

The identification of an appropriate morphism M is obviously necessary to pin-point can-
didates to consider for the rewriting operation to take place. Several techniques allowing such
matching exists with the most well known algorithm being attributed to Ullmann (1976), al-
though it was hardly the first (Corneil and Gotlieb, 1970). This method has since been up-
dated (Ullmann, 2011), some improvements have been proposed (Čibej and Mihelič, 2015) and a
few techniques have been found to identify matches more easily (Čibej and Mihelič, 2014). The
search of subgraph isomorphism is a whole research area with a full spectrum of solutions ranging
from parallel algorithms (McCreesh and Prosser, 2015) and genetic algorithms (Kim et al., 2016)
to some specific solutions adapted for graph databases (Lee et al., 2012). Although the efficient
search for subgraph isomorphisms is a very interesting problem, albeit quite complicated as it
belongs to the NP complexity class (Cook, 1971), we will not look into it in this thesis. We
can note however that our current context of operation consists in identifying exact matches,
opposed to approximate matching (Lu et al., 2016), by using a non-parallel and non-distributed
single computer architecture. While this certainly simplifies the algorithm implementation, it
also limits the speed of our solution when performing numerous and complex graph rewriting
operations. We discuss in greater details the performances of Porgy in Appendix B on page 193.

Once some potentially matching elements have been identified and the morphism is set,
effectively allowing us to know the correspondence between each element of the LHS, we need
to be certain that they all have been appropriately selected. In addition to the topology and
because we use labelled port graph, we are able to propose a conditional matching based on the
possible label values with the function W . As indicated in Definition 8, W considers all the values
returned by the labelling functions of the LHS port graph, as well as a Boolean expression W to
declare the necessity for certain elements to be absent, and return a Boolean value signalling if the
elements selected to map those in the LHS are a fitting choice. We can thus decide to allow the
application of a rule to a matching subgraph if only certain labels exhibit the desired values. For
instance, for a rewrite rule R with a labelling function NameR ∈ ΛR providing names for nodes,
ports or edges, we could configure W to only accept as candidates nodes whose name is defined
as A and edges whose names are not defined as B. This very process can simply be generalised to
any of the labelling functions in ΛR and adapted to offer the usual equality or inequality tests,
with the ability to test as many label values as needed for all of the elements existing in the
LHS. We propose, just like we did earlier for the redefinition of the RHS label values, to add
annotations on the rewrite rules representations to visually express the conditions to meet for the
elements to successfully match with the ones in the LHS. We present in Figure 2.13a an example
based on the previous Rule 2.12a. We still track the degree value, as previously explained, but we
also have added a new condition on the sole portnode of the LHS. Rule 2.13a basically indicates
that, to successfully match with the portnode in the LHS, the candidate portnode must have a
degree value inferior to fifty. As mentioned earlier, this principle can be generalised to nodes,
ports, and edges, with several conditional tests also being allowed on a single element value.
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Degree < 50

Degree = 1

Degree = Degree+ 1

(a) Rule adding a new node and edge if
the initial node’s degree is inferior to 50.

Degree = Degree+ 1

Degree = Degree+ 1

(b) Rule connecting together two nodes if
the two nodes are not already connected.

Figure 2.13: Example of conditional rewrite rules to use for simple random graph generation.
Each rule is subjected to a condition and can only be successfully applied when it is met. Because
Rule b checks whether the two nodes are already connected before inserting a new edge between
them, the resulting graph will be simple, with each node having at most 50 neighbours (Rule a).

With the first part of W specified for the conditional matching, we are only missing the
Boolean expression W . According to Definition 8, W is used to express the absence of elements.
This concept has been introduced to enable the modelisation of network algorithms and, more
specifically, to facilitate the elaboration of tests checking the existence of edges between ports.
This functionality is inspired from the GP programming system (Plump, 2009), and from a more
general definition given in Elan (Borovanský et al., 1998), in which a rule may have a condition
introduced by the keyword where. Applied to our case, a condition where not Edge(p,q)

indicates that no edge exists between the ports p and q. This condition, being a part of the
conditional matching, is also checked during the matching. Just like before, we propose a visual
cue to indicate on the rewrite rules visual representation that such condition exist. We show
in Figure 2.13b an example of edge nonexistence. The rule is similar to the one presented in
Figure 2.12b with the addition of a grey edge between the two ports of the LHS. To help identify
those “anti-edges” more easily, we also mark their extremities using glyphs shaped like crosses.
In undirected rules like the one showed in the figure, we usually put such glyphs on each of the
edge ends, however, in undirected rules, we only put a cross at the destination’s end of the arrow
to preserve the visual information signalling the edge direction. Despite its special meaning,
an “anti-edge” is also considered as an element like the ports, nodes, edges, and as such, it is
subjected to conditional matching too. For instance, let us define a port graph G, with two
ports p, q ∈ P respectively attached to the nodes m,n ∈ N (P(p) = m and P(q) = n), and an
undirected edge e ∈ E, connecting p and q (E (e) = {p, q}), and labelled by a function weight ∈ Λ
such that weight(e) = X. If we declare a rewrite rule searching for two portnodes, each with a
single port, and connected by an “anti-edge” whose labelling function weight must return a value
such that weight(e) 6= X, then a matching is completely possible as there is no edge between m
and n (through p and q) whose value is different from X.

Now that the function W is properly defined, we can clearly see that, for a match to be
successful, three requirements must be satisfied. First of all, the rewrite rule LHS must have
an appropriate topological morphism on which to map its elements. Secondly, the considered
elements must also comply with the conditional matching with respect to their label values.
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Lastly, if an “anti-edge” is defined in the LHS, then it must find no match with an existing edge.
Should any of these three requirements failed to be enforced, then the graph rewriting operation
can not be applied. We propose now to look at the complete rewriting step and detail how each
of the processes defined above fall into place.

2.2.4 Rewriting step and derivation

Most of the time, a rewriting step is defined in a very intuitive way: we find a matching subgraph
for the left-hand side pattern of the rule and replace it by the right-hand side pattern. Such
formulation hides the intrinsic complexity of the matching procedure as well as the transformation
itself. When it comes down to implementing such a rewriting system, even so when one needs to
visualise the rules and the transformations, things need to be meticulously specified. We propose
the following definition for it.

Definition 10 (Rewriting step). A rewriting step S on G using a rule L⇒W R and a match
TG(L), written S : G 7→T

L⇒W R G
′, transforms G into a new graph G′ in three steps.

• The build step: if a match TG(L) for L is found in G, an instantiated copy of the port
graph R named Rc is added to G (thus MG(R) = Rc), and the values of the labelling
functions in ΛRc are computed according to the values found in ΛTG(L).

• The rewiring step: all edges connecting elements of the match TG(L) for L to the rest of
G are redirected to Rc. Let two ports pL ∈ PL and pR ∈ PR respectively in L and R, for
each port pA in the arrow node ⇒W connecting pL to pR (EL⇒W R(eLA) = (pL, pA) and
EL⇒W R(eAR) = (pA, pR) with eLA, eAR ∈ EL⇒W R), we must find all the edges e linking
the ports pG ∈ PG \ PTG(L) –existing in G but not consider as matching elements for L–
with ports in TG(L) –the matching subgraph of L in G. Let ML and MR be the general
port graph morphisms mapping respectively the transformations from L to G and from R to
G, each edge e is then rewired according to its direction: if EG(e) = (pG,ML

P (pL)) then e
is rewired such that EG(e) = (pG,MR

P (pR)) or, if EG(e) = (ML
P (pL), pG) then e is rewired

as EG(e) = (MR
P (pR), pG). The port obtained by the morphism MR

P (pR) is found by the
match TG(R) for R in G, that is Rc.

• The deletion step: the subgraph TG(L) is deleted from the transformed graph G, thus
creating the final graph G′, where the elements matching with L have been replaced by those
matching with R and the edges have been rewired accordingly.

Thus, these three steps describe a complete rewriting operation. Once the transformation to
perform is expressed in a rewrite rule and an appropriate match has been identified, the rule
can be applied and the corresponding changes made in the graph. The graph G is consequently
transformed into G′ and is susceptible to undergo further transformations as long as the rewrite
rules LHS can find purchase in the graph.

Generally, for a given rule L ⇒W R and a port graph G, several rewriting steps may be
possible depending of the matching elements. Consequently, the application of a rule can poten-
tially produce various graphs when different elements are rewritten in G. As a result, if a single
rewriting application can for instance produce γ port graphs, a succession of rewriting operations
could produce an exponentially increasing number of possible graphs. We name such sequence
of rewriting steps a derivation. Although some rules or succession of rules may increase the
number of elements which could potentially be rewritten (e.g., Rules 2.12a and 2.12b), others
can also limit this number after a certain number of applications (e.g., Rules 2.13a) or with each
application (e.g., Rules 2.11a and 2.13b) like converging or diverging functions. In the latter case,
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the available derivations are finite and the system is said to be terminating. Very naturally,
a derivation can also be represented as a tree, with each new potential alternative result to a
rewriting step being added to a new branch: these objects are simply called derivation trees.
Each branch thus follows a rewriting scenario with each node in the tree proposing alternative
routes whenever several rule applications can occur in different places in the graph. We show an
example of such representation in Figure 2.14. The derivation has been obtained after successive
applications of Rule 2.12a (creating a new port node and connecting it to one of the pre-existing
port nodes) on a graph with a single initial port node. As one can see, each node in the tree
shows a small preview of the port graph, and because each rule application creates a new port
node (and thus a new candidate for the next rule application), every additional level in the tree
at depth δ creates δ! new leaves and forbid the derivation to ever terminate. Obviously, rules
which terminates, like the one proposed in Figure 2.13b, cannot produce such derivation trees as
the resulting graph obtained after several rewriting steps will converge toward a single or several
distinct solutions. Overall, the derivation tree is a wonderful tool to follow the different rewriting
steps and their respective results.

The definition we give here for a rewriting step is our own but several different variations
exist in the literature. Basically, the techniques proposed to tackle the graph rewriting problem
either follow the Double Push-Out from Ehrig et al. (1973) or Single Push-Out (Raoult, 1984;
Kennaway, 1987) approach (respectively shortened as DPO and SPO). We will avoid detailing
those algebraic approaches here as their very formal definitions would significantly expand this
section, however, we forward the interested reader to Ehrig et al. (1997b) for a specific compari-
son between the two approaches. We can note nonetheless that the graph transformation process
we propose above is more closely related to the SPO approach as described in Löwe et al. (1993)
and Löwe (1993); more in-depth explanations are available in Fernández et al. (2016a).

The definition proposed to achieve the rewriting step gives us all the essential ingredients
we need to perform graph rewriting operations: a graph and a collection of rules with the
appropriate techniques to match them on the graph. This set of components and tools is what
we commonly refer to as a graph rewriting system (GRS). Although quite powerful, the
graph rewriting formalism as expressed up to this point still lack some flexibility when we wish
to perform minute operations and rewriting transformations on very precise sections of the graph.
Indeed, the matching will indifferently choose candidates anywhere in the graph as long as their
topology and their labels agree with the conditions expressed in the rule. Furthermore, despite

Figure 2.14: Example of derivation tree of depth 4 obtained after successive applications of
Rule 2.12a on a graph with a single initial portnode.
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the potential of graph rewriting operations, we have not seen so far how the graph rewrite rules
could be organised or ordered to perform more convoluted transformations.

2.3 Strategic located graph rewriting

In this section, we present an extension to the basic port graph rewriting system introduced
beforehand. Despite the versatility of the rewrite rules, as they can be used to express any
possible modification on any possible graph, we are slightly limited by the port graph rewriting
system in its current form. Imagine, for instance, a simple rule R setting the colour of a node
to red. In a labelled port graph G where the elements colour is defined by the labelling function
Colour ∈ ΛG, our rule will just consider a node in G, match on it, and change its Colour value.
The first observation we can formulate is that any node can become red: every time the rule is
applied, a node (whether it is already red or not) is picked in G at random and is subjected to the
transformation. While the rule is in its simplest form, repeating the operation on nodes already
coloured red is a waste. We thus need to find a way to express which elements are available for
rewriting, or even to directly force only some elements into being targeted by the transformation.
To this end, we introduce hereinafter the concept of located graph rewriting as a mean to
decide which elements are available for rewriting and which are excluded.

2.3.1 Located rewriting

The rewrite rules as expressed previously can be adjusted in numerous way to only transform the
needed characteristics with a surgical precision. This effectiveness is however misspend by the
roughness of the matching operation, indifferently selecting the candidates in the whole graph.
To facilitate the specification of graph transformations, we propose to use the concept of located
graph as defined in the following.

Definition 11 (Located (port) graph). A located (port) graph GQP consists of a (port) graph
G and two distinguished subgraphs P and Q of G, called respectively the position subgraph (or
simply position) and the banned subgraph (or simply ban).

As their respective names can lead to believe, the position subgraph P is the subgraph of
G under study, that is the elements most likely to be used during the transformation, whereas
the ban subgraph Q can be seen as a protected subgraph, where no transformation concerning
the elements inside can take place. Those two different sets can have different use only limited
by the imagination of the expert designing the graphs and rewrite models. Most commonly,
the position subgraph contains the nodes awaiting to be rewritten, whereas the ban subgraph is
formed of “forbidden” elements or elements which have already been rewritten.

Obviously, this modification also touches the rewrite rule definition. Indeed, to inject some
specific meaning into the two subgraphs P and Q, their role needs to be integrated to all the
aspects of the graph rewriting system. Let us first improved the definition of the rewrite rule.

Definition 12 (Located rewrite rule). A located rewrite rule, noted LW ⇒W RNM, is given
by a port graph rewrite rule L ⇒W R, with an optional subgraph W of L, specifying which
elements will be mandatorily chosen from P, and two disjoint subgraphsM and N of R, defining
respectively which elements will be reintroduced in P and Q.

Before applying the rule rewrite operation, the matching can elect several potential candidates
and thus several possible morphisms. For the LHS subgraph morphism in G noted LG, and
because G is a located (port) graph being rewritten using a located rewrite rule, we propose
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default behaviours for the elements. First, a LHS noted L will successfully match on the subgraph
LG if at least one of the elements in LG exists in P. This option can be pushed even further
by using the subgraph W in the rule LHS to declare exactly which elements of LG should be
matched to elements existing in P. Secondly, the existence of Q counteract this effect by making
impossible any matching with nodes in Q. By carefully managing the addition and subtraction
of elements in P and Q, the initial matching can thus be strongly oriented, to not say completely
orchestrated, toward our rewriting goal.

Once the rule application is completed, the rewritten elements can be directly added to P or
Q to steer the next rewriting operations. Elements from the RHS are thus either part of M, N
or neither subgraphs and are respectively added to P, Q or neither, accordingly. If we reconsider
the example of the rewriting rule colouring nodes in red, by inserting the freshly rewritten node in
N in the RHS, that is in Q in the transformed graph, then the following rewrite rule application
will no longer consider the red node, now in ban, as an acceptable candidate. By using W, M
and N , we can properly specify which elements should absolutely be matched from P with W
and which elements can never be matching candidates with Q, which transformed elements are
inserted into P with M, and finally which elements are inserted into Q with N .

We propose some default behaviours when applying a located rewrite rule. As mentioned
above, the subgraph W indicates elements belonging to P but the definition does not forbid us
to leave W empty in a rule. Consequently, when performing a matching, every node, port and
edge outside of Q should be a potential candidate. To avoid cases where the amount of matching
candidates would become excessively numerous, we have decided instead to impose the presence
of at least one node from P when matching elements with the LHS. This small limitation keeps
the transformations local and tend to prevent rewriting operation from going out of control, and,
should the need for such operation arise, it does not hinder the possibility to declare all the
elements of the graph as elements of P.

With the located port graph and the located rewrite rule defined we can describe the op-
eration occurring during the rule application. Quite naturally, this definition comes on top of
Definition 10, and although we do not re-stipulate the three steps taking place during a rewriting
step, the development is similar.

Definition 13 (Located rewriting step). A located rewriting step SL on G, using a located

rewrite rule LW ⇒W RNM and a match TG(L), is written SL : GQP →T
LW⇒W RN

M
G′
Q′

P′ .

This means that the located graph GQP rewrites to G′
Q′

P′ using LW ⇒W RNM at position P avoiding
Q according to the rewriting step G→L⇒W R G

′ and with a morphism MG, defined in the match
TG(L), such that MG(L) ∩ Q = ∅, and MG(L) ∩ P = MG(W), or simply MG(L) ∩ P 6= ∅
if W is not provided. The new position subgraph P ′ and banned subgraph Q′ are defined as
P ′ = (P \MG(L)) ∪MG′(M) and Q′ = Q ∪MG′(N ); if M (resp. N ) is not specified then we
assume that M = R (resp. N = ∅).

In a nutshell, the management of the subgraphs P and Q allows us to target or ignore only
specific elements, W offers additional precision, andM and N give us the possibility to adapt P
and Q with each rule application; additional details concerning the use of the position and ban
subgraphs are available in Fernández et al. (2016a). Obviously, all the different tools available
for standard graphs, port graphs, rewrite rules and rewriting steps can also be adapted to their
located variation. In particular, the derivation tree turned out to be a very useful structure
to easily visualise the resulting transformations. However, some limitations still exist in our
system. The precise handling of a single located rewrite rule proved to be possible using the
position and ban subgraphs but how does such system hold when two or more rewrite rules are
to be considered when performing transformations on a graph?
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2.3.2 Strategic graph programs

Let us reconsider the example given at the beginning of this section with the rule R setting the
colour of a node to red. Now, imagine a second rule R′ setting the colour of a node to green
instead. How should we handle the application of both R and R′ on the same port graph?
There is simple solutions available, like proposing to use one rule or the other according to
a given probability or using a list to express a sequence giving the order in which each rule
must be applied. Those propositions however lack the potential for dynamic and conditional
rule application: for instance, we may wish to apply R as many times as possible and only
then apply R′ three times. To achieve such operation, we would need to transform our graph
rewriting system into a programmable system handling loops and conditional applications. We
thus propose to use strategic graph programs.

A strategic graph program is a program expressed using a strategy, itself consisting of a set
of instructions allowing the management of the located subgraphs and the conditional application
of rewrite rules. Consequently, a strategic graph program consists of a located graph rewriting
system and a strategy expression that permit the applications of located rules and the handling
of P and Q. Each strategy is composed of a set of instructions following a complete syntax
and formal grammar. Overall, the strategic graph programs offer a full programming language
allowing us to handle a set of operating instructions to manage the rewrite rule applications.
We present in Table 2.1 the complete grammar of the strategic graph rewriting language. A few
different solutions also use solutions affiliated to strategic rewriting, a detailed survey is available
in Kirchner (2015). As any of the rewriting applications we will present in this document will
use this syntax, we propose to take a closer look to it in order to help the reader familiarise
her/himself with the terms and available instructions.

Simply put, a strategy contains operations, and each operation in a strategy can either
succeed or fail; these two outcomes can be directly indicated by the instructions id and fail.
An operation is basically expected to either perform a rule application or change the located
subgraphs. As long as the operations succeed, the strategy will continue its execution, however,
once an operation has failed, the strategy usually comes to an end. To allow more complex
treatments, an operation can also be considered as a test: a failed or successful operation can be
caught in one of the loops or conditional constructs, leading the strategy to behave differently
in accordance. As one can see in Table 2.1, the syntax is divided in four different construct
groups: the Compositions –handling the loops, conditional applications and the general located
subgraphs tests–, the Positions –which manage what we call the focussing operations, that is
the instructions concerning either the position or ban subgraph–, the Rules –defining explicitly
the rule applications–, and finally the Properties –handling the tests on the elements’ properties
or labels. Let us take a closer look at each of these groups.

According to our syntax (in the Compositions group), a Strategy is the entry point of
our grammar and it can be recursively defined to enable several sequential operations. They can
either return id or fail as atomic values, or they can initiate a rule application (A), a located
subgraph update (U ), a located subgraph comparison (C ), a successive strategy application
(S;S ), or trigger diverse conditional or looping operations which we describe hereafter:

• if(S1)then(S2)else(S3), a standard conditional operation; if the application of S1 on (a
copy of) GQP returns id (i.e., succeeds), S2 is applied to (the original) GQP ; otherwise S3 is
applied to GQP . As in most of the existing language, the second half on the instruction,
specifying the else, is optional. The instruction fails if S1 succeeds and S2 fails or if S1

fails and S3 fails.

• (S1)orelse(S2), a more unconventional conditional operation; this instruction applies S1

on GQP if possible, and otherwise applies S2; it fails if both S1 and S2 fail. Despite what
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Let L,R be port graphs, M,N subgraphs of R and W a subgraph of L.

We define k ∈ N and πi=1...k ∈ [0, 1] such that
k∑
i=1

πi = 1.

Let label be the name used to identify the labelling functions L from Λ,

v ∈ λ is a valid value comparable to those returned by a labelling function.

R
u

le
s (Transformations) T ::= LW ⇒ RNM | (T ‖ T )

| ppick(T1, π1, . . . , Tk, πk)

(Applications) A ::= all(T ) | one(T )

P
o
si

ti
on

s (Focusing) F ::= crtGraph | crtPos | crtBan
| F ∪ F | F ∩ F | F \ F | (F ) | ∅
| ppick(F1, π1, . . . , Fk, πk)

| property(F,Elem[, Expr])

| ngb(F,Elem[, Expr])

| ngbIn(F,Elem[, Expr])

| ngbOut(F,Elem[, Expr])

(Determine) D ::= all(F ) | one(F )

(Update) U ::= setPos(D) | setBan(D)

| update(function{parameters})

P
ro

p
er

ti
es (Properties) Elem := node | edge | port

Expr := label Relop v | Expr && Expr

Relop := == | != | > | <

| >= | <=

C
om

p
os

it
io

n
s (Comparison) C ::= F = F | F != F | F ⊂ F | isEmpty(F )

(Strategy) S ::= id | fail | A | U | C | S;S

| if(S)then(S)else(S) | (S)orelse(S)

| repeat(S)[(k)] | while(S)[(k)]do(S)

| try(S) | not(S) | ppick(S1, π1, . . . , Sk, πk)

Table 2.1: Syntax of the Strategy Language.

one may think, (S1)orelse(S2) and if(S1)then(S1)else(S2) have indeed the same overall
behaviour but they are not equivalent. The latter instruction applies the strategy S1 two
times instead of once for the former: at first, to try whether S1 can be successfully applied,
and once more to effectively apply it. Because we are choosing elements at random in
sets, we can not guarantee that the two applications yield the same results whereas the
orelse instruction tries applying S1 and keep the very same result if the operation succeed.
Additionally, when applying complex strategies with numerous instructions, such small
improvement avoiding redundant operations can enhance the overall efficiency.

• repeat(S)[(k)], a simple loop; this instruction repeats the application of S until it fails.
An optional iteration counter is available such that, if k is specified, then the number of
repetitions cannot exceed its value. The repeat construct is very useful to apply a strategy
for as many times as possible. Because of its peculiar case of application, this instruction
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can never fail, even if the application of its inner strategy does so.

• while(S1)[(k)]do(S2), a more complex loop differentiating the application strategy from the
one used as a condition; this instruction is very similar to the repeat construct. Strategy
S1 is first applied on a copy of GQP , if the application succeed, S2 is applied, transforming

GQP in G1
Q
P . If S1 successfully apply on G1

Q
P , S2 is applied and the graph is rewritten

in G2
Q
P , etc. If the optional iteration counter k is provided, the application stops with

Gk
Q
P otherwise it continues. For the same reasons previously stated for the orelse and

if-then-else constructs, the operation while(S)(k)do(S) may seem inclined to return
results similar to what repeat(S)(k) would produce but it does not behave in the same
way. Additionally, like the repeat construct, this instruction can never fail.

• try(S), a construct to try to apply any strategy; if S successfully applies on GQP , the

resulting G′
Q′

P′ is kept, however, if it fails, then GQP remains valid and the strategy keep going
without failing. This construct can never fail and returns a result similar to (S)orelse(id).

• not(S), a negative operator; this construct inverses the resulting outcome of the concerned
strategy: if S is successfully applied, then not(S) fails, and conversely, if S fails, then not(S)
succeeds. This instruction can also be replaced by the construct if(S)then(fail)else(id).

• ppick(S1, π1, . . . , Sk, πk), for probabilistic applications; a set of strategies is proposed, each

with a probability of application π1, . . . , πk ∈ [0, 1] that
∑k
i=1 πi = 1. Upon execution, the

construct picks one of the strategies for application, according to the given probabilities,
returning id if the application is successful and fail otherwise. This construct is very
useful as a lot of models use probabilistic behaviours and transforms non deterministically.

These different constructs grant strategic graph programs the management of complex strate-
gies and operations. The handling of loops and conditional or probabilistic instructions estab-
lishes a strong basis for the programming language and opens possibilities for the handling of
complex situations and advanced transformations. Let us now take a closer look at the second
group of constructs managing the position and ban subgraphs: the Positions. Three different
standard subgraphs exist for our context: crtGraph –the whole current graph, potentially trans-
formed by previous rewrite rules applications–, crtPos –the position graph, containing, among
others, all the elements returned in M during the last rewrite operation and which will be tar-
geted by W in the next rule application–, and crtBan –the ban subgraph, consisting of all the
banned elements such as the ones returned by N in the last rule; these elements will be ignored
for the matching of the next rule application. These three subgraphs can be targeted at any time
to undergo set operations (union ∪, intersection ∩, minus \) and are also subjected to be used
as the basis for additional filtering operations we detail hereafter:

• property(F,Elem[, Expr]), the Swiss army knife for filtering elements based on their labels
values; the operation is used to select elements (of type Elem) of a given graph (passed as
a parameter in F ) that satisfy a certain expression Expr we present afterwards. It is truly
a filtering construct, building a subgraph only from the elements for which the expression
Expr is respected.

• ngb(F,Elem[, Expr]), the selection of neighbours and connected elements; this operation
returns the subset of adjacent elements of the located graph F providing they respect the
conditions imposed by the optional expression Expr. Because we plan to use directed
graphs, the edges direction needs to be taken into account in certain models, we thus pro-
pose the two variations ngbIn and ngbOut to consider the incoming and outgoing elements.
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• ppick(F1, π1, . . . , Fk, πk), for probabilistic choice of located graphs; this probabilistic pick
follows the same principles as the ppick operation existing in the Compositions except
that this time, we propose to randomly select a located subgraph to use based of the given
probabilities.

• update(function{parameters}), a gate for custom subgraph extraction; this operation
offers to any user the possibility to design their own subgraph extraction method and apply
it on the graph at hand. The method simply needs to be implemented as a Porgy plugin,
and the strategy will automatically launch it with the given parameters and return the
resulting subgraph. This operation is very useful to obtain subgraphs respecting conditions
too complex to properly define using our current syntax.

Once any of these operation is achieved, the corresponding subgraph F can be used as is or
be affected to position or ban and used in the next rules’ applications. Beforehand however, we
pass through one last filter which allows us to either consider the subgraph F as a whole with
all(F ), or to only select a single element with one(F ), with the result being affected to D. We
can then use the operation setPos(D) (respectively, setBan(D)) to set the position subgraph P
(respectively the ban subgraph Q) to D. Overall, the subgraph operations and their affectation
always succeed and return id.

It may be useful to remind the reader that, because P and Q are subgraphs, lone nodes,
ports or edges can not be allowed within. A sub(port)graph is a proper (port) graph and should
thus only contain portnodes or edges connecting two portnodes. As a result, for a port graph
G = (N,P,E,E ,P,N ,Λ), setting a node n ∈ N in one of the located subgraphs mean that all
of its attached ports N (n) must also be part of the subgraph. The sole addition of a port p ∈ P
implies the insertion of its attached node P(p) = n ∈ N and all of the attached node’s ports
N (n) at the same time. Similarly, adding an edge e ∈ E to a subgraph implies that we add to
the same subgraph: both of the extremities (p, q) = E (e) (with p, q ∈ P ), the nodes attached to
the extremities m = P(p) and n = P(q) (for m,n ∈ N), and all of the ports of the two attached
nodes N (m) and N (n). Formally, let a port graph G = (N,P,E,E ,P,N ,Λ), a subgraph F
of G, n ∈ N , p, q ∈ P , e ∈ E and with (p, q) = E (e), the addition of an element of G to F occurs
in accordance to the following implications:

F ∪ n =⇒ F ∪ n ∪N (n)

F ∪ p =⇒ F ∪ p ∪P(p) ∪N (P(p))

F ∪ e =⇒ F ∪ e ∪P(p) ∪N (P(p)) ∪P(q) ∪N (P(q))

Among the operations in the group Positions, the constructs Elem and Expr are repeatedly
used to express the type of the elements concerned by the filtering operation and the inequality
proposed to actually select the appropriate elements; we define them into the group Properties.
An element type, expressed using Elem, can either be a node, an edge or a port. This granularity
allows us to address each of the port graph element indifferently. The construct Expr is used
jointly to describe an inequation, where the value returned by a precise labelling function is
compared, as specified by the Relop operator, to a given value v for all of the elements of type
Elem. For instance, the strategic operation setPos(property(crtGraph, edge, value 6= 2)) will
find all the edges for which the labelling function value returns a value different from 2, and affect
them all to P. Expr can also be composed of multiple inequations to handle as many conditional
valuation as desired, e.g., setPos(property(crtGraph, edge, value > 2 && value < 2)) which
performs the exact same computation as above.

All these different constructs lead us to the final group handling the applications and graph
transformations: the Rules. In a simple scenario, a strategy should be allowed to apply directly
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a rule LW ⇒ RNM (after the initialisation of the position and ban subgraphs). However, because
we propose a random selection among the matching elements to pick the candidate(s) to rewrite,
we have decided to introduce different operations allowing us to decide whether we wish to obtain
a single rewritten instance of the graph or if we wish to get all the possible instances.

• one(T ) computes one of the possible applications of the transformation T . Among all
possible matching solutions, the operation selects one through an equiprobabilistic choice
and apply it.

• all(T ) results in the application of the rewrite rule for all the possible matching solutions.
As for one(T ), the transformation T is performed on the located graph at the current
position, but the results create a new located graph for each application.

Of course, this unconventional output can only make sense if we can present the results
coherently, and this is where the derivation tree shows its full potential. Naturally, a continuous
application of single transformations using one(T ) will produce a simple list of intermediary
states, with each new operation generating a new element at the end of the list. However, using
all(T ) will create as many branches as there are possible matching solutions, with each child
state presenting a copy of the initial graph transformed as specified by T . As one can see,
although these two constructs are also available in the Positions group, the outcome of those
operations is not the same. Conversely, the ppick(T1, π1, . . . , Tk, πk) construct follows exactly
the same behaviour as previously explained, with each transformation Ti having a probability πi
to be applied. Because this construct is classified as a transformation, a single application of the
rules R or R′ with equal probabilities will need to be expressed as: one(ppick(R, 0.5, R′, 0.5)).
Alternatively, the ppick construct from the strategy, which we defined earlier, can also be used to
obtain the same result but will instead be expressed as: ppick(one(R), 0.5, one(R′), 0.5). Finally,
the last operation available in the Rules group of constructs is the simultaneous application of
transformations noted: (T ‖ T ). This operation applies two transformations on the same
located graph and at the same time, thus only creating a single additional step in the derivation
tree. An application of (R ‖ R′) can only succeed by applying R and R′ concurrently, that is
on different elements of the same graph without hindering each other application such that the
intersection of elements being rewritten by both R and R′ is empty. If such distinct morphisms
are not available for the LHS of R and R′, the construct application will fail and neither rule
will be applied.

All the graph generation and information propagation models presented in this thesis use the
strategy language to specify the transformations to perform and at which moment they must
occur. Each of the strategy developed are detailed when introduced so that the reader does
not have to constantly refer to the whole syntax given in Table 2.1. To achieve this section, we
present a simple example of strategic graph rewriting in action. The transformations we propose
here aim at giving a foretaste of Chapter 3 with the generation of a port graph. To achieve this,
we re-use the two rules presented earlier in Figure 2.12a (starting with a single portnode, a second
portnode is created and linked to the first) and Figure 2.12b (from any two distinct portnodes,
an edge is created to connect them) and rename them respectively R1 and R2. Due to these
generative rules properties, the graphs we can create will present some specific characteristics:
they are undirected as the rules do not produce directed edges, they are connected as no portnode
is ever created disconnected from an existing portnode and no edge is deleted, and, because we
do not check for edge preexistence before connecting two portnodes (like in Rule 2.13b), the
graphs can have multiple edges between the same two portnodes. When generating a graph, it is
not uncommon to decide beforehand of the number of nodes and edges which will be created in
the process. Consequently, we propose Strategy 1 to generate a port graph with |N | portnodes
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and |E| edges. The graph G used as a starting point for this example only contains a sole port
node, formed of a single port attached to a node. The strategy begins with the initialisation of
P to the whole graph (with Q = ∅). The next instruction is a bounded repeat loop, applying
|N |−1 times the rewrite rule R1, thus resulting in a graph with |N | portnodes and |N |−1 edges.
The following instruction is once more a bounded repeat loop, but applying |E|− (|N |−1) times
the rewrite rule R2, thus resulting in a graph with |N | portnodes and |E| edges as desired. An
example of port graph generated using this strategy is presented in Figure 2.15a.

Strategy 1: Ordered application of two rules for generating a multi random graph.

1 setPos(crtGraph); // Starts from a graph with a single portnode
2 repeat(
3 one(R1)
4 )(|N | − 1); // Results in a graph with |N | portnodes and |N | − 1 edges
5 repeat(
6 one(R2)
7 )(|E| − |N |+ 1) // Results in a graph with |E| edges (|N | − 1 + |E| − |N |+ 1) = |E|)

A second way to perform a graph generation using our rule is to follow a more random
approach. We propose in Strategy 2 such method generating a graph by applying equiproba-
bilistically rules R1 and R2. Just like the previous strategy, we start with a graph containing a
portnode with a single port. After the initialisation of the position subgraph P to contain the
whole current graph, a first application of R1 is completed to create a second port node and
thus allow any potential up-coming applications of R2 to find appropriate candidates for their
LHS matching. We then instruct, using a bounded repeat loop, to either apply R1 or R2 with
equal chances using a ppick construct; this equiprobable application is repeated K − 1 times.
Because we do not know which transformation is going to be applied at any time, we can not
prognosticate the exact number of elements the resulting graph will contain. However, as the
first rule creates a node and an edge while the second only creates an edge, we know that the
final number of edges is equal to the number of times either rules have been applied, and thus,
the graph will always have K edges. On the other hand, we are unable to properly know the
number of nodes in the resulting graphs but we know it depends of the number of applications
of R1. We can express the two extreme cases as follows: if R1 has never been picked during the
repeat loop, the number of nodes stays at 2; conversely, if R1 has always been picked, then the
graph will contain K+ 1 nodes. Because the probabilistic pick is equitable, the number of nodes
in the graph is expected to be just in between these two extreme values; the graph is expected to
have around (K+3)/2 nodes. An example of port graph generated using Strategy 2 is presented
in Figure 2.15b for K = 49.

Strategy 2: Equi-probabilistic application of two rules for generating a random multi
graph.

1 setPos(crtGraph); // Starts from a graph with a single portnode
2 one(R1); // Apply R1 one time to obtain a graph with two portnodes (and an edge)
3 repeat(
4 ppick(one(R1), 0.5, one(R2), 0.5)
5 )(K − 1) // Results in a graph with K edges

The examples shown in Figure 2.15 are only two instances of all the possible random graphs
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which can be generated using Strategies 1 and 2. As one can notice, no loop (an edge connect-
ing a node with itself) is actually created in the two examples unlike the model presented in
Figure 2.2b. This is simply because neither rules can produce such an element. Particularly,
the portnodes in R2 (Fig. 2.12b) are specified as distinct elements and can not match on the
same candidate, thus forbidding any possible loop creation. Nonetheless, both generated graphs
present the characteristics we were expecting as they are connected, undirected, and have mul-
tiple edges. Although we have mentioned it several times earlier as a useful tool to follow the
rewriting steps performed on the port graph, the derivation trees for the two strategies presented
above offer next to no interesting visual information. As the strategies only apply the rules
one after another, the respective derivation trees are only composed of a single and very long
branch following the transformations step by step along the fifty or so states tracking the rule
and the located graphs just used. Considering the lack of interesting branching structure and
the poor legibility of such long traces, we do not think the visualisation of the derivation tree to
be necessary at this point; more appealing and developed examples are nonetheless detailed later
in this thesis, and we can only redirect the eager reader to Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3 on page 92
for a quick glance at them.

When compared to the classical graph rewriting system, strategic located graph rewriting
uses several additional complex concepts which allow to: firstly, precisely define subgraphs of
elements to either target or ignore during the rewriting step, and secondly, offer a detailed
language to express how, where and when to perform the rewriting operations. Furthermore, the
joint usage of the located graphs and the strategies offers possibilities to manipulate the located
graphs using set operators and potentially very specific filtering operations. All these points
make the strategy language very flexible, so much in fact that it is proven as effectively able to
simulate any Turing machine (Fernández et al., 2016a), and thus to achieve Turing completeness.

(a) Example of port graph obtained after
the application of Strategy 1 (20 nodes,
50 edges).

(b) Example of port graph obtained after
the application of Strategy 2 for K = 49
(26 nodes, 50 edges).

Figure 2.15: Examples of connected, undirected, multiple port graphs generated using Rules
R1 (Fig. 2.12a) and R2 (Fig. 2.12b). Despite not being visible, the degree of each node has
been computed during the rewriting steps and the values are stored in the labelling function
Degree ∈ ΛG.
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Strategies are consequently small but fully functional programs, using functions, i.e., rules, to
perform transformations on an object given as an input, i.e., a graph.

2.4 Conclusion

We have established in this chapter all the definitions concerning the inner workings of graph
rewriting transformations. After a few short recalls on graph theory, we have explored the
concept of (port) graph rewriting systems. Despite the possibilities offered by the technique, we
quickly noticed that precise transformations or some more advanced operations were impossible to
perform with the system as defined: although we were able to achieve any possible transformation,
we lacked some measures to, first, allow us to specify which elements were to be rewritten and
which should be left untouched, and second, manage the rule applications to allow complex
operations. By introducing located (port) graphs, we have been able to address the former issue:
the position and ban subgraphs can be used to limit the reach of our rewrite rules by either
imposing or forbidding elements into being selected for the transformation. The latter problem,
raising the question of rewrite rule management and complex operation, was resolved by the
introduction of strategies. These procedures offer the possibility to express which rewrite rule
to apply, under which conditions, how many times, and additionally propose methods to handle
the located subgraphs. All of these tools are quite simply the basics we need to properly engage
the models in the following chapters.
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Among all the technological innovations which took place during the last twenty five years
or so, the appearance and opening of Internet to the public is most likely the one which had
the highest impact on the world. The popularisation of this world-wide network has allowed
to connect people from different regions, countries and continents, shifting and transforming
social interactions by creating a new “place” to discuss and exchange ideas and knowledge. In
particular, the creation of online communities has created a fertile ground for social scientists
(e.g., economists, sociologists, ethnographers). Although social studies have been commonly
performed for quite some time now (Freeman, 2004), on-line communities have allowed exchanges
and interactions on a scale never studied before (Leskovec et al., 2008; Newman, 2012). This
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Netherlands, April 2016. Springer International Publishing Switzerland.
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increased magnitude created new ways to gather such information, analyse it, understand it,
and, finally, communicate the results to other researchers to progress as a society. The study of
such topics is directly at the heart of digital humanities.1

In response to this phenomenon, the research field of social network analysis, shortened as
SNA, has boomed in recent years, as discussed in the first chapter of Jackson et al. (2006),
in parallel to the development and popularisation of online social networks. The scientists of
this area have successfully used a wide array of techniques originating from different scientific
domains, such as statistics (O’Malley, 2013), graph theory (Brandes and Erlebach, 2005), or
psychology (Westaby et al., 2014), to study, analyse and, ultimately, grasp and understand what
is happening within these on-line social networks.

One of the existing roads available to us to shed some light on the inner mechanisms steering
social networks would consist in recreating such network. Several approaches can help us attain
such a goal:

• Mathematically or statistically-inclined researchers start by observing the existing social
networks and quite naturally consider the analogy with their structure and graphs. They
can then extract critical cues characterising the different elements composing them (number
of elements, peculiarities concerning their distribution and topological features...), and
define formulas and algorithms to generate graphs bearing such specificities.

• Social researchers, on the other hand, would much rather understand the action performed
by the users, especially, how these persons decide with whom to communicate. By studying
the way the individuals first interact with each other and how their relationship evolves
from here, globally leading the network to its current state, the researchers can document
and recreate the steps performed.

Whichever of these two solutions is preferred, in the end, both approaches describe a model
able to build networks rather similar to those observed in real world situations. This ability to
create new networks based on existing graphs does not only provide us with a simulacrum of
the original, but allows us to study the generated network and, most importantly, to use it as a
testing example for any of our hypothesis and new methods. Although real-world social networks
come in many different forms, their number is quite limited overall when compared to the possible
graph structures possessing identical characteristics one could generate. Using such generation
models to create networks on which to work allows us to perform tests in somewhat similar
conditions each time, and, essentially, to ensure the soundness and stability of the approaches
we experiment with.

In this chapter, we propose to follow both of these approaches and implement the models
respectively extracted using graph rewriting systems. Although graph generation algorithms can
be quite complex processes, we present in the following how breaking-down the models to more
manageable tasks can allow us to provide translations respecting the original algorithm speci-
ficities. We begin by presenting some related works proposing rule-based descriptions to express
basic graph generation models. We then propose two different implementations of generation
models translated to our strategic graph rewriting formalism. The first one is the well-known
small-world model introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998). This model description follows
the mathematical approach with its resulting networks designed to display on average a high
clustering coefficient and a short distance between vertices. The second implementation reflects
a scenario –established by ourselves– aiming to mimic a social network creation with a design
more consistent with the sociological approach.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_humanities

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_humanities
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3.1 Related works

Graph generation has been a well studied and popular subject among researchers for quite some
time (Erdős and Rényi, 1959, 1960; Bollobás, 2001). Naturally, when such a topic is applied to
social networks, an item just as fashionable as of late (Carrington et al., 2005; Newman et al.,
2006; Scott and Carrington, 2011), the resulting graphs attract a lot of attention (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999) with several diverse fields of application (Ioannides,
2005; Jackson et al., 2006). A lot of different papers introduce graph generation models, each
with their own characteristics and properties respecting some of the specificities of social net-
works. Nonetheless, three models appear truly influential among the others, due mostly to their
antecedence, and could be considered as seminal in the field of social network generation. The
first paper, written by Erdős and Rényi (1959), has established the basis of random graph gen-
eration, leading to the creation of the standard and well-known ER graph generator. The two
other papers, authored by Watts and Strogatz (1998) and Barabási and Albert (1999), introduce
respectively the small-world and scale-free networks models, defining the corresponding prop-
erties at the same time. Basically, where small-world networks are characterised by their high
clustering coefficient and short average paths, scale-free networks exhibit peculiar degree distri-
butions, with edges being connected to nodes according to a preferential attachment scenario.
Those notorious characteristics have also been encountered in several other different types of
existing networks, such as the Internet (Lawrence and Giles, 1998) or co-authorship (Redner,
1998) and transportation networks (Banavar et al., 1999).

Usually, graph generation models are quite straightforwardly implemented as described in
their respective original papers, with the authors, or sometimes third-parties (e.g., Batagelj and
Brandes (2005); Nobari et al. (2011)), providing some form of algorithms detailing the different
steps to follow for a successful and efficient implementation. The instructions consequently used
to express the overall transformation, starting from next to nothing and resulting into a finished
graph, simply break-down the models into atomic operations (indivisible), allowing us to under-
stand them in depth and follow each and every applied modification. The rule-based formalism,
used in graph rewriting systems and comparable applications, follows a very similar approach.
We simply interpret the operations described by the model as atomic transformations to apply
on the graph, such as: “add a vertex here”, or “create an edge over there between those two
vertices”. Although we defined to some extent the graph rewriting system and the mechanisms
we use as a basis in the previous chapter, other rule-based approaches exist (e.g., Kejžar et al.
(2008)), some of which are also graph rewriting techniques only proposing a methodology differ-
ent from our own (e.g., Taentzer et al. (2007)). Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, only
two of those related works have proposed implementations of social network generation models
using their own formalism.

Hereafter, we present in details those two works and their corresponding rule-based graph
generation algorithm. We also discuss their respective advantages and drawbacks, as well as the
underlying differences with our own graph rewriting system.

3.1.1 Probabilistic inductive class of graphs

The first rule-based formalism of interest we present exploit probabilistic inductive class of graphs
(PICG). Initially introduced by Kejžar et al. (2006), the PICG have been further developed
in Kejžar et al. (2008), which we use as a reference for the current section. PICG are based
on the first inductive definition of a class of graphs, as given by Eberhard (1891), and further
extended upon the notion of inductive class of graphs described by Curry (1963). The PICG
formalism is defined as follows:
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Definition 14 (Probabilistic Inductive Class of Graphs, from Kejžar et al. (2008)). A proba-
bilistic inductive class of graphs (PICG), I , is given by:

1. a class B of initial graphs, the basis of PICG,

2. a class R of generating rules, each with distinguished left element to which the rule is
applied to replace it with the right element,

3. a probability distribution specifying how the initial graph is chosen from class B,

4. a probability distribution specifying how the rules from class R are applied, and

5. a set of probability distributions specifying how the left elements for every rule in class R
are chosen.

With the PICG extending upon the inductive class of graph by integrating a notion of prob-
ability, this definition draws a stunning similarity between the PICG formalism and the graph
rewriting system we use. For instance, the standard set of graphs B on which one can possibly
apply the rules and the actual set of rules R have the same respective uses. The two models
however have distinct behaviours concerning the handling of the probability distributions decid-
ing on which basis graph and particular elements to apply the rules (respectively point 3 and 5).
The probabilistic decision pinpointing which rule to select exactly (point 4) is also handled quite
differently. To further grasp those differences, we propose to study an example of PICG. To this
end, we reuse and adapt the basic random graph generation model presented by the authors
in Kejžar et al. (2006) to illustrate the principle of graph construction using the inductive class
of graphs.

(a) Basis B (b) Rule R1 (c) Rule R2

Figure 3.1: Example of an inductive class of graphs I = (B,R1, R2) taken from Kejžar et al.
(2006). The basis B is a single node; the rule R1 selects an existing vertex and connects a
new node to it (a new vertex and a new edge are created); the rule R2 selects two existing
vertices and connects them together (only an edge is created). The small trapezoids affixed to
the vertices in the rules indicate the possible existence of edges linking the node to other elements
non-exhaustively pictured in the rules.

The example used by Kejžar et al. is quite simple: starting from a single node declared in a
basis B ∈ B, two rules, R1, R2 ∈ R, are successively applied; these different elements are shown
in Figure 3.1. Because the example is expressed as a PICG, diverse probability distributions are
defined: first, to indicate which basis from B to use; then, how the rules R1 and R2 are applied;
and finally, how the elements subjected to rule application are picked out (respectively, point 3,
4 and 5 of Def. 14 on the previous page). The first one is straightforward as B only contains
a single graph. The probability distribution managing the rule application and the element
selection are a bit more complex to handle as the results may wildly diverge for different values.
A simple solution would be to use plain equi-probabilistic distributions to choose both the rules
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Figure 3.2: Example of random graph construction taken from Kejžar et al. (2006). Starting
from the basis consisting of a single node, six successive rule applications are performed, as
indicated by the right arrows, transforming the graph step by step.

and elements on which to apply them. R1 and R2 will thus each have a probability p = 0.5 to
be applied, and every element can be the subject of a transformation with equal probability.

Based on these parameters, we show in Figure 3.2 an example of possible graph construction.
Starting from the basis B, the figure shows six successive transformations obtained by various R1
and R2 applications as implied by the labels on the right arrows symbolising each rule operation.
The resulting graph consists of 5 nodes and 6 edges, conforming with the four R1 and two R2
applications.

Overall, the generation example detailed above is quite simple and could be adapted to
work with any rule-based formalism, including of course graph rewriting. The corresponding
implementation of a random graph construction model using our strategic graph rewriting system
would employ identical looking rules. However, the different probability distributions used in a
PICG would be replaced by a strategy to steer both element selection and any rule application.
While their goal are analogous, the two methods proceed differently to achieve them. A strategy
is similar to a program where atomic instructions are rewrite rules (see Section 2.3.2 on page 32).
Each rule can then be applied normally, several times using a loop, or only in some cases if a
given condition is met. For instance, given a probability distribution for the rules from class R
(Def. 14 on page 43, point 4) implies that, for each rule application, chances of applying rule R
remain the same each time. Using a strategy to apply the rules fixes this issue by granting finer
control over the transformations to perform. The rules can then be applied in a precise order
if needed, and combined with additional instructions like repeat, while-do, if-then-else

and try. The probability distribution (Def. 14, point 5), handling how the elements about
to be transformed are selected, can also be replaced advantageously. By default, our graph
rewriting system automatically performs an equi-probabilistic choice when selecting the element
on which to apply the rule whereas PICGs propose to submit a specific probability distribution.
Nonetheless, it is possible to use a strategy to achieve a filtering operation by manipulating the
position or ban sets (respectively P and Q, see Definition 11 on page 30) before applying the
desired rules.

In the end, while PICGs propose a working solution to generate diverse types of networks,2 our
graph rewriting technique claims the advantage of the strategy-handling mechanism to conduct
rule applications. With their adaptable probability distributions, PICGs can decide which rule
to apply on which element. This feature enables a quite advanced rule management system
by providing some fine control over the general transformation process. However, conditional
applications, similar to what we may obtain when using instructions like if-then-else or try

with our strategy, would be much more complex to reproduce.

2Another generation example is proposed in Kejžar et al. (2008). The authors present a preferential attachment
model (from Barabási and Albert (1999)) using the vertices’ degree to influence the probability of selection of a
given node: the higher the degree, the higher the probability is to pick the vertex.
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3.1.2 Non-strategic graph rewriting approach

The second related work which perform a graph generation using a rule-based approach is at-
tributed to Barry et al. (2015). In their paper, the authors propose an evolutionary-oriented
method to generate a graph with specific properties and features. To begin with, an initial set of
rule-based transformations and their respective application probabilities is suggested to produce
a graph. The resulting graph is then analysed and rated with respect to its expected features.
Iteratively, the transformations’ probabilities are updated and the set of rules reapplied to create
a new refined graph which is re-analysed and rated once again. A genetic algorithm is used to
find the appropriate probabilities and ultimately generate the graph with the desired properties.

Although the main contribution of the paper resides in generating graphs exhibiting specific
features, our interest leans toward the creation model proposed in the paper as well as its
underlying processes. Let us first mention some of the background concepts established by
the authors. A graph G consists of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E such that each edge
e ∈ E corresponds to a unique pair of nodes (vi, vj) with vi, vj ∈ V . The formal definition of the
graph generation model components is:

Definition 15 (Components of the graph generation model, from Barry et al. (2015)). The
graph generation model comprises the following components:

1. an initial state which comprises an initial graph G0(V0, E0)

2. a set of rules {R} of the form α → β, which transforms a graph G to a new graph G′;
where α represents an existing construct in the graph (α ⊆ G(V,E)), and β represents a
new construct which replace α.

3. a probability distribution {Pi} over these rules,

4. the number of times (NumSteps), to select and apply a rule.

Just like encountered in the PICG (see Def. 14 on page 43, points 2 and 4), a set of rules is
available to perform transformations and a probability distribution is used to overlook the rule
application and decide which one should be used to rewrite the graph. For their graph generation
model, Barry et al. use three distinct rules. The first one creates a new vertex and a new edge,
connecting them to an existing vertex. The second rule creates an edge between two pre-existing
vertices in the graph, checking beforehand that no edge already exists between the two vertices.
The final rule replaces an existing vertex with a ‘triangle’; two new vertices are thus created
and connected to an existing vertex and another edge is added between the two new vertices.
Tables 3.1a, 3.1b, and 3.1c on the next page show the corresponding pre- and post-conditions for
each rule. As one can see, the two first rules (Tables 3.1a and 3.1b) are very similar to the ones
proposed in the PICG’s example (Fig. 3.1 on page 44). The second rule is a bit more precise as it
adds a specific condition on the non-existence of an edge between the two vertices before creating
one. This peculiarity forbids the generation of multigraphs, whereas such an operation can be
performed with the PICG example (see fifth rule application in Fig. 3.2 on the previous page).
The last rule (Table 3.1c on the facing page) is new however. An existing vertex is transformed
into a triangle, creating two neighbours and all the appropriate edges in between.

Due to its formalism, the solution of Barry et al. is much closer from our own than from the
PICG. When further compared to the PICG definition, the graph generation model of Barry et
al. only propose to use a single possible starting graph instead of a set of possible ones. The
authors nonetheless propose to directly specify the number of times each rule must be applied,
thus adding eventually some control over the generation process, but the decision over which
rule to apply is only handled by a unique probability distribution. Furthermore, while one can
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Name Add a vertex
Pre-condition vi ∈ V ; vj 6∈ V
Post-condition vi, vj ∈ V ′; e(vi, vj) ∈ E′

(a) Condition for Rule 1.

Name Add an edge
Pre-condition vi, vj ∈ V ; e(vi, vj) 6∈ E
Post-condition vi, vj ∈ V ′; e(vi, vj) ∈ E′

(b) Condition for Rule 2.

Name Add a triangle
Pre-condition vi ∈ V ; vj , vk 6∈ V

Post-condition
vi, vj , vk ∈ V ′
e(vi, vj), e(vj , vk), e(vi, vk) ∈ E′

(c) Condition for Rule 3.

Table 3.1: Tables of conditions for the graph generation model’s rules, from Barry et al. (2015).

switch the probability distributions specifying how the matching elements for the left-hand side
of the rules are decided in PICG, no mention of such feature is made in Barry et al. (2015).

Overall, both works presented above are able to achieve a graph generation. Straightfor-
wardly, the previous solutions, as well as our own graph rewriting system, proceed in the same
manner: starting with a graph, a rule is applied on it, thus transforming some of its elements.
The operation can then be repeated at convenience or a given number of times, with each of the
above solutions having a probability distribution responsible for picking up the rule to apply.
However, transformation after transformation, the rewriting operations are always repeated on
the same set of rules with the same unchanged probability distribution. Thanks to its strate-
gic language steering rule applications, our graph rewriting system proposes a more adaptive
behaviour and proceed with a finer precision.

Leaving aside the two previous formalisms, we focus in the following on using our solution
allowing graph rewriting operations managed by a strategy. To grasp the flexibility and fine
control of our approach, we propose to follow first-hand the translation of an existing generation
model using our specific formalism.

3.2 Translating the small-world model

Introduced in their 1998 paper, the generative model of Watts and Strogatz (1998) has been
studied many times over the years. Several other researchers have proposed revised and extended
versions of the original algorithm (Holme and Kim, 2002; Klemm and Egúıluz, 2002; Wang et al.,
2006; Sallaberry et al., 2013), often adapting it to obtain degree distributions similar to those
encountered in scale-free graphs as described by Barabási and Albert (1999). We focus in the
current section on the standard model as initially proposed by Watts and Strotgatz.

Named after the small-world phenomenon popularised by Milgram (1967),3 describing how
any two persons in the world can relate to each other through at most five intermediary ac-
quaintances, small-world networks topologies are neither regular nor completely random but lie
in-between. From the point-of-view of the authors, such network is characterised using two mea-
sures. Firstly, the average distance between any pair of nodes (i.e., the average number of nodes
in the shortest chain connecting any two nodes, described as the characteristic path length

3According to Barabasi and Frangos (2002), an earlier description of this phenomenon can be find in the short
story “Láncszemek” (translatable as Chains) published in Frigyes Karinthy’s 1929 book: “Minden masképpen
van” (Everything Is Different) (Frigyes, 1929). A later theatre play called “Six Degrees of Separation” (Guare,
1990) can also be mentioned for spreading the results of Milgram’s experimentation to a wider audience.
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above Definition 2 on page 11) is considered quite small (with respect to the total number of
nodes). Secondly, the average inter-connectivity of nodes with common neighbours (that is, the
clustering coefficient as expressed after Definition 3 on page 12) is high (more so than in
random graphs).

With several existing graphs showing similar properties (the examples given in Watts and
Strogatz (1998) are neural networks, power-grid structures and collaboration graph of film ac-
tors), Watts and Strotgatz have decided to further study this peculiar “group” of graphs and
propose a construction method allowing to create new ones. We establish in the following a
translation of this creation method using our rule-based formalism. While not truly innovative,
this adaptation shows with more details the modularity of our strategic graph rewriting system.
Let us first recall the construction method proposed by the authors.

3.2.1 Original algorithm

We remind in the following the model algorithm, exactly as described in its original paper. The
model is defined using three essential parameters to describe the network to generate: a number
of vertices n, an initial degree k for each vertex in the ring lattice, and a global probability p
indicating the chance for each edge to be rewired; the final graph will thus present nk

2 edges. The
operations to follow have been divided in enumerated steps to allow direct references to them
later.

SW.1 We start with a ring of n vertices, each connected to its k nearest neighbours by undirected
edges.

SW.2 We choose a vertex and the edge that connects it to its nearest neighbour in a clockwise
sense. With probability p, we reconnect this edge to a vertex chosen uniformly at random
over the entire ring, with duplicate edges forbidden; otherwise we leave the edge in place.

SW.3 We repeat this process by moving clockwise around the ring, considering each vertex in
turn until one lap is completed.

SW.4 Next, we consider the edges that connect vertices to their second-nearest neighbours
clockwise. As before, we randomly rewire each of these edges with probability p, and
continue this process, circulating around the ring and proceeding outward to more distant
neighbours after each lap, until each edge in the original lattice has been considered once.

Basically, the model is described by its authors as a “random rewiring procedure for interpolating
between a regular ring lattice and a random network, without altering the number of vertices
or edges in the graph.” This statement is illustrated in Figure 3.3 showing a few different
examples of networks obtained using the construction model described by Watts and Strotgatz.
Depending of the value chosen for the parameter p, the rewiring operation can drastically change
the resulting graph.

We complement this historic definition with a few additional details, aiming to alleviate some
uncertainties. First, although some specifications are announced considering the values of k and
n by the authors, such that n � k � ln(n) � 1, no limitation is proclaimed when considering
their respective parity. To avoid possible complications appearing when both parameters are
odd, we assume k to always be even. Secondly, in steps SW.2, SW.3 and SW.4 of the model,
the authors mention the use of a clockwise iteration across the possible vertices to perform the
sought-after transformations. To fulfil this requirement within the translated model, we propose
to mark the starting element and use directed edges to allow us to always process the vertices
in the same order by following the initial ring of vertices. The edges’ orientation can be ignored
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(a) p = 0 (b) p = 0.2 (c) p = 0.6 (d) p = 1

Figure 3.3: Examples of networks obtained using the construction model described in Watts and
Strogatz (1998). Each graph has been generated with the following parameters: n = 20 (number
of nodes), k = 4 (initial degree for each node of the starting lattice and average degree of the
final network), and various values of p (specified for each network).

or removed at the end of the generation to obtain a non-directed graph. Lastly, although we use
enumerated steps to detail the model, the translation proposed hereafter does not follow them
exactly. For instance, as one can see, step SW.4 is only the generalisation of step SW.3, itself
being described as multiple ordered applications of step SW.2. We thus adapt our description
to differentiate the regular ring lattice generation (SW.1) from the edge rewiring operations
(SW.2, SW.3 and SW.4).

3.2.2 Translation to our rewriting formalisation

While strategic graph rewriting is a very powerful formalism, no implementation could be per-
formed if the needed instructions to complete the program were not available. In such case, that
is whenever a part of the algorithm is expressed using a higher form of operation (i.e., more
abstract), we only have to break down the operation to low-level instructions, as would be done
in any programming language (e.g., using subtractions to obtain a modulo, or multiplications to
compute geometric series). On this point, the algorithm of the model is already expressed using
mostly atomic graph operations, thus simplifying the translation process. The only part which
necessitates a more abstract transformation would be the first step as it indicates a ring lattice
is required as a basis for the small-world network. We could pass this first step altogether by
considering such construction to already be at hand, and only perform transformations to rewire
the edges. This circumvention, however, seems hardly fair; we thus need to begin by generating
a ring lattice. While quite straightforward, this initial procedure allows us to recall and develop
the (visual) syntax used to express rewrite rules as well as the grammar for the strategies.

Along the explanations introducing and detailing the rules and strategies hereafter, we provide
an example and follow its evolution step-by-step. For legibility purposes, we limited the size of
the network presented to n = 20 (number of nodes), and k = 6 (where nk

2 is the number of
edges). We also choose a low value for p to preserve some of the lattice structure and avoid
over-rewiring the edges with p = 0.1.

Generating a simple directed ring The first stage to construct a ring lattice is the creation
of a simple ring. Reusing the parameters existing in the original algorithm to express our method,
we need to generate a ring of n vertices (and n edges). This operation can be completed using
the rules shown in Figure 3.4 on the next page and the corresponding Strategy 3 on page 51. By
convention, the graph initially contains a single node at the beginning of the generation. This
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first element is marked using the attribute Initial such that the attribute value will be set to
True for this starting element and set to False for all the following ones. Initiating the operation
using an empty graph would also be possible with the addition of an extra rule creating the first
element before any other rule application.

W = >

�
�
���

Distance = 1

M = >

(a) Rule Add Node.

Initial = >

W = >

@
@
@
@R

Distance = 1

M = >

(b) Rule Close Circle.

Figure 3.4: Rewrite rules used for generating a simple directed ring network. Starting from a
graph consisting of a single node with an attribute Initial set to True, Rule a (Add node) is
applied to successively create new nodes in a chain. Applying Rule b (Close Circle) afterwards
allows to close the chain by connecting the two extremities.

To achieve the ring construction, we propose to first create a chain of n nodes (and n − 1
edges). To this end, we use the rule Add Node shown in Figure 3.4a which starts from a single
node in the left-hand side and adjoins to it a new node when applied. Using located rewrite rules
in our model, as described in Definition 12 on page 30, we can specify that the sole node in the
left-hand side of the rule belongs to the subgraph W. This means that this peculiar node must
always be matched to one of the elements existing in the subgraph P. We additionally use the
subgraphM, managing the injection of rewritten elements to P, to restrict the element selection
for the next rule application. The newly created node is added toM in this fashion, and will be
considered as part of P in the following rule application. Once the initial node is added to P,
Add Node can be applied on it at the first rewriting application. Further rewriting operations are
also able to succeed as the newly created node, now located at the chain’s end, can be selected
as a matching candidate in the next application.

Once the appropriate number of nodes has been generated with successive applications of
Add Node (i.e., the chain is long enough), the rule Close Circle (Fig. 3.4b) is used to connect the
chain’s extremities. The first of the two nodes is simply identified by using the subgraph P which
contains the newest node created by the rule Add Node. For the second extremity, the attribute
Initial is used to identify the very first node which has been used to begin the chain construction.
An edge is finally added to connect the two ends together and close the ring. Along with these
transformations, an additional attribute named Distance is defined in both rules right-hand sides
for latter use. For now, its value is initialised to 1 for each edge created using the rules Add Node
and Close Circle.

Overall, the keen observer will have noticed right away how all the rules used so far seem to
look very much alike (see Figures 2.12 on page 25 and 3.1 on page 44). This comes as no surprise
as these transformations allow to perform two basic yet essential operations to generate a new
graph: create a new node and link it to an existing one (Fig. 3.4a), and connect two existing
vertices (Fig. 3.4b). In this case however, some additional conditions are added to ensure that
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all elements subjected to transformations are appropriately selected.

Strategy 3: Ring creation: Form a simple ring with n nodes.

1 setPos(one(crtGraph));
2 repeat(
3 one(Add Node)
4 )(n− 1);
5 one(Close Circle)

Strategy 3 shows how the transformations are ordered and managed. First, an initialisation
of the position set is performed (line 1, instruction setPos) to select one of the elements existing
within the initial graph as a matching candidate, thus adding it to subgraph P. In our case, the
sole node existing at the beginning of the generation is chosen. A repeat loop is then used to
apply rule Add Node a total of n − 1 times (lines 2-4). Each operation adds at the end of the
chain a new node, thus creating n − 1 nodes and n − 1 edges (see Fig. 3.5a). The single final
application of Close Circle (line 5) is performed once the expected number of nodes has been
created (see Fig. 3.5b). The two ends are then bound together by creating an edge between them
(Fig. 3.5c). The strategy application on a graph containing a single element thus successfully
constructs a ring of n nodes and n edges.

(a) Example of chain with 10
nodes and 9 edges.

(b) Example of chain with 20
nodes and 19 edges.

(c) Example of closed circle of
20 nodes and 20 edges.

Figure 3.5: Different steps of completion for a simple directed ring network generation with
n = 20, k = 6 and p = 0.1.

Transformation in a regular ring lattice Once the ring is formed, the remaining edges
must be created to complete the lattice. This construct is achieved by linking each node to its
k nearest neighbours (using the ring topology as a basis). To obtain this result, we must use
rules connecting nodes at distance 2, 3, . . . , k2 (we recall that k is assumed to be even). Although
several rules could be used to achieve this goal, we propose in the following a peculiar solution.
Due to the repetitiveness of the task, the different rules used for this step only present minor
differences. Thus, instead of detailing each rule we use, we present a template version. The
particularity of this rule is that it is expressed according to the value X in the same way that
the value of a parameter is for a function.

Figure 3.6 on the next page shows the factorised/template version of such rule. We use the
aforementioned attribute Distance attached to every edge to indicate the distance between two
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Figure 3.6: Rewrite rule Create Jump X to generate a regular lattice on a simple ring. Two
elements A and C, located at a distance X + 1, previously indirectly connected through an
intermediary node B, become attached to one another.

connected nodes with respect to the initial ring topology. As each node is already connected to
two neighbours (due to the ring structure), we connect them to their k − 2 remaining closest
neighbours. Once the rule is applied, an edge between two nodes located at a given distance X+1
is created. Within the rule, we express X as a variable which will take in turn the values 1, 2, . . . ,
up to k

2 −1. Thus, for a node A being a direct neighbour of a node B (the edge between A and B
is of distance 1), with B itself linking to a node C by an edge of distance X, we connect the nodes
A and C with an edge of distance X + 1. Appropriately, before applying the transformation, we
need to ensure that there is no edge already existing between the two targeted elements (A and
C). This peculiar trait is expressed in Figure 3.6 by using an “anti-edge” (displayed in grey)
specifying the absence of such edge (see Def. 9 on page 26).

In the same fashion than rule Add Node, Create Jump X is a located rewrite rule which
uses the subgraph P to manage and steer the matching elements. The first node A is marked
as belonging to W, thus imposing the potential match for this element to belong to P. The
resulting transformations in the right-hand side show that B is added to M after the rewriting
operation. The element B is thus added to the subgraph P for the following rule applications.
This setup allows us to treat each node according to their creation order as we follow the ring
topology (the edge of distance 1 between A and B). It is very easy to see how edges with a
Distance of X + 1 are built based on edges of distance X. The ring structure can thus be used
as a base to create edges with a Distance of 2. Successive applications of complete round of
rules Create Jump 1, Create Jump 2,. . . , Create Jump k

2 − 1, will correspondingly create edges

of distance 2, 3,. . . , k
2 .

Strategy 4 on the next page exposes how the rules Create Jump X are applied for different
values of X. The values taken by X need to follow an incremental order to allow the rules to
build upon the previously created edges. After an initialisation of the position set4 selecting the
initial node (line 1), a first repeat loop, applying as many times rule Create Jump 1 as possible,
results in the creation of all possible edges with a Distance of 2 (lines 2-4, see Fig. 3.7a). Rule
Create Jump 2 can then use edges with a Distance of 2 to create every possible edge with a
Distance of 3 (lines 5-7). This goes on until the application of Create Jump k

2 − 1 has created all

4This initialisation is optional if the same P and Q subgraphs are reused from the previous strategy.
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Strategy 4: Weaving the mesh: Insert “shortcut” edges between neighbours at distance
up to k

2 .

1 [setPos(one(property(crtGraph, node, Initial == ”True”, ))); ]
2 repeat(
3 one(Create Jump 1)
4 );
5 repeat(
6 one(Create Jump 2)
7 );
8 [. . . ]
9 repeat(

10 one(Create Jump k
2 − 1)

11 )

edges with a Distance of k2 (lines 9-11, see Fig. 3.7b). This particular sequence of steps allows us
to ensure that the closest neighbours are the first to be connected together, and that any given
node is eventually connected to k neighbours by the end of the strategy’s application.

(a) Ring lattice in an intermediary state of com-
pletion for X = 1.

(b) Achieved ring lattice with n vertices and
kn
2

edges (X = 2).

Figure 3.7: Different steps of completion for a regular ring lattice generation with n = 20, k = 6
and p = 0.1.

Rewiring the edges The two previous strategy applications have resulted in the creation of
a regular ring lattice with n vertices, each with a degree of k. While maybe rather indirect and
only achieving the first step (SW.1) according to the small-world network generation model, this
introductory construction establishes some basis we can use from now on, such as the W and
M subgraphs, matching using “anti-edges” or describing rules as templates. We can now focus
on the second step (SW.2) of the algorithm described in section 3.2.1 on page 48 to perform an
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edge rewiring.
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Figure 3.8: Rewrite rule Perform Rewiring 1 to rewire edges between nodes at distance 1. The
edge between two nodes A and B, previously indirectly connected, is rewired to connect A to C.
A temporary edge between A and B is created to preserve the initial ring structure.

First, a vertex and the edge connecting it to “its nearest neighbour in a clockwise sense” (i.e.,
using the ring as a basis) are focussed on. According to the original model, two different scenarios
can occur: either the end of the selected edge is reconnected to a vertex chosen at random
while avoiding multiple edges, or it is left in place as it is, untouched. Both transformations
are presented hereafter using either the rule Perform Rewiring or the rule Leave Unchanged
respectively. Just like encountered previously in rule Create Jump (Fig. 3.6 on page 52), we
introduce template versions of the rules using a variant parameter X which will take in turn for
value 1, 2, . . . up to k

2 . However, for this step, the first iteration of Perform Rewiring (i.e., rule
Perform Rewiring 1 presented in Figure 3.8) is slightly different from its following applications
(i.e., rule Perform Rewiring X, shown in Figure 3.10 on page 56). The reason for this irregularity
is quite simple: as the model specifies in SW.3, the process must be repeated on each node by
moving clockwise around the ring. The solution we selected for fulfilling this requirement is to
use the initial ring structure as a basis to find the following node on which to apply the next
rule (either Perform Rewiring or Leave Unchanged). We thus use the edges with an attribute
Distance equal to 1 to change the node currently focussed on using rule Next Node, shown in
Figure 3.9b on the facing page. The main issue with this peculiar solution is the behaviour to
adopt when the edges on the initial ring structure are rewired and can thus no longer be used for
this design. This concern is addressed by creating in their stead transitory edges marked using
a new attribute named Temporary. This creation step can be seen in rule Perform Rewiring 1
(Fig. 3.8). Once all the steps of the model are completed, these substitute edges are discarded
using rule Clean Edge visible in Figure 3.11 on page 57. With this overall presentation finished,
let us take a closer look at each of the rules used in this step of the model.

According to SW.2, we must start with a node and the edge connecting it to its closest
neighbour (i.e., at a distance of 1). With a probability p, rule Perform Rewiring 1 (Fig. 3.8)
is applied to the selected node (identified as A), its neighbour (B) and a third node which will
be used as the new end for the rewired edge (C). We can see that several specificities are given
for the matching to be successful. First, the selected node (A) in the left-hand side of the rule
is a part of the W subgraph which means that its matching candidates must belong to the P
subgraph. Secondly, because Perform Rewiring 1 is supposed to rewire the edges connecting
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the closest nodes, the attribute Distance of the edge linking A to B is valued at 1. Thirdly, A
and C must not be already connected to one another. We thus use two “anti-edges” (one for
each possible edge orientation) to convey this predicate. Note that the existence of potential
Temporary edges is plainly ignored as they will be removed in the final steps of the generation.
The resulting transformation leaves us with the selected node (A) being now connected to both
its original neighbour and the third node (respectively, B and C). The selected node A is still
focussed on and is thus added to theM subgraph. The edge found in the left-hand side is rewired
in the right-hand side to connect A to C. The attribute Distance for this edge is set to 0 as, with
C being randomly chosen, we do not know what the distance between the two elements actually
is. Finally, a new Temporary edge is created between A and B and its attribute Distance is set
to 1 with respect to the original ring structure.
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(a) Rule Leave Unchanged X.
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(b) Rule Next Node.

Figure 3.9: Rewrite rules Leave Unchanged X to apply when the edge is left in place, and Next
Node to hop focus from one node to another. Rule a (Leave Unchanged X ) is a template rule
applied whenever the edge of Distance X attached to the node in focus is not to be rewired.
As one can see, no topological transformation or change in the attributes’ value are performed
and the same node remains in focus at the end of the rule application. Rule b (Next Node)
may appear very similar to the first rule, however a few differences exist. With respect to the
element candidate to the matching, the edge considered by this rule must belong to the initial
ring structure (Distance = 1). No real transformations are performed per se, however the node
in focus is different by the end of the rule application.

The second option presented in SW.2 occurs with a probability 1 − p; in such case, the
selected node and edge are left intact and no rewiring occurs. Rule Leave Unchanged X shown in
Figure 3.9a as the template version of the rule, is thus applied with X = 1 in the case of SW.2.
There is little to say about this rule: the topology of the matching subgraph is unaffected, the
value for the attribute Distance is passed from the left-hand side to the right-hand side, and
the element focussed on (belonging to W) remains so at the end of the application (by using
M). Despite its apparent purposelessness, this rule allows an accurate visual description of the
operation demanded from the algorithm, furthermore, it is also necessary due to the strategy
instruction ppick used to manage the probabilistic rule applications (more details in Section 2.3.2
on page 32).

Using either rule Perform Rewiring 1 (with a probability p) or rule Leave Unchanged 1 (with
a probability 1 − p) achieve the step SW.2 of the generation model. The following operation,
SW.3, aims at repeating step SW.2 for all the nodes in a clockwise order until one complete lap
around the initial ring structure is achieved. As the two previous rules perform their respectively
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assigned transformations, some of the rewritten elements, and more particularly the node initially
focussed on, are passed to the subgraph P by affecting the right-hand side element to the subgraph
M. We thus use rule Next Node presented in Figure 3.9b on the preceding page to select the node
focussed on and its closest neighbour according to the initial ring structure (whether the edge
connecting them together is Temporary or not), and change the focus to the second node. This
rule application, which allows us to effectively jump from one node to its neighbour located at a
distance of 1, is to be performed after a probabilistic application of the rules Perform Rewiring 1
and Leave Unchanged 1. Repeating this set of operations n times leads us to achieve a complete
lap of the initial ring structure, thus fulfilling step SW.3.
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Figure 3.10: Rewrite rule Perform Rewiring X to rewire edges between nodes at distance X. In
this template rule, an edge between two nodes A and B, located at a distance X and previously
indirectly connected, is rewired to connect A to C. Unlike rule 3.8 (Perform Rewire 1 ), no
temporary edge between A and B is created.

The final step described in SW.4 intents to generalise the treatment proposed above using
this time neighbours at distance X where X is valued 2, 3, . . . , up to k

2 . The operations to
carry out are thus very similar to the ones presented previously: either a probabilistic rewiring
is applied on the edge connecting a given node and its neighbour located at a distance X or no
transformation occurs. Furthermore, the elements are still considered following a clockwise order
using the initial ring structure as a basis. While the template version of the rule performing no
modifications (rule Leave Unchanged X ) has been already introduced, its counterpart, applying
when the edge is to be rewired (with a probability p), has yet to be describe. We thus introduce
rule Perform Rewiring X, presented in Figure 3.10. This template version of the rule is to be
applied for any X different from 1. The rule itself is very similar to Perform Rewiring 1 as it
identifies three nodes (A, B, and C), two of which are mandatorily connected (A and B), with
the third node (C) not being directly connected to the node in focus (A). As seen previously,
the non-existence of the edge is verified using “anti-edges” (for which Temporary edges are still
ignored). Once the rule is applied, the initial edge (between A and B) is rewired and used to
connect the node focussed on (A) with the third identified node (C), however, no Temporary edge
is created at this point. As before, we use the attribute Distance as an additional condition when
searching for potential candidates to ensure that the selected edge is among the ones intended
to be rewritten; the attribute’s value of the rewired edge is also set to 0 to indicate the distance
measured is no longer accurate. The second rule, applied on the selected elements when the
rewiring is not performed, is still the same rule Leave Unchanged X (Fig. 3.9a on page 55) which
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we introduced earlier. And just like before, we also use rule Next Node (Fig. 3.9b) to hop focus
from one node to the next according to the initial ring structure.
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Figure 3.11: Rewrite rule Clean Edge to remove any Temporary edge from the final network. A
temporary edge is selected and deleted from the graph. Subgraph W is not used in this rule as
the operation can potentially concern every node. Each node is reinserted into the subgraph P
through M to keep them available for further operations.

Finally, the last rule left to introduce to complete the model is shown in Figure 3.11. Rule
Clean Edge is used to delete any Temporary edge existing in the graph. Its application must be
repeated for as many time as possible to ensure that all of these edge are removed from the final
network. As the rule can be applied on any suitable edge, indifferently of the order followed,
the left-hand side nodes are not submitted to any peculiar constraint. The rewritten elements in
the right-hand side however must be reinserted into the subgraph P for any potential following
transformation.

Strategy 5: Rewiring the edges: Rewire the edges linking nodes at distance up to X on
the regular ring lattice.

1 [setPos(one(property(crtGraph, node, Initial == ”True”, ))); ]
2 repeat(
3 ppick(one(Perform Rewiring 1), p, one(Leave Unchanged 1), 1− p);
4 one(Next Node)
5 )(n);
6 repeat(
7 ppick(one(Perform Rewiring 2), p, one(Leave Unchanged 2), 1− p);
8 one(Next Node)
9 )(n);

10 [. . . ]
11 repeat(

12 ppick(one(Perform Rewiring k
2 ), p, one(Leave Unchanged k

2 ), 1− p);
13 one(Next Node)
14 )(n);
15 setPos(all(crtGraph));
16 repeat(
17 one(Clean Edge)
18 )
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The rules described above can now be ordered in a strategy managing the rewiring trans-
formations. Presented in Strategy 5, this last set of instructions allows us to achieve the steps
described in the points SW.2, SW.3 and SW.4 of the model. The first operation consists in
setting up the subgraph P5 using a setPos instruction (line 1). We add to it the node initially
present at the beginning of the graph generation, recognisable by its Initial attribute’s value set
to True. We then fulfil point SW.2 by applying either Perform Rewiring 1 or Leave Unchanged
1, respectively with a probability p and its complement 1 − p (line 3), pass to the next node
by following the ring structure (line 4), and repeat the process n times, that is for all nodes, as
expressed in SW.3 (lines 2–5). This first repeat loop takes care of all the edges whose attribute
Distance is equal to 1. The probabilistic rule application is taken care of by using a ppick in-
struction, which applies rules with respect to a given probabilistic distribution (see Section 2.3.2
on page 32 for further details). To satisfy SW.4, we duplicate the operation for the next possible
value of the attribute Distance (e.g., see lines 6–9 for Distance= 2) and reiterate the process
until the maximum value is reached: when Distance= k

2 (lines 10–14). We finally need to remove
the supernumerary edges marked as Temporary to achieve the generation process. Considering
the operation is to be applied on to the whole graph, we select all the elements and add them to
subgraph P (line 15). We then repeatedly apply rule Clean Edge as many times as necessary to
get ride of any unwanted Temporary elements.

(a) Small-world network obtained using the
translated model.

(b) Same final network drawn with a force-
directed layout.

Figure 3.12: Different layouts of an achieved small-world network generation with n = 20, k = 6
and p = 0.1.

The result of the generation process described using those three strategies can be seen in
Figure 3.12. The two represented graphs are the same only using two different layouts. In the
end, the product obtained with our example seems to respect the expected specifications of a
small-world network. While generating several graphs with different parameters and comparing
them to the original model could be achieve to show the statistical equivalence of the two methods,
using the strategic graph rewriting formalism allows us to take another path.

5The subgraphs P resulting from the previous strategy application can also be reused.
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3.2.3 Formal validation of the translated model

Although the strategies and rules describing the model seem to create an appropriate network,
we need to ensure that the resulting generation is conform to the initial model and the final
network is as specified. Thankfully, and due to the fine control over the rules and on how they
are applied, the strategic graph rewriting formalism enables to formally verify that a strategy
execution is producing the expected transformations.

Hereafter, we enounce three propositions, and provide their respective proofs, stating our
proposed translation successively respects the specificities of the small-world generator model as
described in Watts and Strogatz (1998). Each proposition corresponds to one of the different
steps described in the sections above: Generating a simple directed ring, Transformation
in a regular ring lattice and Rewiring the edges (respectively, Strategies 3, 4, and 5).

Proposition 16. Given a positive integer parameter n, the strategic graph rewriting transfor-
mation as indicated by the rules in Figure 3.4 and Strategy 3 terminates and always successfully
generates a directed ring structure with n nodes (and n edges).

Proof. Of all the instructions in Strategy 3, only the repeat loop can be used to generate an
infinite derivation trace. The termination property is however guaranteed due to a limit on the
number of iterations set to n− 1 (i.e., it is a bounded repeat).

The strategy is applied on a graph containing a single node with an attribute Initial set
to True. This single element is always successfully selected as no parameters or conditions are
specified to the setPos operation. Rule Add Node (Fig. 3.4a) is applied n − 1 times. Each
application considers the node focussed on, adds a new node and creates a directed edge going
from the focussed node to the newly added node. This new node is then put in focus instead of
the pre-existing node and the repeat instruction continue. This loop effectively forces the creation
of a directed chain of n nodes and n− 1 edges, starting with the Initial node. Rule Close Circle
is applied a single time selecting the end of the chain and the Initial node, and creates an edge
going from the former to the latter. The resulting graph is thus always a directed ring of n nodes
and n edges

Proposition 17. Given an even positive integer parameter k, the strategic graph rewriting trans-
formation as indicated by the rule in Figure 3.6 and Strategy 4 terminates and always successfully
transform a directed ring structure, with n nodes and n edges, into a directed regular ring lattice,
with n nodes of degree k and nk

2 edges.

Proof. Strategy 4 uses k
2 − 1 unbounded repeat loops. While no explicit limits in the number

of repetitions is given for each loop (although, it would be acceptable), the application of rule
Create Jump X can only be performed a certain number of time. Indeed, as the rule is applied,
new edges (whose attribute Distance is valued X + 1) are created. Once a complete loop around
the initial ring structure is achieved, the matching conditions given for the left-hand side can no
longer be met due to the “anti-edge” definition between A and C. The same behaviour occurs
with whichever value of X, thus guaranteeing the termination of the strategy.

The strategy is applied on the directed ring previously obtained composed of n nodes and n
edges. Furthermore, one of the nodes is marked as being the Initial element, while the attribute
Distance is set to 1 for all edges. The first instruction sets the Initial node into focus by adding
it to subgraph P; this operation always succeeds. Successive applications of rule Create Jump
X (Fig. 3.6) are then performed using several repeat loop with variant X values. During the
transformation, the node focussed on (A), its direct neighbour (B) and its neighbour’s neighbour
(C) are selected. For each case, nodes A and B are at distance 1 while nodes B and C are at
distance X. Each rule application adds an edge between A and C of distance X+1 and change the
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focus from A to B, hopping to A’s next direct neighbour, thus effectively creating every possible
edge of distance X + 1 (with respect to the orientation). This leads each node to only possesses
a single out-going edge for each given value of X. As explained above, once a complete circuit
around the ring structure has been performed, the verified existence of an element matching
with the “anti-edge” between A and C is the only reason which could lead a rule to fail. The
resulting termination leads to the closure of the current repeat loop and the beginning of the
next one (or the end of the strategy). Each loop thus applies rule Create Jump X n times and
consequently creates n new edges of distance X + 1. As X is successively valued at 1, 2, . . . , up
to k

2 − 1 with each passing repeat loop, nk2 − n new edges are created overall, pushing the total

number of edges to nk
2 . The resulting graph obtained at the end of Strategy 4 contains n nodes,

nk
2 edges, and is always a regular directed ring lattice as expected in SW.1.

Proposition 18. Given a positive rational parameter p (with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1), the strategic graph
rewriting transformation given by the rules in Figures 3.8, 3.9a, 3.9b, 3.10, and Strategy 5
terminates and always rewires a regular directed ring lattice’s edges according to the specificities
of the small-world model described in Watts and Strogatz (1998).

Proof. Strategy 5 uses k
2 bounded repeat loops performing n reiterations and a single unbounded

loop. The termination of each bounded loop is guaranteed as they will by definition come to an
end once their allocated number of repetitions has been reached. The unbounded repeat loop
is also unable to keep going on forever as the rule being call, Clean Edge (Fig. 3.11), can only
be applied a limited number of times. Rule Clean Edge needs a Temporary edge to successfully
be applied, which can only be created in rule Perform Rewiring 1 (Fig. 3.8), itself being by
extension only applied a limited number of time as the rule is solely called in the first bounded
repeat loop of the strategy. As rule Perform Rewiring 1 can only be applied a maximum of n
times (when p = 1), rule Clean Edge will be applied a maximum of n times as well. The strategy
is thus guaranteed to terminate.

Like previously, the first rule allows to set the Initial node into focus and always succeeds.
Each of the repeat loop will first either apply rule Perform Rewiring X (Fig. 3.10), with a
probability p, or rule Leave Unchanged (Fig. 3.9a), according to SW.2, followed by an application
of rule Next Node (Fig. 3.9b).

Perform Rewiring In the first loop, for X = 1, applying rule Perform Rewiring 1 results in a
slightly different transformation than the one obtained from the following applications with
rule Perform Rewiring X (where X > 1). Indeed, during that first iteration, a Temporary
edge is created in place of the rewired edge to preserve the initial ring structure, thus
still allowing us to visit all the nodes in the same order as previously achieved in the
preceding strategies. In all Perform Rewiring variants, the node in focus (A), at first
connected to its neighbour (B), becomes connected to another node (C) at the end of the
rule application. As specified by the “anti-edge”, A and C are not connected before the
transformation, thus avoiding edge duplication. Although the matching candidate for A
is selected only if belonging to subgraph P and B is also chosen under certain conditions
(being A’s neighbour), C on the other hand is chosen uniformly at random among all the
remaining nodes. As the transformation occurs, the attribute Distance given to the rewired
edge becomes invalid and is set to 0 while, the focus remains on A. In the case of rule
Perform Rewiring 1, the Temporary edge’s Distance is set to 1.

Leave Unchanged In each repeat loop, whenever the edge is not rewired, rule Leave Un-
changed X is applied instead. The rule does not change anything and also keeps the focus
on the same node.
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Once either of these two rules is applied, rule Next Node is used to select the node in focus
and its closest neighbour (using the ring structure as a basis). The focus is then shifted to
the neighbour and the loop restart, thus effectively subjecting successively each node in turn
to the process until one complete lap around the ring has been achieved, as specified in SW.3.
Changing the attribute Distance used during edge matching allows us to start with the closest
nodes and iteratively consider neighbours farther and farther apart. As each node only possesses
a single out-going edge for each given value of X, and each node is always considered once within
each repeat loop (imposing iteratively increasing values for X), each edge is guaranteed to be
considered for rewiring once. With this final point fulfilling SW.4, our translation accurately
respects the specificities of the small-world model generation.

With each of the above proposition proved, our translation of the small-world generation
model of Watts and Strogatz (1998) is finally complete. Adapting this first model to our formal-
ism was not as straightforward as simply following the original algorithm. The dissimilarities
between the generation steps initially proposed and the ones we finally used to construct the
small-world network hint at some of the preliminary work needed to rearrange the transforma-
tions. More generally, this process is not entirely unusual as a very similar course would be
performed by anyone looking to implement the same model into any programming language.
Indeed, any given implementation is rarely a literal translation of the description of its respec-
tive model. For instance, some algorithmic improvements can be inserted to improve the time
or spatial complexity, or sometimes, as in our case, adaptations due to the chosen language’s
graph-oriented formalism can be necessary.

3.3 Introducing a new social network generative model

In this section we address the second approach to graph generation as described at the beginning
of the chapter. Whereas the model translated above is plainly designed to recreate the specificities
encountered in small-world networks, we propose in the following to use a different approach
by adopting the point-of-view of a bystander observing the construction of a network. Several
different types of networks have been mentioned earlier such as a collaboration graph, or a neural
network, but in this case, we propose to direct our attention toward online social networks. While
being a complete research area on their own (Carrington et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2006; Scott
and Carrington, 2011), online social networks have gathered much interest in the past fifteen
years thanks to the wide public adoption of online social networking services such as Facebook6,
Twitter7 or LinkedIn8.

Our approach is designed around a simple scenario conceived to imitate the construction
process encountered in real-world social networks. Basically, a social network is initiated by a
single individual. This person can decide to reach to other people and include them into the social
network or other persons can join on their own accord to connect with some of the people already
present within. Whenever new users first join the social network, their number of acquaintances
is thus very limited. We simplify this situation by connecting new arriver solely to the user who
have lead them to join the network in the first place. After a time, individuals may connect
to some of the people in the social network they already know. These preexisting relations
are due to connections occurring outside the current network such as family ties, friendship,
work-related connections, relations existing in other (online) social networks. . . This leads to

6https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
7https://about.twitter.com/company
8https://press.linkedin.com/about-linkedin

https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
https://about.twitter.com/company
https://press.linkedin.com/about-linkedin
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the creation of new connections within the network which may sometime seem random for any
spectator only aware of the present social network, and therefore lacking the more global picture.
Finally, individuals get to know the people with whom they are sharing friends in the network,
potentially leading to the creation of new connections.

Our goal down the road is of course to design an algorithm to generate networks based on
the above scenario with our strategic graph rewriting formalism. To be entirely thorough, some
precisions are added to complete the description. First, as in the previous generation model, we
work with a simple directed port graph. This time however we intend on using the edges’ orien-
tation to convey meaning instead of solely simplifying some of the rewriting processes. In most
real-world social relations, two persons relate to each other with a simple mutual recognition.
This is the case for instance in collaboration and communication networks (e.g., co-authorship re-
lations from DBLP9 in Yang and Leskovec (2012), or Enron10 email communications in Leskovec
et al. (2008)). However, some social networks present an asymmetric model of acknowledgement.
While the most popular of them online is Twitter, classifying one of the users as a follower while
the other is a followee, these connections can also be graded to express additional nuances if
need be (e.g., votes in Wikipedia’s request graph for adminship11 in West et al. (2014) or trust
ratings in diverse signed networks in Leskovec et al. (2010b)). Such relations can be very simply
illustrated using directed edges, where a relation maintained by an individual n toward another
individual n′ is depicted by a single (labelled) edge going from the node representing n to the
one representing n′. Secondly, the number of elements (nodes and edges) to create during the
network generation is decided a priori, before the operations begin. We thus introduce |N | and
|E| as, respectively, the total number of nodes and edges existing in the graph once the generation
is over. The resulting number of communities to appear in the final graph is left to be decided
during the generation process according to the enforced rewrite rule applications. Thirdly, in
our scenario, individuals are mandatorily introduced into the social network by one individual
already present within. Considering we start the network with a single user, each node will be
connected to the same reachable subgraph leaving us with only one connected component.

To respect the three points above, we need to impose some limits concerning the inherent
values |N | and |E|. For one, the resulting network being a connected component, the minimum
number of edges must be such that every node is linked to the principal component, thus |E| ≥
|N | − 1. The maximum number of edges is also imposed due to the form of the final network we
wish to obtain. In our case, a connection going from an individual n to another person n′ should
only exist once; we thus wish to obtain a simple directed (port) graph. As any ordered pair of
nodes (n, n′) can only be linked once, the maximum number of edges appears when the network
is in a simple directed clique configuration, i.e., when |E|max = |N | × (|N | − 1).

We present below the algorithm for social network generation following the aforementioned
scenario. We use rewrite rules inspired from the above description to generate the graph in three
phases: new users arrival (node generation, Sect. 3.3.1), introduction of connections established
outside the social network (edge generation, Sect. 3.3.2), and connection between users sharing
common acquaintances within the network (community generation, Sect. 3.3.3). This rough im-
itation of processes existing in real-world (online) social networks generates interesting networks
with properties similar to those of small-world networks; for more details, the complete analysis
of the model is available in Appendix C on page 195. Along the description of the algorithm,
we provide an example of step-by-step graph generation coinciding with the rules and strategies
introduced. The deployed example is set to generate a small graph of 20 nodes and 100 edges,
the concerned figures provide additional information. This section is an extended version of the

9http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
10https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
11http://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-RfA.html
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main example proposed in Fernández et al. (2016b).

3.3.1 Generation of a simple directed acyclic port graph

The first phase in the construction of the network uses the two rules shown in Figure 3.13.
Contrary to the small-world model presented earlier in this chapter, the following rewrite rules do
not use any sort of attribute for either identification or computation. The rewriting operations are
solely based on the topological properties of the element to target, jointly with some management
of the P and Q subgraphs to filter in or out the needed elements. The reintroduction of the
elements into subgraphM in each rule, and consequently in P for the next rewriting application,
is also no longer specified as the process is performed each time for every element. Both rules
apply to a single node and generate two linked nodes, thus each application increases by one
the total number of nodes and edges. The only difference between these two rules lies in the
edge orientation as Rule 3.13a creates an outgoing edge on the initiating node, while Rule 3.13b
creates an incoming edge.

(a) Rule GenerationNode1. (b) Rule GenerationNode2.

Figure 3.13: Rules used for generating and attaching nodes to the social network. In both rules,
the right-hand side creates an additional node and connect it to the pre-existing node. The
main difference between the two rules resides in the generated edge orientation: going from the
pre-existing node (belonging to the social network) to the newly added node in Rule 3.13a or
oriented in the opposite direction in Rule 3.13b.

Proposing these two variations allows us to represent new individuals either invited to the
network or joining it on their own to connect with some specific person already within. Let us
demonstrate the difference with two examples; to this end, we reuse the usual terms employed
in Twitter where “follower” describes a person who follows and “followee” designates one who is
followed. In Rule 3.13a, someone wishes to follow an individual who is not part of the network;
the person is invited, joins the social network and a relation is created going from the initial user
–the follower– to the new user –the followee. Rule 3.13b is the opposite story. An outsider wishing
to join the social network to follow a person of interest (friend, acquaintance, celebrity. . . ) enters
the network by himself and instantly follows the desired person thus creating a relation going
from the new user –the follower– to the person previously present –the followee. While using
only one of the two rules will produce a directed rooted tree (respectively, either an out- or
in-tree), operating both with randomly ordered application generates a more diverse graph. The
underlying skeleton of the graph remains still a simple acyclic tree.

The generation achieved during this first phase is managed using Strategy 6. It repeatedly
applies the generative rules |N | − 1 times, enough for the graph to reach the targeted number of
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Strategy 6: Node generation: Creating a directed acyclic graph of size N

1 setPos(one(crtGraph));
2 repeat(
3 //equiprobable application of the two rules used for generating nodes
4 ppick(one(GenerationNode1), 0.5,
5 one(GenerationNode2), 0.5)
6 )(|N | − 1) // Generation of N nodes

nodes specified at the beginning of the construction. As mentioned earlier, each rule application
also generates a new edge; this means that once executed, Strategy 6 produces a graph with
exactly |N | nodes and |N | − 1 edges. While all nodes are similar, the orientation of each edge,
as explained above, varies depending of the rule applied for its creation (either 3.13a or 3.13b).
The ppick construct (lines 4–5) decides which rule to apply and ensures a probabilistic choice
between the two rules. The probability distribution can be adapted to favour either one, but, in
our case, we present a strategy managing an equiprobable solution.

Figure 3.14: Example of resulting graph after applying Strategy 6. While the final graph is
expected to have |N | = 20 nodes and |E| = 100 edges, this step produces a simple directed
acyclic graph with |N | = 20 nodes and |N | − 1 = 19 edges.

Figure 3.14 shows an example of resulting graph obtained after application of Strategy 6 on
a single node. As one can see, the edge directions are not consistent and chosen at random
depending of the rule applied; as expected, the graph is also simple and acyclic. More generally,
this first phase is very important as all the nodes used during the following rewriting operations
are created once Strategy 6 is achieved. The graph obtained so far is then used as the backbone
of the network we are composing. We focus next on generating additional edges.

3.3.2 Creating complementary connections

During this phase, we either create seemingly random connections between the network users or
reciprocate already existing single-sided connections. As explained earlier, this process aims to
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emulate the behaviour of individuals within the social network. Once they have joined, users
start connecting to people with whom they are already acquainted through other social networks
or circles. Any individual can thus initiate a connection with another person, or reciprocate if
a connection linking them is already in place. Drawing a comparison with Twitter’s actions, a
user can, during the current phase, decide to become the follower of a person he has a previous
knowledge of, as well as reciprocate a relation in which he is the followee by following the person
in return.

W = >

(a) Rule GenerationEdge.

W = >

(b) Rule GenerationMirror.

Figure 3.15: Rules generating additional connections: between two previously unrelated nodes
in a, by reciprocating a pre-existing connection in b.

We use two rules to achieve those possible actions, both of which link existing nodes, thus
creating a new additional edge with each application. The first rule (Fig. 3.15a) simply considers
two nodes and adds an edge between them to emulate the creation of a (one-sided) connection
between two users. The second rule (Fig. 3.15b) reciprocates an existing connection between a
pair of users: for two nodes n, n′ ∈ N connected with an oriented edge (n′, n), a new oriented
edge (n, n′) is created; it is used to represent the mutual appreciation of users in the social
network. As you can see in the representations, we use the W subgraph in each rewrite rule to
specify the node to select in subgraph P.

In both rules, the existence of edges between the nodes on which the rule applies should be
taken into account. Since we aim at creating a simple graph rather than a multi-graph, the rules
should not create an edge if a similar one already exists. This could be achieved by adding an
“anti-edge” as in the small-world translation given earlier in this chapter. It would then allow us
to ensure that the condition “where not Edge(n,n’)” (see Definition 9 on page 26), forbidding
the existence of an edge between the two matching candidates, is met. Here however, we propose
a different approach by using position constructs (namely, both the position and ban subgraphs:
P and Q) to restrict the elements to be considered during matching operations. While both
approaches achieve the same final goal of ensuring that no edge as specified exists, we believe
the “anti-edge” and its visual cue is more legible and easy to understand than going through the
whole strategy to follow how the position constructs are managed. The present case is thus only
showed as an example of possible fine-tuning considering the rule application.

Strategy 7 handles the rewriting operations. Let us first present how the subgraphs P and Q
are managed to avoid creating multiple edges. We initially need to filter the elements to consider
during the matching. To this end, we randomly select a single candidate (line 3) among all the
nodes whose outgoing arity (OutArity) is lower than the maximal possible value (i.e., |N | − 1).
Once added to P, this element, being the only available node, will be mandatorily chosen to
replace the node declared as belonging to W in Rules 3.15a and 3.15b. We then proceed to
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Strategy 7: Edge generation: addition of |E′| edges if possible.

1 repeat(
2 //select one node with an appropriate number of neighbours
3 setPos(one(property(crtGraph, node,OutArity < |N | − 1)));
4 //for this node, forbid rule applications on its outgoing neighbours
5 setBan(all(ngbOut(crtPos, node, true)));
6 //equiprobable application of the edge generation rules
7 ppick((one(GenerationEdge))orelse(one(GenerationMirror)), 0.5,
8 (one(GenerationMirror))orelse(one(GenerationEdge)), 0.5);
9 )(|E′|)

ban (through Q) all its outgoing neighbours to forbid them from being considered as potential
matching elements (line 5). This way, we ensure that any future rule application will not use
those nodes, thus effectively leading the rules, both creating out-going edges, to only apply on
pairs of nodes not yet connected. This enables us to keep the graph simple with only one edge
at most per ordered pair of nodes (n, n′). For each loop, P and Q are completely redefined,
respectively with a new node and the set of all its out-going neighbours, to keep them updated.

With P and Q set, we once more use a ppick instruction to either apply Rule 3.15a or
Rule 3.15b (lines 7–8). However, as we wish to guarantee the number of edges generated during
the strategy execution, we need to ensure that an edge is created for each loop. In this phase,
we desire to create |E′| edges (line 9), where |E′| ≤ (|E| − |N |+ 1) to remain within the number
of edges |E| defined at the beginning of the process. The use of the orelse construct (line 7 and
8) allows us to test all possible combinations of rule application, thus, if the first of the two rules
can not be applied, the other one is applied in its stead. On the other hand, if neither rule can
be applied, then the maximum number of edges in the graph has been reached, i.e., the graph
is complete. In the end, if the value of |E′| is not too high, we are left with |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1
remaining edges to create in the next phase. As it is the case in Strategy 6, the ppick instruction
shown in Strategy 7 has an equiprobable outcome; this parameter can nonetheless be changed
to transform the network accordingly. Note also that, because each node is randomly chosen
among the possible matches when defining P, we do not need to create alternative versions of
these rules with reversed oriented edges.

From a graph theory perspective, the current phase simply adds random connections in the
network, thus leading the average distance between nodes to diminish (see Section 2.1.1 on
page 9). This very process is at the heart of the small-world model presented earlier. Although
the model description we propose announces that this phase is intermediary, generating all the
edges at this point, such that |E′| = |E| − |N | + 1, would result in creating a simple random
directed network with a single component. Alternatively, this whole phase could also be ignored
if |E′| were set to 0. This unlikely situation could nonetheless happened if none of the individuals
in the network were acquainted to someone besides the person which led them to join the network.

Figure 3.16 shows the continuation of our example presented in Figure 3.14. Applying Strat-
egy 7 on the network creates |E′| new edges (for |E′| = 21), linking either two previously
unrelated individuals or reciprocating an existing connection between them. With the users in
our network now connected to their acquaintances, we can forward to the next phase simulating
the development of communities.
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Figure 3.16: Example of resulting graph after applying Strategy 7. The final graph is expected to
have |N | = 20 nodes and |E| = 100 edges. We insert during this phase |E′| = 21 new edges. The
resulting graph remains a simple directed graph with |N | = 20 nodes but with a total number
of |N | − 1 + |E′| = 40 edges.

3.3.3 Construction of communities using triads

This last phase aims at recreating the establishment of connections as individuals throughout
the social network get to know the persons connected to their own acquaintances. This results
in generating connections between individuals with a common neighbour. These smaller group
of three users connected together are known as triads and can exist in different configurations.
The study of triadic relations is the focus of several papers exploring in particular the notion
of social balance initially developed by Heider (1946), and later generalised by Cartwright and
Harary (1956). The notion is most commonly encountered in signed networks (Leskovec et al.,
2010b). In recent years, social balance theory has been shown to be of assistance for signed
edge prediction (Leskovec et al., 2010a), filtering edges to ease analysis and visualisation of
networks (Nick et al., 2013), and help in person-to-person sentiment analysis (West et al., 2014).

While we are working with a directed network, our generation model does not take into
account signed edges. Nonetheless, the configurations of triade relations can be adapted to our
case. We present in Figure 3.17 the possible layouts of triads one can encounter in a directed
network. When in one of the configurations presented in Figures 3.17a to 3.17d, an edge between
two neighbours A and C, respectively coloured in blue and green, can either go from C to A or
from A to C. In our case, the set of different possible configurations can be further reduced to
four as the blue and green nodes do not need to be distinguished one from another. Indeed, the
random selection method we use will identify a given node to either the blue (A), orange (B) or
green (C) candidates indistinctively and with equal probabilities. As a result, configurations e
and i, f and j, g and l, and h and k are mirrored versions of each other. We thus propose to take
a closer look at the last four resulting triads (i, j, k and l) to study the connections established
by individuals with a common neighbour.

To make sense of the directed edges, we once more use the terminology of the social networking
service Twitter. We begin with Figure 3.17a, where an orange individual (B) follows two persons:
A and C (coloured blue and green respectively). We can postulate that, as both individuals are
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Figure 3.17: Layouts of all possible triadic configurations. The first triad of each column (a, b,
c and d) shows the initial configuration with an undefined (grey) edge between nodes A and C.
The remaining figures show the triads completed with a new (black) edge going either from A
to C or from C to A.

followed by an individual with a set of interests, both A and C may be related through a common
subject which is of importance to B. As a result, either A or C could be interested to follow the
other, thus leading to Figure 3.17i where a link is created between the two users. Figure 3.17b
shows a second possible triad where both A and C follows the same individual B. When in this
position, A and C have a common ground and may start exchanging thus creating a link between
the two of them as in Figure 3.17j. The next triad is shown in Figure 3.17k. In this configuration,
based on Figure 3.17c, a first user A follows a second user B who follows in turn a third user
C. This situation produces a transitivity as “the idol of my idol is my idol”, meaning that A
is much likely to follow C directly. Note that we use here the term “idol” instead of the more
classical “friend” as we only consider single-sided relations. The last triad however, as shown in
Figure 3.17l and based on Figure 3.17d, seems much less likely to occur to us. Indeed, while the
previous triads all show some sort of common ground between the individuals A and C about to
be connected, the circling relation between A, C, and B does not show such characteristic. This
instinctive supposition has been verified in Leskovec et al. (2010b), where the authors compile
and analyse signed relations through triads in social networks. Focussing solely on positive triads,
this configuration is shown as the less likely to occur with only 35,093 occurrences out of 797,753
(' 4.4%). While still a possible triad, we decide to ignore this precise configuration to keep the
strategy simple and only use the triads described in Figures 3.17i, 3.17j and 3.17k as a basis to
establish new connections in the social network.

The current phase of the generation algorithm uses the rewrite rules presented in Figure 3.18,
each respectively corresponding to the triadic configurations 3.17i, 3.17j, 3.17k, and 3.17l. While
only the first three will be used in the upcoming strategy, all the possible rules are shown in the
figure. The first triad rule (Fig. 3.18a) shows two individuals (A and C) being followed by a
third person (B). The second rule (Fig. 3.18b) depicts an individual (B) being followed by two
others (A and C). The third rule (Fig. 3.18c) considers a first person (A), following a second
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Figure 3.18: Rules generating additional connections based on triad configurations. Each of the
rules correspond to the configurations shown on the last row of Figure 3.17.

one (B), following in turn a third person (C). The fourth rule (Fig. 3.18d), which we will not
apply, depicts a circling relation between the three individuals. These rules are very simple and
solely use the topological characteristics of their left-hand side subgraph to find corresponding
elements to rewrite in the network. We thus work with “anti-edges” (displayed in grey) to ensure
that no directed edge already exists where a connection is about to be created. As one can see,
no definition of W is given for any of these rules to specify which element to match in priority to
one of the element of P; this leaves each node equally eligible. While not explicitly stated in the
figures, all the rewritten elements belong to subgraphM and are thus reintroduced into subgraph
P. This way, P remains updated and ready for the next rewriting operation without the need
to repeat setPos instructions in the strategy. In each rule, we have annotated the nodes such
that the new edge is always directed from A to C. The decision was an aesthetic choice rather
than a structured one. Indeed, the corresponding matching elements are established arbitrarily
upon application, thus avoiding the need to propose an alternative version of the rule where the
new edge would be going from C to A.

From a graph theory perspective, the enforcement of triadic relations, while being a well-
known and studied process as shown above, helps build communities by bringing together and
linking individuals previously not connected. This is reflected by the utmost importance of triads
when computing the average clustering coefficient of a network (see the description at the end
of Section 2.1.1 on page 9 or in Definition 51 on page 195).

We use Strategy 8 to manage the three rules. Because we only use the topological information
given by the rules, the interaction with the position subgraphs P and Q can be kept to a bare
minimum. As a result, we begin the strategy by selecting all the elements in the current graph and
add them to P (line 1). The position subgraph is then maintained by the rules themselves after
each application without any involvement of the strategy. While this behaviour is convenient,
the rules used in our case always reintroduce all the rewritten elements in P through M. As all
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Strategy 8: Community generation: creating edges to strengthen communities

1 setPos(one(crtGraph));
2 repeat(
3 ppick(
4 (one(CommunityDown))orelse(
5 ppick(
6 (one(CommunityUp))orelse(one(CommunityLegacy)), 0.5,
7 (one(CommunityLegacy))orelse(one(CommunityUp)), 0.5)
8 ), 1/3,
9 (one(CommunityUp))orelse(

10 ppick(
11 (one(CommunityLegacy))orelse(one(CommunityDown)), 0.5,
12 (one(CommunityDown))orelse(one(CommunityLegacy)), 0.5)
13 ), 1/3,
14 (one(CommunityLegacy))orelse(
15 ppick(
16 (one(CommunityDown))orelse(one(CommunityUp)), 0.5,
17 (one(CommunityUp))orelse(one(CommunityDown)), 0.5)
18 ), 1/3)
19 )(|E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1)

our rules applications are performed within a repeat loop, this means the rewriting operations
could go on for quite some time if left unmanaged. Consequently, and because we need to
precisely handle the amount of edges created to reach the number agreed on at the beginning of
the generation, the loop is bound (line 19) and a single, yet quite complex, ppick instruction is
then used inside (line 3–18). We reuse here the feat developed in Strategy 7 by using ppick and
orelse instructions to guarantee the number of created elements at the end of the process. To
this end, we need to make sure that for every loop, a single edge is added to the network. We
thus propose to either apply Rule 3.18a, 3.18b or 3.18c with equal probabilities (lines 4–8, 9–13
and 14–18). However, should the chosen rule be inapplicable (for instance CommunityDown,
lines 4–8), we can not simply pass to the next iteration. In case of a failed application of its
first member, orelse applies a second set of instructions, in this case: a ppick (lines 5–7). This
nested instruction will either try to apply first one the remaining rules, then its counterpart in
case of failure, or the other way around, reversing the consideration order of the two rules. The
repeat loop is applied |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1 times (line 19), with each application creating a new
edge, thus reaching the final amount of |E| edges as decided at the beginning of the process (with
|N | − 1 edges created during the first phase and |E′| edges inserted during the second).

This final phase concludes the generation process. We present in Figure 3.19 the finished
graph we used to illustrate the different steps during the generation process. As seen in Strategy 8,
the loop is repeated |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1 times, with each operation creating a new edge. As, the
end of the previous phase, the graph had |N | = 20 nodes and |N | − 1 + |E′| = 40 edges, this lift
the total number of edges to |N | − 1 + |E′|+ |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1 = |E| = 100 edges as expected.
While the limited number of elements proposed in the example served us well to see up-close the
possible transformations and potentially follow the evolution of some of the elements, a single
generation on a graph with so few elements can hardly validate our rules and strategies. This
point is of the utmost importance as we wish to formally guarantee several properties of the
final network, especially the number of elements (nodes and edges) generated by the model. We
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Figure 3.19: Example of resulting graph after applying Strategy 8. The final graph is simple,
directed, with |N | = 20 nodes and |E| = 100 edges. This phase produces the |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1
final missing edges.

address this issue hereafter.

3.3.4 Model validation and discussion

As proceeded for the validation of our small-world model translation, we once more use a for-
mal proof to verify whether the proposed rules and strategies respect the present model. A
few different decisions have been made on our side when designing the model as we use equal
probabilities when applying the rules and have decided to ignore altogether one of the triadic con-
figuration. While these choices are subjective, the outcome of the respective ppick instructions
should always be the successful creation of an element, thus the following proposition holds.

Proposition 19. Given three positive integer parameters |N |, |E|, |E′|, such that |N |−1 ≤ |E| ≤
|N |×(|N |−1) and |E′| ≤ |E|−|N |+1, let the strategy S|N |,|E|,|E′| be the sequential composition of
the strategies Node generation (Strat. 6), Edge generation (Strat. 7) and Community generation
(Strat. 8) described above, and G0 be a port graph composed of one node with one port. The
strategic graph program [S,G0] terminates with a simple and weakly-connected directed port graph
G with |N | nodes and |E| edges.

Proof. The termination property is a consequence of the fact that the three composed strategies
have only one command which could generate an infinite derivation (the repeat loop) but in the
three cases, there is a limit on the number of iterations (i.e., it is a bounded repeat).

Since the program terminates, we can use induction on the number of rewriting steps to
prove that the generated port graphs are directed, simple (at most one edge in each direction
between any two nodes) and weakly connected (connected when direction of edges is ignored).
This is trivially true for G0 and each rewrite step preserves these three properties, thanks to
the positioning strategy that controls the out degree in Edge generation (Strategy 7) and the
forbidden edges in the rules for Community generation (Figure 3.18). As the strategic program
never fails, since a repeat strategy cannot fail, this means that a finite number of rules has been
applied and the three properties hold by induction.
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It remains to prove that the number of nodes and edges is as stated. Observe that by
construction, the strategy Node generation creates a new node and a new edge at each step of the
repeat loop, exactly |N |−1, and is the only strategy that creates new nodes. Hence, after applying
the Node generation strategy, the graph created has exactly |N | nodes and |N | − 1 edges. The
strategies Edge generation and Community generation create a new edge at each step of the repeat
loop, so respectively |E′| and |E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1. As a result, when the strategy S terminates,
the number of edges created is equal to

(
|N | − 1

)
+
(
|E′|

)
+
(
|E| − |E′| − |N |+ 1

)
= |E|.

Although we have thus effectively proved that the final network obtained using the rules
and strategies presented before is always a simple directed (port-)graph with |N | nodes and
|E| edges, a few details need to be discussed. Firstly, the transformations presented above
can easily be extended to create graphs with more than one (weakly) connected component.
Several approaches are possible to achieve this feature; for instance, one could use a number
of starting nodes equal to the number of desired connected components and ensure that no
edge is created between nodes from different components. The generative rules and strategies
can then be applied on each component iteratively or in parallel (parallel applications of rules
are developed in Fernández et al. (2016a)). Secondly, while we decided to opt for a directed
graph when translating the model, adapting the rules and strategies to generate an undirected
network instead is quite straightforward. Consequently, only one rule become necessary for
each phase (attaching a new node to the connected component, creating a new edge between
two disconnected nodes, closing a triad), with several simplifications removing the ppick and
orelse instructions from the strategies. Thirdly, in the last phase, we decided to ignore one of
the possible triadic configuration. While this decision was motivated by both our wish to keep
the strategy simple enough and by the low probability of appearance of the said configuration,
the principles necessary to integrate the corresponding rule (shown in Figure 3.18d) has been
explain during the discussion detailing Strategy 8. The considerations about low probabilities of
occurrence lead us to the next item. Whereas the strategies presented above make equiprobable
choices when pondering upon which rule to apply, customised probabilities may be preferable to
obtain a network with characteristics closer to those of real-world situations. For instance, in
Strategy 6 handling the node generation, one may consider that new users tend to join a social
network mainly because they wish to follow a certain person. In such case, opting for a 10%/90%
distribution respectively for Rules 3.13a and 3.13b would make perfect sense. The interest would
be similar in Strategy 8 where example of triadic configuration happenstance are given in the
literature (Leskovec et al., 2010b). Finally, as signed networks have been mentioned at the
beginning of the section, we could only suggest adapting the current model to work with signed
edges. While the number of rules would need to be doubled and the application probabilities
fine-tuned to match the characteristics of real-world networks, the resulting graph could be of
use as a basis for trying out layout algorithms or visualisation solutions aiming to underline the
sentiment of individuals toward each other in social networks.

Overall, this second model translation using the graph rewriting formalism ended up being
simpler than the one proposed for the small-world model. While the model description does not
truly hint of any difficulty in both case, Watts and Strotgatz’s is much more precise, especially
when considering the order of edges allowed to be rewired. The present model on the other
hand is much more forgiving on such requirement, with most nodes susceptible to be chosen
as candidates for rewriting at any time. Note that the only exception occurs in Strategy 7,
due to our wish to showcase how an imposed absence of edge should be declared and handled
without “anti-edges”. Such differences in the implementations show us that the graph rewriting
formalism has both advantages and drawbacks. For instance, creating a random edge anywhere
in the graph is a rather simple feat. Specifying which node to use as the source and destination
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of the edge however requires further efforts as the potential domain of eligible elements must be
narrowed down to the two targeted nodes before the rule application.

3.4 Conclusion

We have presented here two models of graph generation adapted and expressed using a strategic
graph rewriting formalism. Although all the necessary definitions concerning such system have
been provided in the previous chapter, we believe these hands-on examples to be the best way to
grasp the process followed during this work and have a better look at all the inner workings and
how minute details are dealt with. These two generative models have been chosen specifically
for several reasons. While one of them is the translation of a well-known and studied network
generation method, the other has been designed using an original scenario. These differences
allow to showcase the versatility of strategic graph rewriting techniques. The transformations to
perform can be indifferently based on a strict and defined model or on looser ideas elaborated
through empiric observations and behaviours described in the literature. More precisely, we have
shown how the two position subgraphs, P and Q, could be managed to steer transformations,
by proposing, forcing or forbidding elements to be rewritten. Through different rules, we have
illustrated how “anti-edges” could be used to condition rule application depending of the existence
of edges. Finally, using the extensive instruction set available thanks to the strategy language,
we have presented an instance of how such instructions could be used to perform finely-tuned
operations to guarantee a specific outcome, namely the creation of a node or an edge.
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As we have seen in the different examples presented in the previous chapters, graph rewriting
is a complex albeit powerful formalism. It allows us to perform literally any possible transfor-
mation, using one or several rewriting rules, to modify and rearrange any graph as we see fit.
Although this aptitude is indeed quite impressive, it also comes with some particularities such
as the meticulousness needed to express the rewrite rules and the strategies to avoid the trans-
formations from going out of hand. While these different points have been mostly demonstrated
using sets of rules and strategies aiming at generating different types of graphs, the proposed
modelling has also brought to our attention a feature we deem most interesting. As one can
recall, when detailing the few generative models in the previous chapter, we have noticed the
recurring apparition of some of the rewrite rules, and in particular the ones allowing the creation
of a new neighbour to an already existing node, or those simply connecting two nodes together.

Chapter based on:
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propagation models in social networks. In Proceedings Graphs as Models, London, UK, 11-12 April 2015, volume
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In addition to be very likely to reappear in a lot of different models, these two simple rules
are also providing us comparison points between the rewriting models. Indeed, for two graph
rewriting systems using the exact same rules, analysing the strategy can indicate whether the
two systems behave similarly or if and how they actually differ from one another. Conversely, a
similar strategy operated on two different systems establish a common ground on which we can
tentatively initiate all manner of comparisons. Although this approach could well be applied on
the graph rewriting systems recreating the generative models we introduced earlier, we propose
to implement this application while looking at a different feature of the social networks.

Most of the existing techniques allowing online social network analysis have been initially
defined in the context of offline relations. However, with the ease of accessibility to Internet
and the online social networks popularity, the users have been able to communicate far and wide
with others, thus gradually expanding their own social networks. This obviously caused people to
become more connected with each other, which ultimately allowed an ease in the dissemination
of information, such as knowledge, interests, ideas, rumours, opinions or any other form of
digital content. Those dissemination of information could occur so rapidly and reach so many
persons at the same time that these behaviours were compared to those of viruses: infecting
neighbours to proliferate and spreading efficiently. While the terminology can seem negative,
the process can allow the diffusion of any information, relayed by the people within the social
network to their friends, family members, and other relations they may have established inside the
social network. The study of these phenomena has initiated a sustained interest in the research
community, offering applications in various domains, ranging from sociology (Granovetter, 1978;
Macy, 1991) to epidemiology (Hethcote, 2000; Dodds and Watts, 2005; Bertuzzo et al., 2010),
and, of course, viral marketing and product placement (Domingos and Richardson, 2001; Chen
et al., 2010). With such a wide array of different research fields, the advances in one domain
were not automatically known of the others. Consequently, the literature contains multiple
descriptions, attempts and models aiming at recreating these different propagation of opinion,
disease, or promotional content.

As our rewriting formalism can be used as a common ground to express transformations
occurring in a graph, we wish to see if, by describing different propagation models using a common
formalism, we can evaluate their respective inner workings and ultimately compare them to one
another. Considering the numerous descriptions available in the literature, we are mindful we
will not be able to generalise the process to all existing models in this sole chapter, nonetheless,
we believe it is important to describe the procedure to follow and study the result to evaluate the
soundness of our approach. Additionally, identifying the elements of a solution which makes it
unique is a strong advantage. Once the characteristics demarking a given model as being either
more successful or specialised than its counterparts are isolated, then such knowledge could be
introduced into another model to perfect it or generalise its use for a different type of situation.

In the present chapter, we are going to take a general look at the existing propagation models.
By looking at some of the cases where they were used to perform different type of operations, we
will come to discuss the elaboration, evaluation and the different use of such models. Because
once described in a graph rewriting system using our techniques, all models are expressed through
a common formalism, we then propose to adapt two of the most generic and recurrent models
of information propagation in order to study them further and potentially draw a comparison
between the two of them. Finally, we propose to set aside the propagation models to focus
our interest on a dissemination model instead. Although using principles very similar to those
observed in propagation phenomena, dissemination models are used to express means of diffusing
information in social networks with a minimum input of the individuals taking part in it. After a
first description, we then propose to enhance our dissemination model using a few improvements
we have identified in the previous propagation models. Once translated into our graph rewriting
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formalism, this whole process is achieved in order to ameliorate the dissemination model and
improve the quality of the spread information.

4.1 Propagation in social networks

The idea behind a propagation phenomenon is very simple. Let us imagine we have two friends,
Alice and Bill, who are discussing; suddenly Alice has a great idea and explain it to Bill. From
here on Bill can adopt a number of different behaviours however we restrain this introductory
example to the three most basic outcomes. Firstly, he can have a positive reaction toward the
idea of Alice, find it to be grand, deserving to be spread far and wide, for the whole world to
know. Conversely, Bill can express a negative opinion about the idea, totally rejecting it and
maybe even finding it offensive. A last outcome would find Bill with a neutral opinion of Alice’s
idea, either deciding to ignore or not caring about it. Were Bill to find the idea pleasing, he
would undoubtedly mention it to its own friends, Charles and Donald, who, in turn, would be
confronted to the same choices: endorsing the idea, opposing it or remaining neutral. In the
same way, if Bill were to find himself disapproving with the idea, he may also mention it to his
friends in order to inquire their own reactions, a process they may feel the need to also achieve
in turn. However, if Bill were not to care at all about it, chances are that the information would
not transpire in any of his conversations, leaving Charles and Donald unaware of Alice’s idea.

As we start considering more and more individuals, each with their own friends and connec-
tions, as expected in a social network, we can begin to imagine how the idea initiated by Alice
may end up spreading throughout the whole graph, especially if a whole lot of persons were
to start reacting to it (independently of that fact that the responses may be positive or nega-
tive). More generally, when an individual in a group performs a specific action (announcing an
event, spreading a gossip, sharing a video clip, giving an opinion), she/he initiates a propagation
phenomenon. Each neighbour responding to the content subsequently becomes a part of the
propagation phenomenon, taking an active part in it. This person then informs her/his connec-
tions of her/his state toward the subject, giving them the possibility to react to the information
and become active users themselves if they respond to the action. The process reiterates as the
newly active neighbours start sharing the information with their own neighbours and so forth.
The activation can thus end up propagating from peer to peer across the whole social network
like wildfire, or, alternatively, it can die very quickly if no one effectively react to it.

While this general purpose example mention the positive, negative and neutral reactions of
the individuals in the network, very few models actually propose such level of distinction (Chen
et al., 2011; Stich et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2015), blurring the line between activation (sharing
with their neighbours to show how brilliant or terrible the idea is) and endorsement (sharing the
idea because we agree with it). To avoid confusion, we propose from now on to only consider a
propagation step as resulting with a binary outcome: either the idea is refuted or it is accepted.
In this section we will take a general look at the propagation phenomenon, with a quick overview
of the literature and some of the most recurrent applications for them.

4.1.1 Fast forward from the early days

During the sixties, several sociologists have looked into the idea of collective behaviour (Smelser,
1962),1 the social psychology behind it (Brown, 1965), how collective actions ended up taking
place (Olson, 1965) and how a specific behaviour, mostly initiated by a limited group of in-
dividuals, was able to gain momentum and reach prominence (Wheeler, 1966). The keyword

1The theory detailed in this book is also resumed in Ormrod (2014)
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contagion was at that point used to describe these situations where individuals were offered a
choice of performing an action, thus becoming actors of the contagion process and making the
global movement grow. The underlying idea is that, after some time, the decision of following
the most popular opinion is more likely to occur. This phenomenon, which is more informally
known as the sheep effect or sometimes herd/flock behaviour,2 is not really impossible to con-
ceive but seem to come in direct opposition to some other work originating from the field of
game theory stating that an equilibrium should, at some point, exist (Nash, 1951). A solution
unifying the two approach was finally brought forth by Granovetter (1978) with the introduction
of a threshold, marking the tipping point where the decision made by the individual is balanced
between the gains and losses of each alternative. While these authors speak of crowd behaviour
triggering riots, strikes and migrations, mentions of applications also encompass innovation and
rumour diffusion.

In more recent years, propagation phenomena have become of interest not only to sociologists
but to a much wider array of researchers. With scientists abstracting the modelling of infectious
diseases (Hethcote, 2000), epidemiological models have been used to simulate diverse possible
outbreak scenarios where the contagion can take place in rural or urban areas (Eubank et al.,
2004). Specific type of infections can also be represented by taking into account the vector easing
the transmission, as for instance Bertuzzo et al. (2008) have achieved with cholera epidemics and
the KwaZulu-Natal province river network. Nonetheless, such knowledge is not yet sufficient or
precise enough to benefit in real world situations (Koenig, 2009; Bhattacharya et al., 2009; Ali
et al., 2012) despite the researchers efforts when looking for solutions aiming at identifying ways
to contain or slow down these infectious diseases (Kribs-Zaleta and Velasco-Hernández, 2000;
Madar et al., 2004). It comes with no surprise however that a fair share of the existing works
in the field propose to use networks as the underlying structure (Newman, 2002). In such cases,
the edges represent the possible vectors of infection, like the river network in the case of cholera
(Bertuzzo et al., 2008), while the nodes can either represent susceptible sites of infection (e.g.,
communities, group of families, villages) (Moore and Newman, 2000) or directly individuals, as
considered in sexual networks for instance (Liljeros et al., 2003).

By considering the structure where the infection takes place as a network, we are able to
further generalise the idea and apply the same knowledge gathered this far to other fields. The
contagious element now longer needs to be an infectious disease, but can take the form of an
innovation which can change the world (Young, 2000; Acemoglu et al., 2011), the photo of a
pet (Cha et al., 2009), or even something as simple as a rumour (Lind et al., 2007). Additionally,
using this special structure allows us to take into account the topology of the network being
subjected to the infection to study particular traits or recurring characteristics (Moore and New-
man, 2000; Kuperman and Abramson, 2001; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001), a feature
which has been shown as interesting when addressing viral infection problems in computer net-
works (Ganesh et al., 2005). The case which seems to gather the most interest however concerns
the principle of information diffusion within social networks. A lot of different models exist to
address the subject and their complexity can rank from the most simple cascade models (Watts,
2002; Kempe et al., 2003) to ones considering temporal evolutions (Goyal et al., 2010; Saito
et al., 2010; Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2014) or the neighbouring and community structures (Bao
et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015). While a complete list of all the existing models would be extremely
long and overall quite monotonous, we can note that several tendencies seem to appear over the
years. For instance, the specificities introduced by the spread of rumours (Lind et al., 2007),

2As expressed by Mark Twain: “We are discreet sheep; we wait to see how the drove is going, and then go
with the drove. We have two opinions: one private, which we are afraid to express; and another one –the one
we use– which we force ourselves to wear to please Mrs. Grundy, until habit makes us comfortable in it, and the
custom of defending it presently makes us love it, adore it, and forget how pitifully we came by it.”
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(mis)information (Acemoglu et al., 2010), or user-created content (Bakshy et al., 2009) have
quickly been generalised to refer to the more generic information propagation/diffusion terms
but mentions of influence also become more and more common.

4.1.2 Managing the influence: maximisation and minimisation

In a lot of the models describing information propagation, the notion of influence is used to
describe the strength with which an individual in the social network can impact on the behaviour
of its neighbours. While it can be seen as a concept similar to the reputation, the influence
is different as its significance is not usually defined at a global level but more likely directly
between two people. We also consider it asymmetrical such that the influence from an individual
n on another person n′ is different from the influence that n′ exercises on n. Because the
influence has such an important effect on the propagation rendition, it is essential to get the
right values before performing any sort of simulation. This is however easier said than done
as such information is usually private and each individual decides, consciously or not, the level
of influence another person exercises on her/him. A few alternative solutions exist however to
propose a solution to this problem such as learning, inferring or estimating the influence from
previous operations (Goyal et al., 2010; Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2012; Kimura et al., 2009b; Du
et al., 2013). Alternatively, studying the user profile may allow us to extract attributes (On-at
et al., 2017) which can then be used to infer interests (Saito et al., 2011) and the relevance of
an information when spread to anyone. Additionally, classifying the different types of social
relationships can also give us hints, as the closer two persons are, the more mutually influenced
they are likely to be (Tang et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2014).

By taking a step back, we can understand why knowing the influence of each person is
sought-after. Let us imagine ourselves for a minute as product creator. While we have heard of
the notion of viral marketing, an operation similar to the process commonly known as word-of-
mouth (Goldenberg et al., 2001) but on a much larger scale, we have no idea on how to trigger
such a craze around our own product. The solution is very simple: find the most influential person
and convince her/him, usually through sponsorship, to promote our own product. Of course, as
in traditional marketing, several factors have to be considered such as targeting consumers most
likely to purchase our product (e.g., audio-speakers for a musically-inclined communities, trainers
for a group centred around basketball, televisions for the film enthusiasts) or the timing of the
operation. Additionally, targeting the most influential individual is not sufficient if the product
adoption is only limited to its own connections; as we aim at promoting to as many people as
possible, we need the neighbours to spread the word to their own neighbours and so on. Several
works such as Domingos and Richardson (2001) and Richardson and Domingos (2002) present
these aspects aiming at identifying the (commercial) value of people in the network. Once the
right persons have been found, all that is left to do is sponsor them and the promotion through
word-of-mouth should start and continue on its own.

The goal we aim at here is quite simply to maximise the diffusion by finding the right seed,
the initial set of persons which will begin the diffusion. Several researchers have proposed differ-
ent solutions going from the standard greedy algorithm (Kempe et al., 2003), to more advanced
maximisation models such as SP1M (Kimura and Saito, 2006), PMIA (Chen et al., 2010), or
InfluMax (Gomez-Rodriguez and Schölkopf, 2012), with the first two improving the greedy algo-
rithms using heuristics (Chen et al., 2009), thus allowing it to scale up to graphs with millions of
elements. Nonetheless, although the maximisation of influence is an attractive feat in the context
of social networks (Sheldon et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012), the same can not
be said if we consider instead the spreading of negative content. Whereas the previous goal was
to share and diffuse the content to as many people as possible, we can also be facing situations
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where the propagation needs to be contained or stopped altogether: it requires to be minimised.
Multiple cases can offer such scenario like leaked content, infected e-mails, spread of misinfor-
mation (Budak et al., 2011), and can even be generalised to the evolution of infectious diseases
and contagions, computer viruses (Kimura et al., 2008), and even attacks on communication
networks (Onnela et al., 2007) like the propagation of DNS cache poisoning3 from authoritative
DNS servers (Son and Shmatikov, 2010). In all these situations, the idea is not to cure but to re-
strain the diffusion process (Li and Tang, 2011), and the only solution is simply to avoid contact
by removing connections (Kimura et al., 2009a; Khalil et al., 2013). Despite being more critical
than its counterpart in the few examples we have given above, minimising the propagation is not
easier than maximising it (Luo et al., 2014). Nonetheless, in both case, solutions exist to locate
the source of the propagation and identify the individual or group of persons who have initiated
the diffusion (Shah and Zaman, 2011; Pinto et al., 2012).

Finally, we propose to mention one last example in the context of maximisation or minimi-
sation, as we leave aside the social networks for a moment to take a look instead on networks of
enterprises, and more precisely, the financial relations between banks. After the financial crisis
which occurred in 2007-2008, multiple efforts have been made to understand what happened at
the time and more importantly, how to avoid it happening again in the future. Without going
into too much unneeded details, the burst of the United States real estate bubble conjugated
with the instability of a few key actors in the banking scene proved to be critical for the whole
country economy.4 While it is not uncommon for banks to have financial obligations toward
one another or to own shares in the same businesses, it only makes them more vulnerable when
one of the party fails. As some of the obligations came to be reclaimed, a few of the establish-
ments proved to be unable to fulfil their responsibilities to other banks, thus creating a domino
effect; the crisis ultimately culminated with the bankruptcy of the Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc.,5 the fourth largest investment bank in the United States at the time. This phenomenon,
called a systemic risk in finance, has since been studied through and through, whether by using
a contagion metaphor (Moussa, 2011) akin to the ones we described above, by understanding
how the network structure can help such relations to become more resilient (De Quadros et al.,
2015), or even to study the aftermaths of such propagation (Acemoglu et al., 2015). Due to
their large scale and all their ramifications, such contagions create aftershocks (Bardoscia et al.,
2015) which may in turn “infect” smaller financial entities which had not defaulted during the
main contagion process. In the end, these events have created an awareness of the existence of
such weaknesses in the financial system and resulted in the creation of solutions allowing to test
the robustness of such key institutional networks (Battiston et al., 2015) hoping to preemptively
identify such flaws (Roukny et al., 2016).

Although the underlying principle of diffusion in networks is quite easy to understand, we can
see that multiple approaches and applications exist, making some of the models quite specific
to their own field whereas others have been designed to be very generalist. As we face all these
existing models, it is sometimes hard to truly understand the minor differences existing between
them and grasp if the different improvements they propose will effectively allow a more realistic
modelling of a given diffusion phenomenon. Unfortunately, the latter can only be decided based
on the characteristics of the network at hand; however, we believe the former can be addressed by
comparing the different models on an equal footing. The first step is to define our context, thus
while studying how innovations, infectious diseases, or financial failure spread is very interesting,

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNS_spoofing
4For further details on the subject and a more complete depiction of the mechanisms involved in the crisis, we

can only advise the interested reader to watch “The Big Short” (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1596363/).
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bankruptcy_of_Lehman_Brothers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNS_spoofing
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bankruptcy_of_Lehman_Brothers
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we decide for the remaining of this chapter to focus on the spread of information in social
networks. We then only have to find a way to express the models using a common formalism
able to divide the models in atomic operations to express the modifications being performed by
each one.

4.2 Modelling cascading and threshold behaviours

As we have seen, propagation in social networks occurs when one or several persons decide
to perform a specific action such as relaying information, announcing an event, spreading a
few gossips, or sharing a video clip. By carrying out this operation, the individuals become
active, their neighbours are then informed of their state change and are offered the possibility
to reproduce the action, thus becoming active themselves. The procedure then reiterates as
the newly active neighbours share the information with their own neighbours, propagating the
activation from peer to peer throughout the whole network. To replicate this phenomenon, some
propagation models opt for entirely probabilistic activations (e.g., Kempe et al. (2003); Chen et al.
(2011); Wonyeol et al. (2012)), where the presence of only one active neighbour is often enough
to allow the propagation to occur, while others (e.g., Watts (2002); Kempe et al. (2005); Goyal
et al. (2010)) consider the influence between individuals and use threshold values to determinate
at which point the common influence of the neighbours building up against a specific person is
enough to incite her/him to take part in the propagation. This threshold value, triggering the
response to the phenomenon can be seen as the tolerance towards performing the action at the
heart of the propagation: the more solicited a user is, the more inclined he becomes to activate.
From a general point-of-view, several propagations can happen in one network during the same
time window, but most propagation models focus only on one action at a time (e.g., relaying a
specific information) as the other propagations are likely to be about entirely different subjects,
thus creating few if any interferences between the two phenomena.

The graph rewriting formalism is, as mentioned in the previous chapter, a very flexible tech-
nique which can be used to translate a complex algorithm into a set of rewrite rules and a
strategy. Whereas, for a single model, different sets of rules and strategies can be described to
perform similar resulting transformations, proposing rewriting operations which can be compared
for two different examples can be rather convoluted and a good understanding of all the models
we aim to translate to oppose afterwards is necessary. In the following, we propose to detail two
of the most basic propagation models which are commonly used as footing for a number of other
models: the independent cascade model IC, as described by Kempe et al. (2003), and the linear
threshold model LT (sometimes also called general threshold model), using the definition given
in Goyal et al. (2010). Despite being both propagation models, IC and LT do not behave quite
similarly. Consequently, to ease our work as much as possible in the upcoming task of comparing
the models, we must define each transformation to perform as simply as possible, and thus only
use atomic operations.

To facilitate the expression of both models, we define a few common ingredients which are
used in the rewrite rules. While each model is expressed in a certain way in the paper’s original
definitions, we propose a few alterations such as renaming some of the attributes or using different
colours to express the current state of a given node; such adjustments do not alter the models’
mechanisms in the slightest but certainly helps us in presenting homogeneous models, easing
the identification of potential similarities. Firstly, we assume that, at any given time, each node
is in a precise state, which determines its involvement in the current spreading of information.
The different states are represented using three values. Either an individual is unaware if she/he
has not (yet) heard of the action at the heart of the propagation. Alternatively, a person is
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considered to be informed if she/he has knowledge of the action, that is, if she/he has been
influenced by their neighbours and thus been proposed to take part in the phenomenon without
having accepted yet. Otherwise, if somebody is in neither of the previous states, then she/he is
active as, having been successfully convinced, she/he has decided to propagate the action. We
encode this information on each node using the attribute State, which can take one of these three
values as a string of characters: unaware, informed, or active. For visualisation purposes, an
attribute Colour is associated to State to colour the nodes in red, blue, or green, respectively.
The rules we use to express the models will describe effectively how the nodes’ states evolve.
An unaware node can become informed when at least one of its active neighbours tries to
influence it, and an informed node will become active when its influence level is sufficiently
high. These two distinct steps correspond to the two basic State transformations we need to
represent using the rewrite rules. The second common ingredient we use in the two models
is a naming convention as we call the first step influence trial, during which an active node
n tries to influence an inactive neighbour n′ (where n′ is either unaware or just informed)
and the following step is called an activation, where the node n′ becomes active once it has
been successfully influenced. Of course, the method used to decide whether an individual is
supposed to become active is different depending of the models, however, the general workflow
remains the same. We point it out in our last common ingredient, as we introduce for both
models an attribute called Tau to store the influence level of the informed nodes. Its value is
computed/updated during the Influence trial step and is used to decide whether an individual
will become active, more details are given hereafter.

These common ingredients –the states, the two transformations and the attribute triggering
them– already give us a few points of reference to compare the two models. For the remaining of
this section, we start by recalling the definitions of these two models and show in which manner
they can be described as instances of the same strategic graph program. Just like presented in
the previous chapter, we introduce with each model visual representations of the rules applied to
perform the rewriting operations. For each one, we mention in their left-hand sides the attributes
that are used in the matching process, and in their right-hand sides the attributes whose values
are modified during the rewriting step. Once both models are described, we take a closer look at
an example of propagation phenomenon simulated using the graph rewriting platform Porgy.
We then propose an analysis of the differences between the two models highlighted using the
graph rewriting formalism as a common language.

4.2.1 The independent cascade model (IC)

The first model we describe is a basic form of cascading propagation. The IC model we choose
to adapt originates from the definition introduced in Kempe et al. (2003). Being one of the
simplest model available in the literature, it has several variations and refinements (Gomez-
Rodriguez et al., 2010; Watts, 2002)) allowing, for instance, to simulate the propagation of
diverging opinions in a social network Chen et al. (2011). The model is described as follows
in Kempe et al. (2003):

“We again start with an initial set of active nodes A0, and the process unfolds in
discrete steps according to the following randomized rule. When node v first becomes
active in step t, it is given a single chance to activate each currently inactive neighbor
w; it succeeds with a probability pv,w –a parameter of the system– independently of
the history thus far. (If w has multiple newly activated neighbors, their attempts are
sequenced in an arbitrary order.) If v succeeds, then w will become active in step t+1;
but whether or not v succeeds, it cannot make any further attempts to activate w in
subsequent rounds. Again, the process runs until no more activations are possible.”
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The details given by the authors provide us with all the precisions we need to express the IC
model. Moreover, as we aim to propose a correct adaptation of the model using our formalism,
we use this initial description to extract the key properties of the propagation our translation
must reproduce to prove its accuracy. Indeed, where the exact algorithm to follow was clearly
expressed for the small-world generation model (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 on page 48), the
same cannot entirely be said for the two propagation and the up-coming dissemination models
presented in this chapter. Consequently, to prove that the translations implemented with our
formalism are correct adaptions of the initial models, we start by identifying the models’ key
properties, extract them from the descriptions given in the original papers and finally, show how
the proposed rules and strategy respect each and every one of these properties. Thus, for the
IC model as described by Kempe et al. (2003) and once the notation of the elements has been
adapted to our own preferences, we express the subsequent properties.

Proposition 20 (IC properties). These properties must be satisfied at each step k where an
active node n is selected.

IC.1 n is given a single chance to activate each inactive neighbour n′;

IC.2 n succeeds in activating n′ with a probability pn,n′ ;

IC.3 attempts of n to activate its inactive neighbours are performed in arbitrary order;

IC.4 if n succeeds in activating n′ at step k, n′ must be considered as an active node in step
k + 1;

IC.5 the process ends if no more activations are possible.

Keeping in mind these few properties, we now present a more in-depth description of the IC
model which we use as a basis for the translation using our formalism. First, we introduce the
notations: let us assume that for each pair of adjacent nodes (n, n′), the influence probability
from n on n′ is given and that it is denoted pn,n′ where 0 ≤ pn,n′ ≤ 1. In this version of the
propagation model, we note that pn,n′ is history independent (its value is fixed regardless of
the operations performed beforehand), and can be non symmetric, i.e., pn,n′ does not have to
be equal to pn′,n. We express as N0 ⊂ N the subset of nodes initially active, Nk the set of
active nodes at step k, and let ξk be the set of ordered pairs (n, n′) subjected to a propagation
from n (active) towards n′ (inactive). The set Nk of active nodes evolves at each step and it is
incrementally computed from Nk−1 by adding nodes as follows:

• We consider an active node n ∈ Nk−1 and an inactive node n′ (6∈ Nk−1) adjacent to n but
whom n has not tried to influence yet: n′ ∈ Ngb(n) \Nk−1, and (n, n′) 6∈ ξk−1.

• A given node n is only offered a single chance to influence each of its neighbours, and it
succeeds with a probability pn,n′ ; thus we add the pair (n, n′) to ξk to avoid repeating the
same propagation.

• If the adjacent node n′ is successfully activated, it is added to the set of active nodes Nk.

This process continues until no more activations can be performed, that is when ξk contains all
the possible pairs (n, n′) where n belongs to the current set of active nodes and n′ is an inactive
neighbour. Additionally, for the model to fully comply with the properties stated above, the
order used to choose the nodes n and their neighbours during the propagation is arbitrary.

As one can see, the model given above, as well as the ones following, are not directly expressed
using labelled directed port graphs but common directed graphs. To adapt them to our formalism
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is however rather simple and only consists in using port nodes with a single port instead of
normal nodes. With this more precise description of the model, we can now begin to consider
the attributes we are going to need, and elaborate our rewrite rules and strategy.

Attributes

In order to take into account the specificities of IC, we need a few additional attributes. First,
two attributes are needed for each edge going from n to n′: Influence, ranging on [0, 1], which
gives the influence probability from n on n′ (i.e., pn,n′), and Marked, taking for value 0 or 1,
which is used to indicate whether the given pair (n, n′) has already been considered. The value
given to Marked is thus depending of ξ to help avoiding multiple influence tentatives, with the
attribute being equal to 1 if (n, n′) ∈ ξ, and 0 otherwise. The last attribute, Tau, used to measure
how influenced a given node is, will have its value ranging in [−1, 1], with 0 being the triggering
value always used to indicate when a node can become active.

In our take on the propagation phenomenon, the Influence and the starting State are given
parameters of the network being studied. Initially, the attributes’ values of each node must be
preset according to the node State. Thus, the active nodes have their attribute Tau = 1, while
unaware ones see their attribute Tau set to −1 (note that all the informed nodes are active in
the beginning). Afterwards, during the propagation, the value of the attribute Tau is updated
in order to reflect the influence probability pn,n′ stored in the Influence attribute:

Tau = Influence− random(0, 1) (4.1)

where random(0, 1) is a random number in [0, 1]. We design the Equation 4.1 such that when a
node is successfully influenced and ready to become active, the value of its attribute Tau is greater
or equal to 0 (Tau ≥ 0). This is because n′ has a probability pn,n′ of becoming active (where
pn,n′ is given as the value of the attribute Influence). A random number random(0, 1) is thus
chosen in an equi-probabilistic way and compared to the value of Influence. As a result, Influence
is greater than or equal to random(0, 1) in pn,n′% of cases, so Tau = Influence− random(0, 1) is
greater or equal to 0 in pn,n′% of cases.

Rewrite rules

The rewrite rules used to represent the IC model are given in Figure 4.1. The first one, Rule
IC influence trial (Fig. 4.1a), shows a pair of connected nodes in the left-hand side and their
corresponding replacements in the right-hand side. The node n′, initially unaware (in red), or
already informed (in blue) by another neighbour, is influenced –successfully or not– in the left-
hand side by an active node n (in green) connected through an unmarked edge (its attribute
Marked is equal to 0). In the right-hand side, n remains unchanged while n′ becomes –or stays–
blue to visually indicate that it has been influenced by n and informed of the propagation.
The updated influence level Tau of n′ in the right-hand side is set according to Equation 4.1.
Furthermore, the directed edge linking the two port nodes is marked, by setting to 1 the attribute
Marked. This operation effectively limit the number of influence attempt for each pair of active-
inactive neighbours to one. Inactive nodes can thus still be influenced several times but only
when visited by different active neighbours.

The second rule, named IC activate and depicted in Figure 4.1b, is much more simple as it
only applies on a single node n. If n has been sufficiently influenced, i.e., if its attribute Tau is
greater than 0, then its state is changed, going from informed (blue) to active (green). One
can note that, for this rule, specifying the value of the attribute State in the left-hand side is not
entirely necessary as Tau can only become greater or equal to 0 if the node n has already been
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State = active

Marked = 0 -

State 6= active

State = active

Marked = 1�

State = informed

Tau = Eq. 4.1

(a) IC influence trial : influence from an active

neighbour on an inactive node (either unaware
or just informed).

State = informed

Tau ≥ 0
State = active

(b) IC activate: an informed node becomes
active when sufficiently influenced.

Figure 4.1: Rules used to express the Independent Cascade model (IC): active nodes are
depicted in green, informed nodes in blue and unaware nodes in red. A bi-colour red/blue
node can be matched to either of the two corresponding states (unaware or informed).

informed by passing through Rule IC influence trial. Nonetheless, by indicating that the rule
can only apply to informed node, we are also forbidding active nodes to be considered multiple
times when applying this rule.

Strategy

The rewriting strategy used to represent the IC model is described in Strategy 9. The general
principle followed to perform the propagation is quite simple. The first instruction (line 1)
exclusively selects all the nodes whose State attribute is active and adds them to the position
subgraph P. Then a repeat loop is used to apply the two rewrite rules seen above. As we recall
that a rule can only be applied if the matching subgraph contains at least one node belonging
to the position P (and no element belonging to the banned set Q), an active node is used as
a mandatory element from P when calling the IC influence trial rule (line 3) to rewrite a pair
of active/inactive neighbours. The right-hand side of the rule then follows the default behaviour
given in Definition 13 on page 31, indicating that when no M subgraph is specified in the rule
then the entire right-hand side is added to P. Thus, at the end of the IC influence trial rule
(Fig. 4.1a) application, both the newly informed node and the already active node are added
to the position P.

Strategy 9: IC propagation

1 setPos(all(property(crtGraph, node, State == active)));
2 repeat(
3 one(IC influence trial);
4 try(one(IC activate))
5 )

The IC activate rule (Fig. 4.1b) is then immediately executed (line 4) to activate the po-
tentially successfully influenced node. During the first loop, the position P contains all of the
active nodes existing in the graph as well as the one informed node we have considered in the
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previous rule. We thus can ensure that the node which have just been informed is tested and, if
it qualifies (when Tau ≥ 0), becomes active and is added to P. The try instruction surrounding
IC activate (line 4) is used to prevent any premature failure of the strategy if the informed node
is not sufficiently influenced (no matching informed node with Tau ≥ 0 can be found). In the
following loop iterations, the position P still contains all of the active nodes existing in the
graph but also all of the informed node which have been considered in IC influence trial but
did not become active. As the strategy always try to apply IC activate after each influence,
an informed node becomes active as soon as it is sufficiently influenced. The whole process is
then repeated until no more propagation can be performed, that is when all possible edges are
marked and all possible activations have been performed.

Validation and termination

As indicated earlier, we must now prove that our adaptation of the IC model is correct and
corresponds to the initial model description given in Kempe et al. (2003). We thus consider in
turn the different properties, extracted from the original depiction and listed in Proposition 20
on page 83, and show that our own implementation respects them.

Lemma 21 (IC.1 of Proposition 20). Each active node n is given a single chance to activate
each inactive neighbour n′.

Proof. The pair (n, n′) can only be chosen by the IC influence trial rule if the directed edge
going from n to n′ is unmarked (Marked is equal to 0). As the rule application results in the
marking of the directed edge between n and n′ (Marked = 1), it also limits to one the number
of influence attempts for each pair (n, n′) of active-inactive neighbours since no other rule resets
the marked edge.

Lemma 22 (IC.2 of Proposition 20). Each active node n succeeds in activating its inactive
neighbour n′ with a probability pn,n′ .

Proof. Rule IC activate can only be applied on n′ once the node has been successfully influenced
in rule IC influence trial. This occurs when the value of the attribute Tau is greater than 0, a
result effectively happening with a probability pn,n′ : see the computation of Tau defined above
(Equation 4.1 on page 84) and the encompassing explanations.

Lemma 23 (IC.3 of Proposition 20). Attempts of an active node n to activate its inactive
neighbours n′ are performed in arbitrary order.

Proof. Because the IC influence trial rule is applied using the construct one(), for each rule
application, the elements corresponding to the left-hand side are chosen arbitrarily among the
matching possibilities.

Lemma 24 (IC.4 of Proposition 20). If the active node n succeeds in activating its neighbour
n′ at step k, n′ must be considered as an active node at step k + 1.

Proof. All nodes in the right-hand side of the rules are put in P by default, including the newly
influenced or active nodes. Considering the repeat loop, as the IC influence trial rule is applied
directly after the IC activate rule with no modification of the position set occurring in-between,
if the influenced node n′ becomes active through rule IC activate, then the now active node
is added to P. Thus, it is an eligible candidate on which to match the active node in rule IC
influence trial during the next iteration of the loop.
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Lemma 25 (IC.5 of Proposition 20). The process ends if no more activations are possible, i.e.,
there exists no pair of adjacent nodes (n, n′) such that n is active, n′ is inactive and n has not
yet tried to activate n′.

Proof. The semantics of the repeat loop guarantees that if a command inside the body fails,
the loop is terminated. The command one(IC influence trial) fails when no unmarked pair of
nodes (active, inactive) exists in the current graph. Then the repeat loop stops and the program
terminates.

Proposition 26 (IC implementation correctness). The propagation process defined by the rules
in Figure 4.1 and Strategy 9 respects the properties enounced in Proposition 20.

Proof. Each of the property is proven in turn by Lemmata 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.

Proposition 26 thus demonstrates that our implementation respects the properties given in
Proposition 20 and that our graph rewriting program is indeed a correct translation of the IC
propagation model as described in Kempe et al. (2003). Furthermore, in addition to Lemma 25
which show that our model stops when in the same conditions than those described by the IC
model, Proposition 27 and its proof also demonstrates that our graph rewriting program will
always terminate as long as the treated graph is finite and no new elements are added to it.

Proposition 27 (IC termination). If the network is finite, the strategic rewrite program given
by the rules in Figure 4.1 and Strategy 9 terminates.

Proof. If the initial set of active nodes is empty, the strategic program immediately terminates
without changing the graph. Otherwise the repeat loop starts with a non-empty position sub-
graph P containing all the active nodes (line 1 in Strategy 9), thus P represents the set N0.
Termination is a consequence of the iterative construction of sets Nk and ξk: at each completed
iteration of the repeat loop, the set ξk of marked pairs of nodes (active, inactive) strictly increases
(each considered edge is Marked), thanks to IC influence trial whereas the set of active nodes
Nk increases or remains constant, thanks to IC activate.

Since no edge is added to the graph in the process, if the initial network is finite then rule IC
influence trial eventually fails (the set of unmarked edges is strictly decreasing in size at each
iteration since |ξk| < |ξk+1|) causing the repeat loop to end. Thus the program terminates.

4.2.2 The linear threshold model (LT)

The second propagation model we propose to study is the LT model. Unlike the simple cascading
behaviour offered in the IC model, the node activation process takes into account the neighbours’
combined influence and threshold values to determine whether an informed node can become
active or not;. While some examples of publications describing models using activation thresholds
are proposed in Kempe et al. (2003), the model detailed below is based instead on a more
generalised version described in Goyal et al. (2010). It is worthy to note that although the
authors propose several alternative versions of their generalised LT model, we only consider
their first depicted instance. More details on the particularities of this specific model are given
below, however, the general threshold model is described in Goyal et al. (2010) as follows:

“At a given timestamp, each node is either active (an adopter of the innovation, or a
customer which already purchased the product) or inactive, and each node’s tendency
to become active increases monotonically as more of its neighbors become active.
Time unfolds deterministically in discrete steps. As time unfolds, more and more
of neighbors of an inactive node u may become active, eventually making u become
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active, and u’s activation may in turn trigger further activations by nodes to which u
is connected. In the General Threshold Model each node u has a monotone activation
function fu : 2N(u) → [0, 1], from the set of neighbors N of u, to real numbers in
[0, 1], and a threshold θu, chosen independently and uniformly at random from the
interval [0, 1]. A node u becomes active at time t + 1 if fu(S) ≥ θu, where S is the
set of neighbors of u that are active at time t.”

The LT model is more difficult to understand than the IC model, and as one can see, the
description proposed above is less precise than the one we excerpted from Kempe et al. (2003)
for the IC model. Nevertheless, it is possible to follow an approach similar to the one adopted
previously to implement this description using our formalism and notations. Here again, we can
identify how two different operations are used to perform the propagation: for each inactive node
n′, we compute the joint influence of its active neighbours, then, if the influence n′ is subjected
to exceeds a threshold value, the node becomes active. One can see that the focus is different in
this propagation model: where IC was considering active nodes to influence and activate other
nodes, LT instead seem to consider inactive nodes and influence them using active ones. These
different points of operation however do not necessarily indicates that the two models are devoid
of common ground. To ensure that our adaptation of the original model described in Goyal et al.
(2010) is entirely sound, we extract the key properties of the model, adapt the elements names
to remain consistent and express the properties as follows:

Proposition 28 (LT properties). These properties must be satisfied at each step k where a node
n is selected:

LT.1 The node n has a monotone activation function fn(S) computing its active neighbours’
joint influence value.

LT.2 An inactive node n becomes active at step k + 1 if its neighbours’ joint influence (fn(S))
exceeds its threshold value (θn).

LT.3 When n becomes active, its influence must be considered on its inactive neighbours.

LT.4 The process ends if no more activations are possible.6

Let pn,n′ be the influence probability of n on n′ (0 ≤ pn,n′ ≤ 1) and θn′ the threshold
value of n′, i.e., the resistance of n′ to its neighbours’ influence, chosen independently from n′

and randomly in [0, 1]. Let also Sn′(k) denote the set of nodes currently active at step k and
adjacent to n′, and pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
the joint influence on n′ of its active neighbours at step k. In

our specification, we express the monotone activation function fu : 2N(u) → [0, 1] by the function
pn′
(
Sn′(k)

)
as described in Goyal et al. (2010). As defined before, N0 ⊂ N is the subset of nodes

initially active, Nk is the set of active nodes at step k, and ξk be the set of ordered pairs (n, n′)
subjected to a propagation from n (active) towards n′ (inactive). The set Nk of active nodes is
computed from Nk−1, by adding nodes as follows:

• Let us consider an active node n ∈ Nk−1 and an inactive node n′ adjacent to n but whom
n has not tried to influence yet.

• An inactive node n′ 6∈ Nk−1 has its active neighbours’ joint influence value computed using
the formula:

pn′
(
Sn′(k)

)
= 1−

∏
n∈Sn′ (k)

(1− pn,n′) (4.2)

6Although this last property is not explicitly mentioned in Goyal et al. (2010), we consider it an expected
characteristic of the model.
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where Sn′(k) = Ngb(n′) ∩Nk−1 (the active neighbours of n′).

• The inactive node n′ becomes active at step k when its neighbours’ joint influence exceeds
the threshold value, i.e., pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
≥ θn′ , leading n′ to be added to Nk.

To simplify the following mathematical formulas and considering we only deal with transforma-
tion occurring at the most recent step k at all time, we use the notation Sn′ instead of Sn′(k) to
express the set of neighbouring nodes of n′ being considered at the current step k. This process
continues for as long as possible, that is until, for all the joint influences up-to-date, no more
activation can be performed.

Similarly to the IC model, one can see that the LT propagation takes place in two phases:
an influence computation followed by a potential activation. Before presenting the correspond-
ing rules or the attributes we are going to use however, we need to specify more precisely the
properties of the intended propagation model from Goyal et al. (2010) as the authors present
several propagation models with multiple definitions of the influence and joint influence proba-
bility of n over n′ (i.e., pn,n′ and pn′(Sn′)). Currently, we are looking to implement their static
propagation model where pn,n′ is expressed as a constant value, in opposition to their discrete
and continuously evolving variants where the influence value changes as time pass-by. Because
the activation of a specific node n′ is dependent of the influence probabilities coming from each
of its active neighbours, we need to update their joint influence pn′(Sn′) whenever one of the
previously inactive neighbours of n′ activates. This operation is performed using the formula
pn′
(
Sn′ ∪ {n}

)
, introduced in the original paper:

pn′
(
Sn′ ∪ {n}

)
= pn′(Sn′) +

(
1− pn′(Sn′)

)
× pn,n′ (4.3)

This equation adds the influence of n among the other active nodes adjacent to n′ (where n 6∈ Sn′).

Attributes

In order to take into account the specificities of the LT model, two new attributes are needed
in addition to the ones we introduced earlier in IC (i.e., we recall State and Colour –to define
the nodes states–, Influence –to store the probability pn,n′–, Marked –to mark edges connecting
previously visited pairs of nodes–, and Tau –to store the influence trial outcome). Each node is
now also provided with a threshold value, stored in the attribute Theta, whose value is in [0, 1].
The joint influence probability, measuring the influence level an inactive node is subjected to, is
stored using the attribute JointInf. Initially, the active nodes have their attributes JointInf = 1,
while unaware ones have JointInf = 0 (as mentioned previously, there is initially no informed

node in the graph). During the influence step, the value of the attribute JointInf on the node
being informed is updated as specified by Equation 4.3, which we adapt into the following
formula when using the appropriate attributes:

JointInf = JointInf old + (1− JointInf old)× Influence (4.4)

We can then compare this updated joint influence value for a newly informed node n′ with its
threshold value, stored in Theta, and assign the result to the attribute Tau:

Tau = JointInf− Theta (4.5)

If, for an informed node n′, Tau ≥ 0, then the joint influence of its neighbours (JointInf)
exceeds its threshold value (Theta), thus leading n′ to endorse the propagation subject and to
become active, thus ready to start influencing all of its neighbours.
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Rewrite rules

As the propagation for the LT model takes place in two distinct phases, the two correspond-
ing rewrite rules are quite similar to those introduced in IC. The first rule LT influence trial
(Figure 4.2a) is applied on a connected pair of active-inactive nodes (respectively coloured in
green and red/blue). During its application, the rule transforms an inactive node n′ into an
informed node as its active neighbour n tries to influence it. Two computations are performed
during the rule LT influence trial in order to update the attributes of the inactive node n′. The
new value for the attribute JointInf is computed by using the Influence value to update the
previous joint influence probability measure; this is given by Equation 4.4. The attribute Tau
then compares this value to the attribute Theta as described in Equation 4.5. The edge between
the two nodes is then marked to avoid successive influence trials from n to n′. As a result, n′

may be influenced by several active nodes before their joint influence is important enough to
outweigh the threshold value of n′, but each of its neighbours will only be able to influence n′ a
single time.

State = active

Marked = 0 -

State 6= active

State = active

Marked = 1�

State = informed

JointInf = Eq. 4.4

Tau = Eq. 4.5

(a) LT influence trial : Joint influence compu-
tation from an active neighbour on an inactive
node (either unaware or just informed).

State = informed

Tau ≥ 0

State = active

(b) LT activate: an informed node becomes
active when sufficiently influenced.

Figure 4.2: Rules used to express the Linear Threshold model (LT). Colours have the same
meaning as previously: active nodes are green, informed nodes are blue and unaware nodes
are red. A bi-colour red/blue node indicates that the corresponding node for the match can be
in either of the two states: unaware or informed.

The second rule, named LT activate (Figure 4.2b), is identical to the IC activate rule shown in
Figure 4.1b. A successfully influenced node, identified by the positive value of its Tau attribute,
simply sees its State attribute value set to active.

Strategy

We use the rewriting Strategy 10 to manage the rules application similarly to the IC model.
Overall, the two strategies (used for IC and LT) follow the same design and only vary by
applying their own rules.

As in the previous model, we start by defining a position P which gathers all the active

nodes (line 1). We then use a repeat command (line 2) to compute the propagation as many
times as possible. One of the active nodes is considered and we apply the LT influence trial rule
(line 3) on it and on one of its inactive neighbours. At the end of the rewriting operation, these
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Strategy 10: LT propagation

1 setPos(all(property(crtGraph, node, State == active)));
2 repeat(
3 one(LT influence trial);
4 try(one(LT activate))
5 )

two nodes follow the default behaviour of the right-hand side elements and are added to P.
We then try to apply the LT activate rule (line 4) on an informed node whose Tau attribute

value exceeds or equals 0. Given that the rule is applied after each influence trial (which only
influence one node at a time), the activation takes place as soon as the informed node considered
before, and thus added to P, is sufficiently influenced. If there exists no node which has been
successfully influenced (whose Tau attribute value is lower than 0), the LT activate rule is not
applied, but the strategy application goes on and does not fail.

Validation and termination

With the graph rewriting program complete, we can now check whether our implementation
corresponds to the LT model specifications described in Goyal et al. (2010). We look at each of
the excerpted properties given in Proposition 28 on page 88 and demonstrate that our program
respects them.

Lemma 29 (LT.1 of Proposition 28). An inactive node n has a monotone activation function
fn(S)7 computing its active neighbours’ joint influence value.

Proof. The value of JointInf is changed by the rule LT influence trial using the new Influence
value to consider to update the previous joint influence probability measure; this is given by
Equation 4.4, according to which JointInf ≥ JointInf old. As JointInf old and Influence are both
defined in [0, 1], the activation function is monotone.

Lemma 30 (LT.2 of Proposition 28). An inactive node n becomes active if its neighbours’ joint
influence exceeds its threshold value.

Proof. The attribute Tau is used to stock the comparison result between the attributes JointInf
and Theta as described in Equation 4.5. As the rule LT activate is only applied when JointInf
is greater or equal to Theta, the inactive node can only become active if this condition is
verified.

Lemma 31 (LT.3 of Proposition 28). When n becomes active, its influence must be considered
by its inactive neighbours

Proof. Once a node n is active, it can be considered as a candidate in the rule LT influence
trial with one of its inactive neighbour n′ which has been selected to be influenced. During
the application, the edge between the two nodes is marked to avoid successive influence trials
from n to n′, and, since no other rule puts the mark back to 0 once it has been set to 1, the
rule can only be applied once on this pair. As rule LT influence trial is the only one which can
stop the strategy, it is applied as many times as possible, thus considering all the possible pairs
of active-inactive nodes and successfully guaranteeing that each active node influences all its
inactive neighbours once.

7We recall that in our case, fn(S) is defined by the function given in Equation 4.2.
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Lemma 32 (LT.4 of Proposition 28). The process ends if there exists no pair of adjacent nodes
n, n′ such that n is active, n′ is inactive and sufficiently influenced.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in Lemma 25 using respectively rules LT influence
trial and LT activate instead of IC influence trial and IC activate.

Proposition 33 (LT implementation correctness). The propagation process defined by the rules
in Figure 4.2 and Strategy 10 respects the properties enounced in Proposition 28.

Proof. Each of the property is proven in turn by Lemmata 29, 30, 31 and 32.

While we include Lemma 32 in the properties of the model, the original description does not
explicitly specify when the propagation comes to an end. However, we (justly) consider that once
the active nodes have tried to influence all their existing inactive neighbours, no more changes
can occur in the network and the propagation can no longer continue. Of course, this limitation
is also at the heart of Proposition 34 stating the termination of our graph rewriting program.

Proposition 34 (LT termination). If the network is finite, the strategic rewrite program given
by the rules in Figure 4.2 and Strategy 10 terminates.

Proof. Same proof as Proposition 27 using respectively rules LT influence trial and LT activate
instead of IC influence trial and IC activate.

4.2.3 Comparison of the two models

With the two models finally implemented using our graph rewriting formalism, several obser-
vations can be devised. The most obvious ones are that the two models descriptions are quite
similar and only differ on very specific points. Consequently, the rules IC influence trial and LT
influence trial both present the same application conditions, while IC activate and LT activate
are literally the same rules. The real difference here does not show in term of “physical” modi-
fications on the graph, that is in changes in the topology, but is instead much more subtle and
only takes place on the graph attributes. This type of operation is very different from what we
have seen in Chapter 3, whether we consider Section 3.3 on page 61 where the transformations
only take into account the topology of the graph, or Section 3.2 on page 47 as we go a step
further, using more advanced operations.

Obviously, like every implementation, the models translations presented above using our
graph rewriting formalism are our very own interpretations of the descriptions given in the orig-
inal papers. They are thus only two possible solutions among the many alternative renditions
one could come up with. This is also true for us as both adaptations of the propagation models
have undergone several modifications since we first started exploring the translation of propa-
gation models in Vallet et al. (2015b) and Vallet et al. (2015a). By refining and, at least from
our point of view, simplifying the models translations over several iterations to make them more
streamlined, we may have, unconsciously or not, brought them closer from one another. While
this is not necessarily a bad thing, it still means that, should someone else propose their own
implementations, their resulting interpretations of the two models may not be as similar as what
we have observed with our own. Nonetheless, we have not been the only ones to witness the
similarity between the two models, for instance, in Kempe et al. (2003), the authors have pro-
posed a general model unifying the cascade and threshold models as well as a method to convert
between them.

Overall, in our implementation, we have been able to minimise the differences between the
two models to the sole computation of the attribute Tau which decides whether an informed
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node should become active or not. In the case of the IC model, Tau is computed based on
the Influence and a probabilistic draw as shown in Equation 4.1 on page 84 whereas the LT
model takes into account the joint influence (JointInf ), which is based on the nodes’ Influence in
Equation 4.4 on page 89, and the threshold value Theta in Equation 4.5. This simple alteration
is more than enough to entirely change the behaviour of the models, which in turn also impact
the propagation results.

(a) Network being subjected to a propagation phenomenon using the LT
model (300 nodes, 1194 edges).

(b) Example of derivation
tree (filtered)

Figure 4.3: Derivation tree and detailed representation of the graph being rewritten. The deriva-
tion tree depicted here is filtered to only keep intermediate representations; in its unfiltered form,
the whole left and right branches both amount to more than 700 rewriting operations.

To observe how the models operate, we perform a few propagation simulation using Porgy
and the models implementations described above. To this end, we first need a network with
the appropriate attributes fulfilled and initialised as specified. As we do not possess such a
network, we generate it8 and set for each element the appropriate default values for the attributes
State (= unaware), Marked (= 0), Influence (= [0, 1]), Tau (= −1), JointInf (= 0) and Theta
(= [0, 1]). Our first operation consists in initiating a starting seed, that is a group of nodes which
are initially active and whom commence the propagation phenomenon. After a few rewriting
steps, the propagation is ongoing and some unaware elements have become informed (blue)
or active (green). We show in Figure 4.3a the network we have considered to perform our

8We use one of Tulip’s plugins to create a network structure similar to those described in Wang et al. (2006).
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rewriting operations; it is depicted in an intermediate state as the propagation phenomenon is
still growing. Additionally, by applying strategies and performing transformations, we are also
building up the derivation tree (see Figure 4.3b), creating branches growing little by little as
each rule application creates a new state for the graph which is then added at the end of the
branch. With using Strategies 9 on page 85 or 10 on page 91, we perform a continuous loop of
influence and activation thus resulting in a slowly but steadily evolving number of active nodes
as shown in Figure 4.4a. However, this activation method, while corresponding perfectly to the
model description, fails to represent the dynamicity existing during propagation phenomena.

(a) Evolution for Strategy 9 us-
ing the IC model

(b) Evolution for Strategy 11 us-
ing the IC model

(c) Evolution for Strategy 11 us-
ing the LT model

Figure 4.4: Analysis of a specific property evolution along a branch of the derivation tree. The
three scatter plots give for different branches of a derivation tree the evolution of the number of
active nodes with each passing graph transformation.

Consequently, we introduce Strategy 11 which tries to first influence as many nodes as possi-
ble, and then tries to activate them. The order of the rules is not changed and the modification
does not invalidate any of the Propositions, thus the models are still correctly implemented.

Strategy 11: IC propagation using activation rounds

1 setPos(all(property(crtGraph, node, State == active)));
2 repeat(
3 repeat(one(IC influence trial));
4 repeat(one(IC activate))
5 )

However, this process creates “waves” or rounds of propagation, which can be interpreted as if all
the existing active nodes were trying to influence all of their neighbours at the same time, with
the process repeating after each attempt until no more activations take place. Obviously, the
dynamics of activation end up completely changing as shown in Figures 4.4b and 4.4c, obtained
when applying Strategy 11 on the IC and LT models respectively.9 The two scatter plots have
been obtained after following the number of active nodes for each of the intermediate state
of the rewritten graph in the derivation tree shown in Figure 4.3b. We can now see how each
propagation starts slowly, accelerates and then gradually comes to an end; the same behaviour

9Strategy 11 must be modified beforehand to use LT influence trial and LT activate instead of their counter-
parts.
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has been observed for each of our simulations. Of course, the propagation results are different
once we change the initial seed or enable/limit the influence nodes exercise on one another (using
Influence or Theta). Thus a smaller seed can link to a slower start of the propagation or even
cause the propagation to die quickly as a seed too small can lack impact. Larger seeds, high
Influence and low resistance (Theta) on the other hand help in enabling the propagation.

While we have run a few different propagation scenarios with each of the models, it is im-
possible to compare them based only on the success or the evolution of a small number of
propagations. Indeed, the probabilistic aspect of IC in particular makes the model very complex
to analyse as we would need multiple reiteration of the same propagation scenario (i.e., using the
same Influence probabilities and the same starting seed of active nodes) to obtain a satisfying
average instance. While this is still technically feasible, the sheer number of propagation to per-
form and the time needed to execute them make this specific analysis unrealistic. The LT model
is more amenable in this case as the propagation results are always similar for each given scenario.

The two models we have detailed in this section give us the bases we need to model prop-
agation phenomena. Once an information is announced out-loud by one of the nodes in the
network, all its neighbours can decide to relay it to their own neighbours. However, this type of
information transmission is only one among others. While information cannot be conjured out
of thin air and thus we need individuals to first produce pieces of content to diffuse, the nodes
in the social network may not always be the ones in charge of deciding what information should
spread. We propose in the next section to first take a step back from the propagation models
to consider the idea of information diffusion as a whole, before diving into a different type of
information distribution using this time a dissemination algorithm.

4.3 Transforming a privacy-preserving dissemination model

Generally speaking, information diffusion can be performed using multiple approaches and dif-
ferent medium. For instance, information about current events, also known as news, can be
transmitted using one-to-one channels (e.g., through interpersonal communications like word-of-
mouth) or one-to-many mechanisms (e.g., television and radio broadcast or newspapers). Overall,
when a propagation phenomenon occurs, the individuals in the network are usually at the heart
of the process, with each person actively deciding whether the information is of interest before
sharing it with their neighbours. In such cases, the users are considered to be responsible of
the spread as the information can only be diffused to the rest of the network if people endorse
it and agree to broadcast it. While this method of sharing information has some advantages,
such as how the users need to actively decide to spread the information, it also comes with a
few troublesome properties. In particular, you only need a few well placed nodes to agree to
propagate an information for it to spread far and wide, without any hope of being able to contain
it should the need arise. In the rest of this chapter, we propose to take a look at a dissemination
algorithm which can avoid this type of problems. Although a dissemination is still a type of dif-
fusion phenomenon, this method differs in our case from the propagation models studied earlier
as it does not aim to replicate the behaviours of activation/infection/contagion in a network,
and we use it instead to automatically spread information under certain conditions.

For the remaining of this section, we consider the dissemination model called Riposte (RP)
described in Giakkoupis et al. (2015). In this model, it is considered that an information deemed
interesting by a sufficiently large fraction of the population is more likely to appeal widely to
other individuals, whereas an information that only a few people consider interesting is not prone
to engage others beyond the set of users who initially provided it. Based on these observations,
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the dissemination algorithm will always try to promote and prioritise information which has
been highly rated by numerous users, whereas the diffusion of poorly rated comment is hindered
and deprecated. This method has for advantage that, even if some of the key individuals en-
dorse an information, if the majority considers it uninteresting, the algorithm will weaken the
possibility of this information to be diffused until it finally dies out. Moreover, when the dissem-
ination algorithm is properly tuned, simply observing the information dissemination process is
not sufficient to determine with acceptable confidence the opinion of any single user concerning
the information that is disseminated. Indeed, for a node about to decide whether to endorse
an opinion or not, the algorithm could propose to only enable the information to spread if it
is effectively endorsed and always discard undesirable information. Or, on the other hand, the
algorithm could also share with the same probability endorsed and ignored information for a
complete opinion concealment. However, the optimum situation appears when the probability of
reposting an interesting information does not utterly outbalances the probability of reposting a
rejected information, thus still promoting on the long run the interesting information while also
masking the opinion of the users about the specific pieces of information.

In the following, we first implement the RP diffusion algorithm as a strategic graph rewriting
program reusing the diverse techniques learned and presented in the previous section. Once the
model is completed, we iterate over it to propose a new dissemination algorithm considering the
neighbour influence in addition to the interest manifested by the users towards the information
being diffused. This modification of the graph rewriting program intends to show how easily our
formalism can use an existing program and adapt it to incorporate features of other models.

4.3.1 Riposte (RP): a privacy preserving propagation model

RP differs from the two models seen previously as it is not a propagation model. However, as
a diffusion model, it still follows the characteristic principle of randomly driven activations en-
countered in IC, while introducing some key variations. First of all, its activation and spreading
mechanisms are not directly linked: both active or inactive users can be considered as starting
point to transmit information, and active users are not automatically assumed to spread infor-
mation to their neighbours. These features confer to RP the property of plausible deniability,
which is essential to preserve the users’ privacy. Indeed, as mentioned above, independently
of the user’s opinions and consent concerning the information at hand, RP will from time to
time disseminate information to the user’s neighbours. The user’s opinion still influences the
probability of sharing a given piece of information in order to favour topics deemed interesting
by most people, but with this model, witnesses observing the exchanges within the network can
now no longer precisely pinpoint which users have supported the diffusion and have intended to
share the information with their neighbours. The authors considered that such a dissemination
method could benefit to populations where information traffic is overruled by an authority able
to censor content based on their controversial political or religious nature for instance. Finally,
conversely to LT, RP does not take into account the influence from one user upon another, but
considers instead the personal interest a given user has in the information.

As we have done previously, we first consider the original model description given in Gi-
akkoupis et al. (2015) to present the general definition of the algorithm in its original context:

“Let G denote the (directed) graph modeling the social network, and n be the total
number of users, and suppose that some (small) initial set of users learn an informa-
tion item t. For each user u that learns t, Riposte decides to either repost t, to all u’s
outgoing neighbors in G, or to not repost t, to anyone. The decision is randomized
and depends on the user’s (private) opinion on the information, and the number of
the user’s neighbors that have not received the information yet. Precisely, if u likes
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t, then t is reposted with probability λ/su, and if u does not like t, then t is reposted
with a (smaller) probability δ/su, where 0 < δ < 1 < λ are global parameters of the
dissemination mechanism, and su is an upper bound on the number of u’s outgoing
neighbors that have not received t yet. [...] The process either finishes after a finite
number of steps, when no individuals are left [ to be informed], or continues forever.”

As one can see, the RP model differs from IC or LT as it does not strictly use the same
principle of influence followed by an activation. Instead, the nodes first learn the information,
decide whether they find it interesting, then the RP algorithm decide whether the dissemination
should take place based on the interest (or indifference) expressed by the user, with finally the
diffusion potentially happening for all of the neighbours at the same time or none at all. Based
on the initial description, we can isolate the following properties:

Proposition 35 (RP properties). These properties must be satisfied at each step k where a node
n is selected:

RP.1 For each node n that learns an information item, the RP algorithm either reposts it to
all n’s outgoing neighbours, or does not repost it to any of them.

RP.2 If n likes the information item, it is reposted to all of n’s neighbours with a probability
λ/sn; if n does not like it, the information is reposted with a (smaller) probability δ/sn.

RP.3 The process either terminates after a finite number of steps, when no more diffusion is
possible, or continues forever.

To implement this description by using our formalism and notations, a few new parameters
are needed to reflect these characteristics. First, let pn be the probability given for a specific
information to be re-posted by the user n. The value of pn can be seen as a measure of how
interesting the information is to n. Then, in order to prevent revealing the opinion of individual
users, some randomness concerning the information diffusion is incorporated. Let δ and λ be
the dissemination model global parameters where 0 < δ < 1 < λ. In the original definition
given by Giakkoupis et al. (2015), the value sn is an upper bound on the number of n’s outgoing
neighbours that have no knowledge yet of the information. However, a variant of the algorithm
for systems where users are unable to know whether their neighbours have already heard of the
information or not was also proposed. For such instances of application, which is our case, the
probability is computed using the total number of n’s outgoing neighbours instead of considering
the upper bound of unaware neighbours. We thus define Sn as the set of nodes adjacent to n.
After being informed by one of its neighbours, two different behaviours are possible for a node.
If n wishes to diffuse the information (that is, n becomes active), then either all its neighbours or
none will be informed of it with a probability λ/|Sn|. Alternatively, if n does not wish to spread
the information (thus, n remains “just” informed), then the information can still be passed to
all its neighbours, but this time with a weaker probability δ/|Sn|.

Let Dk ⊆ N be the set of nodes aware of the information being diffused at step k, with D0

being the set of nodes used as a source for the dissemination process. We define over Dk the set
Mk ⊆ Dk which contains the nodes having been considered by the algorithm to try to spread the
information to their neighbours up to step k; as no node is initially considered, M0 starts empty.
For each new step k, the set Dk and Mk are computed incrementally from Dk−1 and Mk−1 as
follows:

• a node n ∈ Dk−1 \Mk−1, who has been informed but have not yet been considered by
the diffusion algorithm, is selected and is proposed to endorse the information according
to its interest with a probability pn. Having been selected, n is added to the set Mk

(Mk = Mk−1 ∪ {n}).
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• If n finds the information worthy, it becomes active, then all of its neighbours are informed
about the item being diffused with a probability λ/|Sn| and are added to Dk. Otherwise,
n remains inactive, but all its neighbours can still be informed with a probability δ/|Sn|
and are consequently also added to Dk.

• This process continues until all the informed nodes have been considered by the algorithm
to try to diffuse the information to their neighbours, that is, when Dk = Mk.

As one can see, the diffusion probability depends on both the user’s opinion concerning the
information (pn) and the number of neighbours unaware of it (Sn).

Attributes

We naturally make use of the generic State and Colour node attributes already described in the
previous models, as well as Marked on directed edges. For this model, we also need to flag nodes
that have already attempted to spread the information (regardless of their activation status).
This information is reflected by a new node attribute called MarkedN, which is used to indicate
which elements belong to the set Mk.

In addition to these, we introduce a few other new attributes to model the specificities of
RP. First, the attribute Interest records each node’s interest for an information, namely the
probability pn for an information to be re-posted by n. Then, as proposed in the previous
models, the attribute Tau is used to store the result of the activation decision, computed as

Tau = Interest− random(0, 1) (4.6)

where random(0, 1) is a number uniformly and randomly chosen in [0, 1[. An informed node
thus becomes active when Tau ≥ 0, with its initial value being set to −1 for all nodes before
the diffusion begins This time however, Tau is computed using the Interest attribute instead
of the Influence attribute as in IC and LT. As we have seen before, RP has the particularity
of separating the activation from the diffusion. To perform the dissemination according to the
given parameters λ and δ, we thus need to create an additional attribute Share which we use to
store the likeliness of n to share (i.e., spread) the information. Its value is computed for a given
node as follows:

Share =
isActive(λ− δ) + δ

OutArity
(4.7)

where isActive is an integer set to 1 when the attribute State = active (and set to 0 otherwise),
and OutArity is the cardinality of the set of outgoing neighbours (= |Sn|). As only simple
operations can be performed on our elements, we use in this equation a handy manoeuvre to
emulate a conditional application: by changing isActive value to 0 or 1, the fraction numerator
switches from δ to λ thus allowing us to use either value based on another attribute. This small
trick is not crucial for the model but it allows us to avoid the creation of two almost identical
rules with only a small variation in the computation of Share. Furthermore, as OutArity is the
number of outgoing edges from n, it is entirely possible that n does not have any (outgoing)
neighbour to transmit the information to. When a node is in this situation, no diffusion can
take place obviously, and thus Share does not need to be computed; in our implementation, we
address this issue by having OutArity returning −1 in such cases instead of 0 to avoid errors.

Finally, another attribute named Sigma is used to store the result of the sharing decision, in
a way similar to Tau, and is computed as

Sigma = Share − random(0, 1) (4.8)
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where random(0, 1) is a random number chosen in [0, 1[. Initially, Sigma is set to −1, like Tau,
on all nodes and the information diffusion from n to all its neighbours is only performed when the
attribute Sigma of n is greater than or equal to 0. Where Tau is entirely responsible for the node
activation, the attribute Sigma alone decides if a given node is supposed to share information.

Although all these attributes are needed to emulate the dissemination process, it is important
to note that, in real-world applications of the RP algorithm, the only visible information to an
external observer is whether a node has heard of the information or not, i.e., if the node belongs
to Dk or not. This translates to the State attribute marking a node as unaware or aware, without
any distinction (such as Colour) between informed and active nodes.

Rewrite rules

Following the definition of the RP model, we can now define the rules, presented in Figure 4.5,
as the different steps to fulfil to enact the diffusion mechanisms existing in our dissemination
model. The first rule, RP initialisation (Fig. 4.5a), is an opening step used to prepare the freshly
informed nodes who did not yet tried to spread the information (i.e., unmarked nodes). A node

State = informed

MarkedN = 0

State = informed

Tau = Eq. 4.6

MarkedN = 1

(a) RP initialisation: this rule is used to ini-
tialise an informed node already aware of the
propagation subject.

State = informed

Tau ≥ 0

State = active

isActive = 1

(b) RP activate: an informed node becomes
active if its Tau attribute is greater or equal
to 0.

State 6= unaware State 6= unaware

Share = Eq. 4.7

Sigma = Eq. 4.8

(c) RP share trial : whether a node is active

or informed, the RP model can decide to use
it to spread the information to others.

State 6= unaware

Sigma ≥ 0

Marked = 0 -

State = unaware

State 6= unaware

Marked = 1�

State = informed

(MarkedN = 0)

(d) RP inform: a node aware of the infor-
mation (active or informed), and selected to
share its knowledge, informs an unaware neigh-
bour.

Figure 4.5: Rules used to express the RP model. Colours keep their meaning from the previous
propagation models: active nodes are green, informed nodes are blue and unaware nodes are
red. A bi-colour blue/green node can either be informed or active.
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is thus offered the possibility to be interested in the information, with Tau being computed
accordingly (see Equation 4.6), and the attribute MarkedN being used to mark the nodes which
have already been considered. This means that the node is soon to be considered for activation
and as a candidate for diffusing the information. We then keep the same informed node and
tentatively apply the rule RP activate (Fig. 4.5b) on it. Depending of the previously computed
value for Tau on n, and more precisely if Tau ≥ 0, the node is sufficiently interested to become
active, thus also setting the attribute isActive to 1.

The RP share trial rule, shown in Figure 4.5c, then computes the attributes Share and
Sigma of the node n being currently considered. As expressed in the model definition, n does
not necessarily need to be active, i.e., willing to spread the information, but should still be
aware of it (that is not unaware). The Share computation, performed following Equation 4.7,
uses isActive to change the probability result depending on n’s current State. Sigma then reuses
the Share value (see Equation 4.8) to randomly decide whether n must share the information
with its neighbours. The transmission of information to the neighbours is performed by the last
rule RP inform, depicted in Figure 4.5d. An active or simply informed node n who has been
selected to transmit the information (whose attribute Sigma ≥ 0) informs an unaware neighbour
n′. While n could consider sharing the information to all of its neighbours n′, regardless of their
State, we limit the application here to the unaware nodes as the informed and active nodes are
already aware of the information being spread and repeating the information process does not
make n′ more likely to activate or even share the content with others. Thus, only targeting
unaware nodes, n′ becomes informed, leading it to be considered as a new potential information
spreading source in the next dissemination steps. The newly informed node has also its attribute
MarkedN left untouched, thus still equal to its default value (0), and indicating that the node is
ready to be subjected to the RP initialisation rule.

Strategy

The strategy used in this model is given below in Strategy 12. Much like for the previous models,
we use a repeat loop (line 1) in the RP strategy to control the rewriting steps. We initiate the
strategy by choosing the node which is to be at the centre of the rewriting operations in the
initial step; we thus select an informed node which has never been considered to spread the
information, that is, its attribute MarkedN is still equal to its default value (line 2).

Strategy 12: RP dissemination

1 repeat(
2 setPos(one(property(crtGraph, node, State == informed && MarkedN == 0)));
3 one(RP initialisation);
4 try(one(RP activate));
5 one(RP share trial);
6 repeat(one(RP inform));
7 )

The first rule, RP initialisation (Fig. 4.5a), is then applied. In case not a single candidate
satisfying the aforementioned conditions has been found, i.e., there is no informed node or all
have already been considered before (with MarkedN = 1), then the rule application fails and the
dissemination process comes to an end (line 3). However, if a matching node n exists in position
P , the rule is applied on it and its attribute Tau is computed according to Equation 4.6. The
rewritten node is then inserted in P and ready for the next rule application.
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Once initiated, the candidate node at hand (which is the only node in P) may endorse
the subject being diffused and activates thanks to the RP activate rule (line 4). As shown in
Figure 4.5b, in addition to State as matching attribute, Tau is the real filtering condition to
decide whether the selected informed node can become active. This operation is optional as,
in RP, the activation and information spreading are distinct mechanisms, this is why, thanks to
the try construct, that an absence of matching elements when applying this rule cannot cause
the strategy to fail. We use the attribute isActive to store the result of the activation trial and
add the rewritten node to P.

We then apply RP share trial (Fig. 4.5c) on the node n (line 5), which can either be active

or just informed if it did not satisfy the matching conditions of RP activate. The transformation
computes new values for n’s attributes Share (Eq. 4.7) and Sigma (Eq. 4.8) while keeping the
rewritten node n in P. These values indicate to the RP model whether to use n as a starting
point to spread the information to its neighbours.

This leads us to the nested repeat loop applying RP inform (Fig. 4.5d) to all n’s neighbours
(line 6). If the (indifferently informed or active) node n has been selected to inform its unaware
neighbours (n′), then n’s attribute Sigma is greater or equal to 0. The rule application changes the
attribute State of n′ to informed and, through its attribute Marked, marks the edge connecting
the two nodes to avoid multiple applications of the rule on the same pair of nodes again and
again. While all elements of the right-hand side are added to the subgraph P by default, n is the
only node whose attribute Sigma is greater or equal to 0; it is thus reselected for each application
of RP inform in the loop. All the newly informed nodes are now eligible to be subjected to
a dissemination step themselves as their attribute MarkedN is still equal to its default value
(MarkedN = 0).

Validation and termination

With our graph rewriting program complete, we can now check that the properties of the original
model still hold in our implementation.

Lemma 36 (RP.1 of Proposition 35). For each node n that learns an information item, the RP
algorithm either reposts it to all n’s outgoing neighbours, or does not repost it to any of them.

Proof. As n is informed, it is subjected to rule RP share trial in which a value for the attribute
Sigma is computed. If Sigma’s value for n is greater or equal to 0, then rule RP inform is
applied as many times as possible, changing the State of all of n’s neighbours to informed, thus
reposting the information to all of them. Otherwise, when Sigma’s value is lower than 0, nothing
happens, thus the information is not reposted to anyone.

Lemma 37 (RP.2 of Proposition 35). If n likes the information item, it is reposted to all of
n’s neighbours with a probability λ/|Sn|; if n does not like it, the information is reposted with a
(smaller) probability δ/|Sn|.

Proof. A node n reposts an information when Sigma ≥ 0 (see rule RP inform, Fig. 4.5d).
However, Sigma’s value has a probability Share of being greater or equal to 0, with Share’s value
itself ultimately depending of attribute IsActive (see Equations 4.7 and 4.8), where IsActive
indicates if n likes the information. When n likes the information item, IsActive is equal to 1
and Share is equal to λ

OutArity . Conversely, if n does not like the information, then IsActive is

equal to 0 and Share is equal to δ
OutArity . As expressed before, OutArity (the number of edges

outgoing from n) is used to represent |Sn|, itself approximating sn (the upper bound on the
number of n’s outgoing neighbours that have yet no knowledge of the information).
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Lemma 38 (RP.3 of Proposition 35). The process either terminates after a finite number of
steps, when no more diffusion is possible, or continues forever.

Proof. Each iteration of the main repeat loop in Strategy 12 corresponds to a dissemination
step k. Strategy 12 can only stop when RP initialisation (line 3) or RP share trial (line 5)
fails as the other instructions’ unsuccessful executions do not halt their parent instruction when
unexpectedly finishing. As RP share trial only fails if there is only no informed or active nodes
in P, an occurrence which can not happened if RP initialisation has succeeded, Strategy 12 only
stops when RP initialisation fails. This scenario happens exclusively when there is no informed

node left unmarked (MarkedN = 0), when Dk = Mk, which takes place when P comes out
empty after instruction SetPos (line 2). This means that all the informed nodes have already
been considered (and consequently marked) and thus no more diffusion is possible. We can also
force the dissemination to come to an early end by using a repeat instruction with a bounded
number of loops, and thus imposing a finite number of steps k. Additionally, although this is not
the case for us, a new rewriting rule could be added to our graph rewriting program to add new
nodes to the graph while the dissemination process takes place. If those incoming individuals are
unaware of the information being diffused, the process can go on forever as long as new nodes
are provided.

Proposition 39 (RP implementation correctness). The dissemination process defined by the
rules in Figure 4.5 and Strategy 12 respects the properties enounced in Proposition 35.

Proof. Each of the property is proven in turn by Lemmata 36, 37 and 38.

The validation of Proposition 39 ensures that our implementation of the RP model is consis-
tent with the properties of the dissemination algorithm as expressed in Giakkoupis et al. (2015).
While Lemma 38 mentions the possibility of a never-ending diffusion process, this behaviour can
only appear in an ever-growing or infinite network. As the network we consider to apply this
graph rewriting program is finite, we are able to ensure the termination of the strategy as shown
in the following proposition.

Proposition 40 (RP termination). If the network is finite, the strategic rewrite program given
by the rules in Figure 4.5 and Strategy 12 terminates.

Proof. This proposition follows the property proved in Lemma 38, and the fact that the set Mk

is always strictly growing with each new dissemination step k while being upper-bounded by the
size of the network.

4.3.2 Adapting the Riposte model with linear thresholds (RP-LT)

As we express the different diffusion models using a common language, i.e., our graph rewriting
formalism, we are able to identify some of their key components which can then be employed
to either differentiate or associate some of the models behaviours. Distinguishing the rules,
in charge of local transformations, from the strategy, managing and steering their application,
makes easier the comparison between the components of the different propagation models. This
allows us to notice that the strategic programs implementing RP mainly differ in two aspects
from the IC and LT models. Firstly, neighbour influence is replaced by personal interest toward
the information being diffused, thus an information will be given the same consideration without
indiscrimination based on its provenance. Secondly, the correlation between users activation and
spread of information is mitigated through a sharing probability in RP whereas the diffusion
is inferred by the activation in the two propagation models. While these specificities result
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from distinctive characteristics of each model, the modularity of our approach offers us a great
opportunity by breaking-down the models into smaller operations and giving us a more in-depth
understanding of the operations being carried out.

The dissemination algorithm RP, unlike the propagation models presented earlier, completely
ignores one of the typical features we find quite natural to consider when mentioning information
diffusion, that is the neighbours’ influence. In a de facto word-of-mouth scenario, a certain affinity
must exist between two individuals before one of them accept to consider looking at any content
send her/his way by the second person. This affinity can take different forms such as a personal
or interpersonal appreciation of their relation or an overall reputation score for each person in
the network. While RP rightly allows users to influence the dissemination by either endorsing
or rejecting the piece of information at hand, we find this mechanism slightly too simple on
its own and ill-suited to appropriately model the complex dynamics surrounding the diffusion of
information. In order to address this issue, we take advantage of the adaptiveness of our approach
and decide to design a new dissemination model by reusing some of the previously encountered
components. The resulting model, which we name Riposte with Linear Thresholds (RP-LT),
is designed to hide the users’ reaction toward the information being diffused (endorsement or
reject) while also taking into account the influence of the neighbour which shared the content in
the activation process. This scenario is possible because, the users still know from which of their
surrounding neighbours the information comes from.

We now recall the main elements needed to establish the new model, all the while keeping
the notations consistent with LT and RP. An inactive node n′ is influenced by each of its active
neighbours n according to the probability pn,n′ and we note pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
the joint influence

endured by n′ at step k from all its active neighbours Sn′(k). The threshold value of n′, or its
resistance to activation, is defined as θn′ . Finally, λ and δ are global parameters (0 < δ < 1 < λ),
and Sn′ is the set of unaware nodes adjacent to n′ and its cardinality is denoted |Sn′ |.

Considering the core mechanism of the LT model, that is the possibility for a given node to be
influenced multiple times to have a chance to activate, we cannot force the user to make a decision
about the disseminated information after having heard about it only once. We thus add to our
model counters tracking how many times the information has been transmitted to each node.
Thus, let us define γ as the maximum number of times a node can be told an information before
being asked to formulate his opinion. Of course, if a user is willing to endorse the information
before his neighbours have informed her/him of it γ times, then the model validates the decision,
however, a complete decline from the user is only noted once the maximum number of notification
has been sent to give the chance to the user to change her/his mind. The limit imposed by γ
could also be consider as way to emulate a rejection mechanism after being repeated the same
information several times: if n has not been convinced the first γ times, continuingly trying to
influence it is useless. In our current implementation, we consider γ as a parameter of the model
and consequently offer the same number of chances to activate to all nodes, however, this limit
could also be defined for each node independently.

Based on the established model description given above, we can determine the properties
characterising RP-LT. Because the model merge elements and attributes of LT and RP, most
of them are similar to the ones previously described in Propositions 28 and 35. We nonetheless
recapitulate them hereafter:

Proposition 41 (RP-LT properties). Let pn,n′ , pn
(
Sn(k)

)
, θn, λ, δ, γ and Sn′ be as defined

above. Starting with a set of informed nodes, the model RP-LT disseminates information across
the network such that:

RP-LT.1 For each user n that learns an information item, the RP-LT algorithm either reposts
it to all n’s outgoing neighbours, or does not repost it to any of them.
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RP-LT.2 If n likes the information item, it is reposted to all of n’s neighbours with a probability
λ/|Sn|; if n does not like it, the information is reposted with a (smaller) probability δ/|Sn|.

RP-LT.3 An inactive node is influenced at most γ times, and is thus given γ chances to endorse
the information.

RP-LT.4 An inactive node n′ has a monotone activation function (pn′
(
Sn′(k)

)
) computing its

active neighbours’ joint influence value.

RP-LT.5 An inactive node n′ becomes active if its neighbours’ joint influence exceeds its thresh-
old value, i.e., pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
≥ θn′ .

RP-LT.6 The process terminates when no more diffusion is possible.

Among all these properties, RP-LT.3 is the only property exclusive to this dissemination
model as the parameter γ is never mentioned in RP or LT. Once our implementation of RP-LT
is complete, we will use these different properties to validate it and show our graph rewriting
program behaves as expected.

Attributes

For the sake of completeness, we recall the different attributes already used in RP and LT which
we are also going to employ. Obviously, we keep the general attributes: State and Colour to
distinguish the nodes’ states, Marked to mark the visited pairs of nodes, as well as MarkedN for
the nodes previously considered for diffusion to their neighbours, and Tau to store the activation
decision. We complete them with the attributes Influence to store pn,n′ , Theta for the threshold
θn, JointInf for pn′(Sn′), Share to store the node’s sharing probability according to its State,
isActive to mark whether the node is active or not (used to compute Share), OutArity to request
the number of outgoing neighbours, and Sigma to store the result of the sharing decision. The
equations used to compute attributes JointInf, Tau, Share, and Sigma are given as previously in
Equations 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8. The initialisation value for each of the attribute remains similar
to ones used in the previous models.

In addition, we introduce the new attribute Count to track the number of times a node has
been informed of the information being diffused. All nodes see their attribute Count initialised
to 0 and each node is given the same information at most γ times (from different neighbours).

Rewrite rules

As one can expect, the rewrite rules, given in Figure 4.6, are quite similar to the RP rules.
The first rule, named RP-LT initialisation (Fig. 4.6a), updates the attribute Tau (according
to Eq. 4.5) of an informed node. When rewritten, the node stays informed and its attribute
MarkedN is set to 1. The second rule, RP-LT activate (Fig. 4.6b), is in charge of the potential
activations. When the attribute Tau indicates that the node n has been successfully influenced
(when Tau ≥ 0), then its State becomes active and the attribute isActive is accordingly updated
to match n’s current state. As node n activates, we also set the attribute Count to γ to indicate
that the user took the decision to activate and thus that the node will no longer be responsive
to the influence of its neighbours.

During the dissemination process, every node aware of the information being diffused who
either decided to activate, or who has been fruitlessly influenced γ times to no avail, is considered
to have made its mind. In this situation, we apply the RP-LT share trial rule (Fig. 4.6c). In
order to simplify the strategy of the graph rewriting program, we filter the eligible nodes by
looking at attribute Count to see if the node has taken a decision, in which case the value is
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State = informed

MarkedN = 0
State = informed

Tau = Eq. 4.5

MarkedN = 1

(a) RP-LT initialisation: the rule initialises an
informed node, computes its attribute Tau and
marks it using MarkedN.

State = informed

Tau ≥ 0

State = active

isActive = 1
Count = γ

(b) RP-LT activate: an informed node be-
comes active when its attribute Tau is pos-
itive.

State 6= unaware

Count = γ

State 6= unaware

Share = Eq. 4.7
Sigma = Eq. 4.8

(c) RP-LT share trial : whether the node is
informed or active, if it has been informed
γ times or made its decision, its sharing prob-
ability must be computed.

State 6= unaware

Sigma ≥ 0

Marked = 0 -

State 6= active

Count < γ

State 6= unaware

Marked = 1�

State = informed

JointInf = Eq. 4.4
MarkedN = 0

Count = Count+ 1

(d) RP-LT inform: an inactive user is informed
by an informed or active neighbour. The rule
computes the neighbour’s JointInf value, resets
its marker and increments its influence counter.

Figure 4.6: Rules used to express the Riposte with Linear Threshold model (RP-LT). Colours
keep their meaning from the previous diffusion models: active nodes are green, informed nodes
are blue and unaware nodes are red. A bi-colour blue/green node can either be informed or
active whereas a red/blue one is either unaware or informed.

equal to γ. The node is thus entitled to compute the values of its attribute Share and Sigma
using respectively Equations 4.7 and 4.8.

The final rule we use in this model is RP-LT inform (Fig. 4.6d). The active or informed

node n, successfully selected to spread the information (Sigma ≥ 0), shares it with its unaware

or informed neighbours n′. To avoid multiple matching with the same pair of connected nodes,
the edge between n and n′ is marked. The joint influence probability of n′ is updated using
Equation 4.4 and the node is unmarked to indicate a change has happened (MarkedN = 0). The
dissemination step is only targeting inactive nodes which have been influenced less than γ times
since, after having been informed of the diffusion subject, n′ should be able to form an opinion
about it. When n′ is rewritten, its influence counter is incremented to keep track of the operation
(Count = Count + 1).
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Strategy

The rewriting operations are applied according to Strategy 13. Just like the strategies used
for IC and LT are comparable, the ones defining the RP and RP-LT are almost identical.
We recall that, for each rule application considered hereafter, the newly rewritten elements are
automatically reinserted in the position subgraph P.

Strategy 13: RP-LT dissemination

1 repeat(
2 setPos(one(property(crtGraph, node, State == informed && MarkedN == 0)));
3 one(RP-LT initialisation);
4 try(one(RP-LT activate));
5 try(one(RP-LT share trial));
6 repeat(one(RP-LT inform));
7 )

As for the previous models, we use a repeat loop (line 1) to perform as many dissemination
steps as possible. We start by selecting a single informed node which has not yet been subjected
to an initialisation or which has since undergone changes (line 2). By applying RP-LT initiali-
sation (Fig. 4.6a), we mark the selected informed node (MarkedN = 1), compare the JointInf
and Theta attributes and store the result in Tau (Eq. 4.5). The value of Tau is used when the
strategy tries to apply the second rule RP-LT activate (Fig. 4.6b) to activate the node (line 3).
While it is only successfully applied if Tau is positive or null, the rule transforms the informed

node into an active one, respectively modifying the values of attributes isActive and Count to
reflect the node current State and indicate that its decision concerning the diffusion subject has
been confirmed.

The application of rule RP-LT share trial (Fig. 4.6c) is the only difference between the
instructions being used in this strategy and the ones followed by RP in Strategy 12. Here,
the attribute Count restricts the rule application to nodes which have either been influenced γ
times or for which the joint influence was sufficient to persuade them to endorse the propagation
subject (and Count = γ from the RP-LT activate rule). As a result, we cannot ensure the
existence of matching elements every time; and must resort to try to perform the instruction;
thus, only when the attribute Count of the node in P is set to γ will the rule successfully apply.
In such a case, the attributes Share and Sigma are computed using respectively Equations 4.7
and 4.8.

Depending of value given by its attribute Sigma, the node n in P must share the information
with its inactive neighbours n′ which have been influenced less than γ times (Count < γ) and
have not yet been contacted by n (the edge between them is not marked). The RP-LT inform
rule (Fig. 4.6d) then marks the connection between n and n′ and updates the informed node
n′ attributes such that: the joint influence JointInf is recomputed taking into account the new
Influence of n on n′ (Eq. 4.4), the influence counter Count is incremented to track the new
influence tentative, and the marker MarkedN is reset to its default value, indicating that some
changes have been applied to the attributes of n′. Of course, rule RP-LT inform is repeated
as long as there is neighbours of n which have not yet been visited (provided that they are not
active then nor that they have been already influenced γ times).

Afterwards, any of the nodes which have been influenced during this dissemination step can
be considered during the next loop to test whether they are ready to activate of if they have been
sufficiently influenced. If no dissemination takes place, then the set of informed nodes does not
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grow. The process continues until all the available informed nodes have been considered and
are thus marked (MarkedN = 0).

Validation and termination

With our Strategy and rules established, we are ready to validate our implementation and prove
that the expected properties for RP-LT are respected by our strategic rewriting program.

Lemma 42 (RP-LT.1 of Proposition 41). For each user n that learns an information item, the
RP-LT algorithm either reposts it to all n’s outgoing neighbours, or does not repost it to any of
them.

Proof. Similar to Lemma 36. If n is supposed to diffuse information, Sigma’s value is greater or
equal to 0, in which case rule RP-LT inform is applied as many times as possible on n and its
neighbours with each neighbour being only considered once thanks to attribute Marked. Only
neighbours which are active or have their attribute Count greater than γ are not concerned but
these nodes are already aware of the information.

Lemma 43 (RP-LT.2 of Proposition 41). If n likes the information item, it is reposted to all
of n’s neighbours with a probability λ/|Sn|; if n does not like it, the information is reposted with
a (smaller) probability δ/|Sn|.

Proof. The proof is comparable to the one of Lemma 37 (using respectively rules of RP-LT).

Lemma 44 (RP-LT.3 of Proposition 41). An inactive node is influenced at most γ times, and
is thus given γ chances to endorse the information.

Proof. Each time a node is influenced, its attribute Count is incremented and its attribute
MarkedN is reset. After being influenced γ times, rule RP-LT inform no longer authorises the
node to be influenced, thus a node influenced γ times can still be considered one last time for
diffusion. However, once the node is marked in RP-LT initialisation, it will mandatorily try to
activate, maybe disseminate information, and then will remain unchanged forever.

Lemma 45 (RP-LT.4 of Proposition 41). An inactive node n′ has a monotone activation
function (pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
) computing its active neighbours’ joint influence value.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given for Lemma 29 (but using RP-LT inform instead).

Lemma 46 (RP-LT.5 of Proposition 41). An inactive node n′ becomes active if its neighbours’
joint influence exceeds its threshold value, i.e., pn′

(
Sn′(k)

)
≥ θn.

Proof. The proof is identical to the one validating Lemma 30 (with RP-LT activate instead).

Lemma 47 (RP-LT.6 of Proposition 41). The process terminates when no more diffusion is
possible.

Proof. Only the failed application of rule RP-LT initialisation can force Strategy 13 to come to
an end. This condition occurs solely when no informed nodes remain or when all the informed
nodes are marked (MarkedN = 1), meaning that all the nodes who could have performed a
diffusion have already been considered.

Proposition 48 (RP-LT implementation correctness). The dissemination algorithm defined by
the rules in Figure 4.6 and Strategy 13 implements the RP-LT model as specified in Proposi-
tion 41.
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Proof. Each of the properties are proven in turn in Lemmata 42-47.

With our adaptation complete and respecting the model properties, all that is left to do is to
prove that our graph rewriting program terminates.

Proposition 49 (RP-LT termination). If the network is finite, the strategic rewrite program
given by the rules in Figure 4.6 and Strategy 13 terminates.

Proof. As mentioned in Lemma 47, rule RP-LT initialisation is the only rule application whose
failure can cause Strategy 13 to stop. While the set of marked nodes Mk is growing with each
successful application of RP-LT initialisation, rule RP-LT inform is also able to unmark nodes
thus removing elements from Mk. In doing so however, the rule also increment attribute Count
of the node being (re-)informed. Because Count’s value is necessarily in the interval [0, γ], each
node n can only be removed from the set Mk at most γ times after which n will be finally added
and never again withdrawn from Mk. The main repeat loop in Strategy 13 can thus only perform
|N | × γ iterations at most and our program is consequently always able to come to an end.

With this final proof, we conclude our implementation of the RP-LT model. Overall, the
two dissemination models presented in this section show a more analytic and yet creative side
of our graph rewriting formalism. While being more complex than the propagation models
implemented above, RP also proposes a different approach by focussing on the users’ interest
toward the information being disseminated instead of just looking at the influence users have on
one another. Of course, a user’s opinion is important, but so is the confidence she/he has in the
person who shared the information; this is why we have proposed to join the two methods in a
single one with the RP-LT model. For an inactive node n′, the threshold value θn′ , stored in
Theta, can be seen as the resistance n′ produces when facing an information presented by its
neighbours. However, as somebody very curious about a piece of information is more likely to
endorse it, an action only possible if the node’s interest is high or if its resistance is low, and
presenting either high resistance or low interest consistently means the information is quite likely
to be rejected, we can consider the interest and the resistance as the two sides of the same coin,
and even go as far as describe the resistance as the value measuring the opposite of interest.
Consequently, our dissemination model does not simply trade of one activation mechanism for
another but expend and build upon both of LT and RP techniques.

Obviously some drawbacks are also inherently bound to come with these modifications. Thus,
because the diffusion process does not automatically follow an activation for RP and RP-LT, one
cannot be certain that its neighbours are truly supportive of the information being disseminated.
Indeed, the information actually received could also have been rejected by the neighbours while
still being shared by the algorithm. This mean that uninteresting information can come from
trusted sources, which could ultimately lead to users losing confidence in some of their neighbours
for faulty reasons. Conversely, engaging information could also potentially comes from individuals
usually considered as unreliable. However, this is in such cases that taking into account the
interest (or resistance) expressed by each user is especially useful to avoid mistakenly continuing
the diffusion of an unstimulating piece of information inadvertently spread by the algorithm
through influential users. This property of plausible deniability brought by the model is at the
same time unusual and thought-provoking and one cannot deny the significance of such feature
in certain contexts where the freedom of expression is not granted as an inalienable right.

4.4 Conclusion

We have implemented in this chapter four diffusion models using our graph rewriting formalism.
While the proposed translations are based on different definitions, the distinction brought by
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the formalism –between the transformations to perform, which need to be precisely expressed,
and the strategy managing their application– gives us the opportunity to break down the models
at the lowest level and thus to identify and understand the operations being commonly used.
In the previous sections, we have seized the occasion and took advantage of this mechanism in
two different manners. Firstly, we have used our formalism as a basis to describe and compare
two of the models in order to determine what distinguishes one from the other. The search of
similarities has led to us to study in details the strategy and rules, but also the overall behaviour
of the models. Secondly, after having analysed a dissemination model, we have established a new
diffusion model by reusing some of the “components” proposed by other models. The resulting
model presents the privacy-preserving characteristic of the initial dissemination model conjugated
with the neighbourhood-based influence activation mechanism proposed in the second model.

While some visual analytic techniques have been used in this chapter to show and analyse
a couple of propagation scenario, we can only deplore that diffusion processes end up looking
all very much alike to one another after multiple simulations. We believe that the typical graph
size used in our graph rewriting programs is not sufficiently large to present the dynamism of
diffusion in all its glory. Nevertheless, now that we are familiar with different propagation and
dissemination models, nothing forbids us to consider much larger graphs and to leave aside the
graph rewriting formalism for a time to take a look at the diffusion behaviour on a larger scale.
To appropriately visualise the resulting diffusion, we only need the right graph representation.
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Information visualisation is defined in Ward et al. (2010) as “the communication of infor-
mation using graphical representations”. Despite its apparent vagueness, this concept is a very
familiar one as a lot of different information representations are surrounding us daily and are used
to visually communicate information. Such examples rank from traffic signs, imposing guidelines
to respect for traffic safety, to any form of visual advertisement, promoting and suggesting the
consumption of a product or a service. Even though marketing have mostly utilise such resources
for commercial purposes, communication of information is an important objective to attain, es-
pecially in order to help individuals share knowledge and, ultimately, allow society to advance
as a whole. Information visualisation can thus be used to represent and communicate, what
we refer to as, meaningful information, that is a piece of information which present intelligent
content (e.g., creative, inventive, rational, analytical).

This chapter is mostly based on:
Jason Vallet, Guy Melançon, and Bruno Pinaud. JASPER: Just A new Space-filling and Pixel-oriented layout for
large graph ovERview. In Conference on Visualization and Data Analysis (VDA 2016), volume 2016 of Electronic
Imaging, pages 1–10, San-Francisco, CA, United States, February 2016.
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Because information visualisation in general is a very wide research field, we restrain our
interest in this chapter to the problem at hand, that is the visualisation of graphs. More specif-
ically, as we build upon the content of the previous chapters, we wish to find a pleasant and
efficient way to represent the networks resulting from our prior contributions. Although different
graph representations have been proposed during the definitions, generations and propagations
to illustrate the concepts and transformations occurring at the time, it is obvious that the lim-
ited graphs’ size considered then are unrealistic when compared to real networks. Additionally,
the currently used representation method, showing nodes as disks and edges as lines connecting
nodes together, i.e., the node-link diagram or sociogram introduced by Moreno (1934), as well as
the force-directed drawing algorithms by Frick et al. (1995) and Hachul and Jünger (2005) used
so far have known limitations when tackling larger graphs as shown in Ghoniem et al. (2004).
We thus are in need of a solution allowing the representation of graphs composed, at the very
least, of several tens of thousands elements.

Overall, visualisation has deep roots in the field of perception and cognition, as shown by Ware
(2012). Vision is a great help in everyday life and a lot of information is communicated to us using
visual representations, the most basic of which is quite simply the medium of writing, a finite
collection of abstracted symbols ordered in peculiar configurations to express a meaning. This
has naturally drawn the interest of a lot of researchers over the years to understand the processes
followed from the visual perception to the processing of information, with studies going as far as
evaluating the impact of colours, textures, motions and even memory. For a more in-depth look
at all these developments, we refer the interested reader to the book of Ward et al. (2010) which
discuss all of the previous aspects from an information visualisation point-of-view. However,
representing and displaying information is not nearly enough. The content has to be legible and
comprehensible by most, and the time needed to process it is widely expected as being much
lower than the actual time needed to read a detailed description of the information we wish to
communicate, otherwise, why should the observer even bother looking at it? While Fleischer and
Hirsch (2001) enounce that “people want to visualise information”, and thus, as far as we can
infer, want to understand what they are visualising, a lot of obstacles are still in the way. Firstly,
the visual perception ability of each human being is different. For instance, some people may
not see details up close while some others may have colour vision deficiencies, thus making the
task of creating a single visualisation suitable to all these persons very complex. Secondly, the
unique and inherent sense of aesthetics existing for each of us can help a lot in certain contexts
by engaging the observer to look at the image longer or with more focus (Smith et al., 2004),
but what is appealing to some can end up being boring or even disagreeable to others. Because
the field is so well-studied, several guidelines already exist and can assist when making decisions
in the elaboration phases of the solution (Munzner, 2014). In the end however, the only solution
to properly gauge the effect of a visualisation is simply to proceed with tests on large samples of
users and perform experimentations and evaluations (Purchase, 2012).

We propose, in this chapter, to develop a novel method of representation to visualise (reason-
ably) large graphs. Due to our previous interest towards propagation phenomena, this method
is developed with specific characteristics in mind. After an initial presentation of different exist-
ing solutions tackling problems akin to ours, and accompanied by discussions concerning their
advantages and restrictions when compared to each other, we motivate and introduce our own
method completed with all the design and implementation details. Despite a few accepted con-
cessions formed due to the relatively large size of the graph we wish to visualise, we design our
solution to allow the creation of a resulting visualisation in a relatively “short” amount of time.
The extent of this swiftness is then proved through several benchmarks, computed to measure
the time needed to execute our solution on characteristic graphs presenting different sizes, with
several examples of resulting representation being also showcased at this point. Finally, and
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because a quickly computed method does not guarantee its efficiency nor quality, we perform
a user experiment to properly evaluate our method and check if the resulting representation is
deemed “better” than the classical solutions.

5.1 Displaying graphs and networks

Information visualisation through graphs and, by extension, graph drawing, is still being the
subject of extensive researches throughout the years, and this popularity has notably led to the
development of a lot of different visualisation techniques. In reaction to this increasing number
of solutions, articles detailing the state-of-the-art have been issued to propose a classification
of these different techniques, with papers such as Herman et al. (2000) paving the way into
establishing a lasting common ground for the existing layouts, navigation and interactions. For
the current section, we focus our interest on a more recent report targeting large graphs in
their general form (von Landesberger et al., 2011) and we consequently refrain ourselves from
relating in details the other state-of-the-art papers which concentrate only on specific graphs
or applications (e.g., Beck et al. (2014) about dynamic graphs, or Blascheck et al. (2017) on
visualisation of eye tracking data).

5.1.1 Standard solutions with respect to data types

In order to find an appropriate representation for our information, the first step is to understand
the type of data and dataset being used. Although we know we are planning to visualise graphs,
these can come in various forms, as seen in Chapter 2. This identification step is essential as some
sorts of representations are more appropriate for certain type of graphs, indeed, some traits or
topological characteristics can sometimes be used to adapt the representation and make it more
legible. In the state-of-the-art report of von Landesberger et al. (2011) used as a reference,
graphs are classified according to their structure as either trees, graphs, and compound graphs.
These last objects propose groupments of several elements in subgraphs and represent them in
the graph as meta-nodes, with edges existing between elements inside and outside the meta-
node being replaced by meta-edges (e.g., see Archambault et al. (2008) for additional details).
This list of categories allows authors to sort and group the different visualisation solutions along
the same classification. We synthesise their findings hereafter by listing, for each type of graph
studied, the classification established and an example of reference proposing such solution:

Trees: node-link techniques: Herman et al. (2000);
space-filling techniques (enclosures: Van Wijk and van de Wetering (1999), adjacency: Stasko
and Zhang (2000) or crossings: van Ham and van Wijk (2003));
hybrid approaches: Zhao et al. (2005);

Directed and undirected graphs: matrix representations: van Ham et al. (2009);
node-link representations (force-based layouts: Fruchterman and Reingold (1991), constraint-
based layouts: Dwyer et al. (2009), multiscale approaches: Frishman and Tal (2007a), lay-
ered layouts: Bachmaier et al. (2009));
combination of matrix and node-link approach (multiple synchronised views: Henry and
Fekete (2006), matrix with link overlay: Henry and Fekete (2007) or partial matrix and
node-link representation: Henry et al. (2007));

Compound graphs: node-link visualisation: Archambault et al. (2008);
treemap-based visualisation: Fekete et al. (2003);
matrix view with links: Henry and Fekete (2007).
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This method of categorisation is not uncommon and is also present in Chi (2000) where several
visualisation techniques are sorted according to the data to visualise (including non graph related
data like scientific visualisation with Card and Mackinlay (1997) and text- or spreadsheet-oriented
visualisations in Chi et al. (1997)). Similarly, in Munzner (2014), the author, while discussing
about the design of visualisation solutions aiming for analysis, also expresses her process as being
initially defined by the type of data one wishes to visualise.

(a) Node-link diagram drawn using a force-based layout
algorithm defined in Frick et al. (1995)

(b) Matrix diagram; the rows and columns
are sorted accordingly to the nodes’ degree.

Figure 5.1: Representations of the Karate Club network from Zachary (1977) (34 nodes, 78
edges). The colour of each node is rendered according to its degree (ascending from blue to red).

Although few variations are proposed, we can notice that the node-link and matrix represen-
tations, demonstrated in Figure 5.1, are two commonly used techniques regardless of the graph
structure. This, however, comes without surprise as both techniques have been used for a long
time and are quite familiar and natural representations for any graphs. We can however wonder
as to why these visualisations are so widely accepted considering their respective limitations.
Node-link diagrams, for instance, are well appreciated for their ability to show the global struc-
ture of a graph, i.e., the links between nodes. This peculiar trait, however, become severely
diminished when dealing with larger graphs and, more particularly, when the edge density in-
creases. User studies such as Ghoniem et al. (2005) and Henry et al. (2007) have shown that a
high number of edges is an impairing factor for the graph overall readability. In the same way,
matrices, which are simple to draw and display, and can be useful to appreciate the whole graph
structure in one glance, are deemed nonetheless less natural to work with, and matrices of large
graphs can be difficult to handle (Sansen et al., 2015). This trait is quite obviously shared by
other popular approaches using any alternative sort of matrix representation such as the hybrid
visualisations (e.g., Henry et al. (2007), Henry and Fekete (2007) and Rufiange et al. (2012), see
examples in Figure 5.2) mentioned earlier, but the limitations appear to be to a lesser extent.

For our current use, that is the visualisation of social networks, we are interested to represent
directed or undirected graphs in a specific state. This means we are, at least at first, only looking
to display the state of the network at a given time, leading us to ignore the dynamicity issue
for the moment. In Archambault and Purchase (2015), the authors have noticed how, despite
its flaws, a node-link diagram is often preferred to represent social networks. Furthermore,
while multiple layout algorithms exist for this representation (a general categorisation is given
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(a) Matlink from Henry and Fekete (2007) (20
nodes, 80 edges); some of the elements are high-
lighted in magenta.

(b) Nodetrix, presented in Henry et al. (2007)
(8 nodes, 8 edges); a few edges are highlighted
in light salmon.

Figure 5.2: Examples of hybrid visualisations combining matrix and node-link representations.

in Nazemi et al. (2011)), networks are mostly displayed in small samples using force-directed
layouts which seem to give rather good results on any kind of graph. Force-directed algorithms
use spring embedded models (Eades, 1984) to generate a legible layout: typically, all nodes
push unconnected elements away while pulling their neighbours closer. This step is repeated
several times until an equilibrium is reached, which is, most of the time, decided when the layout
has not changed too much between two application rounds. More details on those methods
can be found in Brandes (2001). The advantage of such layouts resides in their efficiency as
the spring-embedded behaviour allows isolated nodes to be pushed away easily while connected
elements, which are surrounded by their neighbours, stay mostly put. However, very few articles
propose extended user studies to compare the different existing graph layouts. Conclusions
drawn from Pohl et al. (2009), in which the authors compare three graph layouts (orthogonal,
force-directed, and hierarchical) and use eye-tracking technology to understand what makes a
drawing successful, indicate that force-directed layouts give the best overall results. Furthermore,
additional results from Hachul and Jünger (2007), where the authors evaluate and compare six
different layout algorithms, place the force-directed FM3 algorithm, described in Hachul and
Jünger (2005), as an excellent candidate to create pleasing graph drawings, making it seemingly
a perfectly appropriate solution to our visualisation problem.

Despite this optimistic foreshadowing, some issues are still present. More precisely, in recent
years, the graph drawing community has focused more and more on increasingly larger graphs.
This point is of particular interest to us, especially when considering the popularisation and
multiplication of the ever expanding and evolving social networks. In general, graphs resulting
from the mining of such large networks force us to face several hundreds of thousands (Leskovec
et al., 2008), if not millions (Leskovec et al., 2010b), of nodes at once, thus pushing the existing
representations, commonly used to display graphs of more moderate sizes, to their limits. Indeed,
as shown in Hachul and Jünger (2007), usual force-directed algorithms can not be computed on
large graphs in a small amount of time. Using the FM3 algorithm (Hachul and Jünger, 2005)
would force us to limit ourselves to work with smaller networks, which is of course unacceptable.
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An appropriate solution to our problem should be able to handle large-scale datasets (with several
hundreds of thousands or millions of elements) in a satisfactory amount of time.

The difficulty of displaying millions of elements in a comprehensible fashion is obvious and,
consequently, existing layout algorithms are not always efficient in representing such graphs.
We believe that the genericity of the considered methods is mostly to blame in this case as the
proposed layouts, while adapted to our dataset type, do not truly comply to our expectations and
are not completely adjusted to our need. In such case, and although an effective visual analysis
can only be performed through appropriate visual representations, a good visualisation must also
be designed based on relevant tasks for the targeted users. We thus propose in the following to
properly establish our needs and the questions we aim to answer when using a visualisation.

5.1.2 Visualisation design and task taxonomy

When elaborating a solution, it is imperative to know what will be expected of the finished
product: who will use it, in or under which conditions and to what end. While this sentence
can seem to directly originate from a project manager’s handbook, it is important to understand
that visualisation solutions are developed to allow the representation of information. In the
first place, information visualisations are used because “they help us solve problems faster or
better, or they let us learn something new” (Ware, 2012), thus assisting us in comprehending the
represented information. Of course, and although the exact definition of a good visualisation is
subjected to personal preferences as everybody has a unique sense of aesthetics (Bennett et al.,
2007; Smith et al., 2004) and sensibility of perception (Ware, 2012), we expect the representation
to provide the information laid out in an understandable fashion. A few studies going in this
direction have been performed to identify the key elements in generating a pleasing layout which
maximise user understanding (Purchase, 1997; Huang et al., 2013). Even though those papers
initially focus on node-link diagrams, some of the observed results can also be applied to more
general visualisations. Nonetheless, no solution is truly perfect in the end and each advantage
often comes as a trade-off, like how minimising the number of crossings improves the overall
legibility of the graph layout but implies a much longer computation time (Vismara et al., 2000).

This notion of compromise is ever-present and need to be kept in mind but the representation
must still allow an effective communication of the visualised information. To this end we establish
a few needs our solution must meet from a potential user perspective:

P1 When representing propagation phenomena, the visualised (social) network must indicate
the current state of the propagation: more precisely, the observers want to know which
persons have already received information, which ones are currently susceptible to spread
information and which ones are unaware that a propagation is taking place.

P2 Social network users are very often connected with friends, colleagues or family members,
and consequently tend to be part of at least one community. Because an information spread
by somebody is more likely to first register on people close to her/him, whom will latter
repeat it, observers want to know if and how closely two persons are related.

P3 Following the previous points, we know that large graphs are complex to handle and represent
but observers interested in propagation phenomena rarely care about complexity, only
about results. Thus, a) the network must be available as a whole and shown as such,
not partially, and b) the solution must return results quickly enough and not after several
minutes of computation.

These guidelines are very important as they allow us to identify the observer’s needs for this
specific case of application. This clear announcement gives us the direction to follow in develop-
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ing our visualisation solution as well as the goal to achieve in doing so. To pursue our solution
elaboration, we base our design on the nested model for visualisation design and validation in-
troduced in Munzner (2009) (later extended and completed in Meyer et al. (2012) and Munzner
(2014)) and illustrated in Figure 5.3). The model proposes a nested structure where the encoun-
tered users problems define the operations to perform, which establish in turn the interactions
and visual encoding to use, which finally characterise the solution implementation. To initiate
the process, we establish the three guidelines (P1, P2, P3) given above as characterising the
problems of real-world users. The second nested level leads us to abstract these problems into
operations on data types. Quite obviously, our data type is a labelled directed graph where nodes
represent users of the social network. We consider that all users know if they have received the
information being propagated, if they are willing to spread this information further or if they
have never heard of it, thus completing item P1. To address the real-world problem P2, we
propose to use a community detection algorithm and communicate the results obtained to the
observers. Finally, according to P3, we know that the graph cannot be altered and that the
computation time should be acceptable (a measure we keep vague for the time being but will
detail later on).

Figure 5.3: The nested four-level model for visualization design and evaluation proposed in Mun-
zner (2009). The model indicates the step to follow when elaborating a visualisation, from the
problem characterisation to the algorithm creation.

The third nested level necessitates that we design both visual encodings and interaction
techniques to solve our problems. Using specific visual encodings for our nodes is a perfect
way to differentiate those which have spread information from those who have not yet done so
and from the others which are not aware of any information at all. While multiple options are
available to us at this point, as discussed in Bertin (1983), Nazemi et al. (2011) and Munzner
(2014), some solutions can be more efficient than others (Healey et al., 1993). In our case,
using nodes’ colours seem the most obvious and simple choice for solving both P1 and P2. For
instance, nodes from the same community could be of the same colour by default but their colour
should change once they have received information, and once more as they start spreading it.
Although the number of colours at our disposal is quite large from a technical point of view (i.e.,
2564 ≈ 4.109 variations for the RGB colour model with a greyscale/transparency/alpha channel),
the real number of distinguishable colours at the same time is much smaller and appears to be
between five and ten (Healey, 1996; Ware, 2012). A few researchers like Harrower and Brewer
(2003) have produced special colour scales offering truly distinctive colours but the number of
colours in such case only amounts to a dozen. We thus propose to use distinctive colours to
identify communities (P2) and diverse transparency or greyscale levels, using the alpha channel
for instance, to differentiate the nodes’ state (P1). The more general visual encoding we need
to use to represent the graph, that is the type of layout or in which fashion nodes and edges will
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be displayed, is left unspecified for the moment but will be shortly addressed.

To establish the second item of the third nested level, i.e., a list of the interaction techniques
we need in our solution, we can take a look at the existing task taxonomies. Several authors
have established different task taxonomies but the most famous is likely the one proposed in
Shneiderman (1996); it is often resumed by citing the Visual Information Seeking Mantra (or
Schneidermann’s) stating: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”. In his
paper, the author describes seven high-level tasks allowing to explore the information visualised
in accordance to his mantra (paraphrased from Shneiderman (1996)): overview of the entire
data collection; zoom in on items of interest; filter out uninteresting items; select an item or
group and get details when needed; view relationships among items; keep a history of actions to
support undo replay and progressive refinement; and allow extraction of sub-collections and of the
query parameters. Complementary references propose zoom and pan operations, focus+context
techniques, visual clustering of elements (Herman et al., 2000), projection and distortion for
multi-dimensional data (Keim, 2002) but also low-level (Amar et al., 2005) or topology and
attribute-based tasks (Lee et al., 2006) (a more complete list with additional bibliographical
references is available in von Landesberger et al. (2011)). Of course, all of the interactions above
can be interesting but are they with respect to the tasks we have defined? In the case of P1, the
Schneidermann’s mantra with zoom and pan, and focus+context operations are essential to know
the state of the different nodes as well as to get more details if asked for. Once joined with the
visual clustering of elements or a distortion of the layout to bring together nodes belonging to the
same community, these interactions would also allow to achieve P2 easily. Finally, the creation
of a representation proposing an overview of the graph and available at any time is sufficient to
address P3, under the condition that all the computations are achieved in a reasonable amount
of time. Although we do not go into to much details concerning them, it is important to note that
several taxonomies dedicated to dynamic graphs are also available such as Ahn et al. (2013) or in
Kerracher et al. (2015). While a propagation phenomenon is inherently dynamic, we propose to
represent this evolution using small-multiple representations, where the progression is shown in
successive steps (see Figure 5.4). As mentioned in Munzner (2014): “small multiples are better
than animation if equivalent information is shown (Tversky et al., 2002) and the segmentation is
carefully chosen (Zacks and Tversky, 2003)”, and as showed in Robertson et al. (2008), although
animations are fun to watch, small-multiple representations lead to fewer errors and appear to
be more effective.

Figure 5.4: Example of small-multiple representation used for information visualisation. Small-
multiples are very intuitive and are commonly used to depict instructions, as in Zacks and
Tversky (2003), or constructions steps. Here, we show some partial building instructions for
the set LEGO Happy Turtle (30476); instructions taken from https://www.lego.com/en-gb/

service/buildinginstructions/search?search&text=30476#?text=30476.

https://www.lego.com/en-gb/service/buildinginstructions/search?search&text=30476#?text=30476
https://www.lego.com/en-gb/service/buildinginstructions/search?search&text=30476#?text=30476
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The fourth nested level of the visualisation design is focussed on the effective implementation
of the final solution. This last level is obviously linked with the second part of the problem
described in P3: the obtaining of quick results. Once the algorithms are achieved, the different
levels are finalised to form the whole solution solving the problems initially described. This
distinction in defining the problem(s), the data types, the encodings/interactions and the im-
plementation allows to properly separate the potential issues and fix them independently from
one-another.

Figure 5.5: Threats and validation for each of the four levels of the nested model, as proposed
in Munzner (2009). A threat is defined for each level with, sometimes, a preemptive validation
step to limit errors early in the visualisation design. The threat can only be completely shed
aside once the nested levels are cleared and the post-implementation validations are performed.

In complement to the nested model, Munzner propose a listing of the most common possible
threats the visualisation solution may be subjected to, like a wrong problem definition or a bad
data abstraction in the first or second nested level, and the validation operations to complete to
ensure the quality of the final “product” (see Figure 5.5). While the low-level task validation,
i.e., the implementation, requires some benchmarks and software testing, the middle-level ones
ultimately need laboratory and field studies for a thorough validation of the solution (e.g., ex-
pert and user experiment (Purchase, 2012)). We keep this necessity in mind for the validation
of our finalised solution, but for the moment, we are interested in the preemptive validation
steps, and more precisely, the first two ones: observe and interview target users and justify
encoding/interaction design. When defining our needs, we have not interviewed external users
but have formulated the problems which seem relevant in our context of graph visualisation
with some flavours added by the underlying idea of analysing a propagation taking place within.
Consequently, the interaction and encoding designs of the elements are typically what would be
expected of a standard visual analysis solution. However, what we are not sure of is the visual
encoding design we need to use to represent the whole graph.

While the standard solutions such as the node-link and matrix diagrams have been used
successfully in the past, we have seen that the size of the networks to visualise impede these
representations, thus hindering the results legibility. In the following, we propose to take a closer
look at a few existing visual encoding designs elaborated for larger graphs.
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5.1.3 Related works and overall visual encoding

With our three problems P1 (need for a visual indication of the state of each node), P2 (need for
a visual clustering of nodes closely connected) and P3 (need for a complete, and fast, overview
of the graph) properly defined, we can look through existing solutions while keeping in mind the
few key characteristics our final solution must be capable of.

In the direct research of references proposing visualisation of propagation phenomenon using
a graph representation, the results are quite limited as statistical approaches are often pre-
ferred (Wang et al., 2014) or the authors simply use standard node-link diagrams to represent
the networks, even when the edge density becomes so large that it is impossible to say with
certitude to which node a given edge is attached to (Lu et al., 2014). Considering the possible
overwhelming number of nodes and edges in large social networks, as we may want to visualise
hundred of thousands of elements, the combination of P1 and P3, imposing that each node must
be visible at the same time, may be hard to fulfil. Nonetheless, solutions able to conform to the
problems P1 and P2 already exist. Three examples of such works can be found in Auber et al.
(2003), Archambault et al. (2008) and Shi et al. (2009) where the authors propose multiscale
visualisations of social networks. Basically, these representations decompose hierarchically the
graphs into several smaller groups using nested subgraphs. This technique is particularly adapted
to large graphs as one can limit the number of level to visualise, thus only displaying part of the
hierarchical structure or a subset of the elements according to the hierarchical branch currently
tracked. This restriction is, however, at the same time, an advantage and an inconvenient as the
resulting representations can be used to visualise large graphs but still do not succeed in showing
them in their entirety. These solutions are consequently unable to help us resolve P3.

With the multiscale solutions irrelevant for our own case, we could think ourselves back to
square one, but the technique raises nonetheless an interesting point in decomposing the graph
into smaller components. More precisely, if the hierarchical groups coincide with the communities
existing in the network, the problem P2 is solved. Such node grouping can also be used to simplify
the layout computation in considering each cluster as a whole entity instead of trying to find an
appropriate position for each node separately. This method has been used in Huang and Nguyen
(2007) and Didimo and Montecchiani (2012), see Figure 5.6a, to visualise up to fifteen thousand
nodes and forty thousand edges. For both resulting visualisations, all the nodes are individually
visible even though the number of elements displayed is quite big. This feat is possible as the
authors use space-filling layouts as a basis to order the clusters in the resulting layout, allowing
them to create space-efficient representations. Such quality is obviously important when dealing
with large graphs but more so in our case as we wish to isolate the colour of each displayed
node. Other algorithms, for instance Muelder and Ma (2008), have proposed a similar method,
by ordering the nodes along a space-filling curve as shown in Figure 5.6b. These curves –such as
those described in Peano (1890), Hilbert (1891) or Morton (1966)– are specially designed to “fill”
plane areas by placing the nodes at regular distances in a given order and pattern. The solution
proposed in Muelder and Ma (2008) has good advantages which address P3: its computation is
quick, the technique can scale up to display large graphs (tested by the authors using a graph
with 1M nodes and almost 3M edges), and the produced layouts are, at least from our point of
view, clearer than those obtained with force-directed algorithms when displaying larger graphs
as a whole. Additionally, the fact that the ordering operation used to place the nodes along the
space-filling curve is based on a clustering algorithm (Clauset et al., 2004) also provides us with
a solution for P2. Nonetheless, the presence of numerous edges still impair the node visibility in
the densest parts of the graph, a problem known in many visualisations (Ghoniem et al., 2005),
thus offering no solutions for P1. A somewhat similar solution has also been proposed in Auber
et al. (2013) only using hierarchical data, and consequently making it inappropriate for general
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network visualisation. In this later case however, edges are no longer needed as the hierarchy is
indicated using coloured nested regions and borders, dividing the layout like a nested Tree-Map
(Johnson and Shneiderman, 1991).

(a) Hierarchically clustered drawing of a so-
cial network from Didimo and Montecchiani
(2012) (5,835 nodes, 13,815 edges). The 286
clusters have been computed using Louvain’s
algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008).

(b) Layout obtained using Muelder and Ma
(2008) approach (28,854 nodes, 1,180,816
edges). The representation is based on a Peano-
Gosper curve (Mandelbrot, 1977), sometimes
called a flow-snake

Figure 5.6: Examples of representations maximising the use of space to display information.

The idea of using space-filling curves is elegant and allows to efficiently use space. This can
however be pushed even further as demonstrated with pixel-oriented visualisations, initially in-
troduced in Keim (1996), see Figure 5.7a. This method is commonly used to analyse records and
visualise the possible correlations between two measures, one being displayed using the position
of the elements along a space-filling curve while the second is depicted using a simple colour map-
ping; whenever the two analysed measures are correlated, peculiar colour patterns, e.g., chunks
of the same colour, tend to appear in the representation. Using this kind of visualisation would
give us the capacity to effectively display all the nodes at the same time (achieving P1 and P3),
however, edges –carrying information on the connectedness of each node in the network– cannot
be explicitly represented using a pixel-oriented method. Duarte et al. (2014) have encountered
a similar problem and addressed it quite effectively. Their Nmap layout is introduced as being a
neighbourhood preservation space-filling algorithm able to display connected nodes close to each
other. The resulting visualisation is rather reminiscent of the existing Tree-Maps (Johnson and
Shneiderman, 1991; Van Wijk and van de Wetering, 1999; Schreck et al., 2006) which have been
successfully used to visualise very large datasets containing up to a million of elements (Fekete
and Plaisant, 2002), see Figure 5.7b, and to perform social network analysis (Stein et al., 2010;
Gove et al., 2011). By achieving this spatial proximity in the representation to indicate the
connection of elements from a structural point of view, as expected for P2, the edges do not
need to be drawn as their existence is hinted by the nodes adjacency in the visualisation.

As mentioned above, considering the number of elements we wish to visualise at the same
time, some compromises are bound to be necessary. By representing the information in its sim-
plest form, where a node is a pixel, we are able to represent a lot of elements at the same time,
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(a) Pixel-oriented visualisation from Keim
(1996) (24,000 elements with 8 variables).
These representations are ideal to find
correlations between variables: the ele-
ments are coloured according one variable
and ordered according to another.

(b) Tree-Map (Johnson and Shneiderman, 1991) of a file
system from Fekete and Plaisant (2002) (971,061 files).
The area of each rectangle is specified according to the
file’s size it represents, while the colour indicate the file’s
type. A grey-scale is also used to make the deeply nested
directories appear darker.

Figure 5.7: Examples of visualisations using pixel-oriented representations.

and by changing the pixel’s colour, one can visualise the state of the element being represented,
thus achieving P1 and the overview mentioned in P3. Although our solution does not allow us
to directly display the edges, we can use interactors to obtain that piece of information. A com-
plementary way we introduce is to also use a visual metaphor to suggest the presence of existing
connections directly in the visualisation. The way we propose to achieve this, and solve P2 at
the same time, is by using the layout of the nodes to cluster elements of the same communities,
thus suggesting that two nodes next to each other in the representation are more likely to be
connected than any other two nodes which are not neighbours. To this end, a layout algorithm
offering to keep each node close to its neighbours, even if only approximately, seems to be a good
concession, and a small price to pay for visualising the numerous nodes without the hindrance
of overlapping elements. Though it can not be applied on a smaller scale to obtain an exact
representation, the described solution seems to present sufficient qualities to be used to compute
overviews on larger graphs. Furthermore, it is important to note that the representation method
we have chosen here is not without drawbacks; in particular, there are some limitations for ob-
servers whom might wish to visualise propagation phenomenon in dynamic graphs with evolving
topologies. This operation is beyond the scope of our current application at the moment as we
are using snapshots of social networks in a fixed configuration to study the evolving transmission
of information between users. It will nonetheless become relevant in future work as the structure
of a social network is expected to develop and transform. In this thesis, we limit our visualisation
effort on large static graphs and the state modifications happening to the different nodes.

While multiple solutions exist to visualise graphs, finding the one which is appropriate to
address the problems at hand can be difficult. In addition to the representation and the design
of the elements visual encoding, interactions can also be used to extract further information
from the visualisation. It then becomes important to characterise which part of the solution will
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help to resolve which question and to keep the solution as straightforward as possible to avoid
unnecessary complex operations. We now propose to describe how we built our visualisation.

5.2 Jasper: a pixel-oriented overview for large graphs

After the definition of the three problems we need to address with our visualisation and an
overview of the different algorithms, interactions and methods at our disposal to do so, only half
the work is done. We present in the following the implementation details of our visualisation, and
in order to be thorough in the design and verification of our solution, follow the recommendation
of Munzner (2009) about the necessary algorithm validations shown in Figure 5.5. We thus
accompany our solution with both a complexity analysis as well as some benchmarks on graphs
of different sizes to better grasp the limit of our approach and more particularly to identify the
potential bottlenecks existing in our solution and preventing its scalability.

We present in Figure 5.8 the workflow followed by our solution. As explained previously, we
have drawn inspiration from several already existing visualisations to find characteristics and
techniques to help us better represent the information. Our solution, which we have named
Jasper (for Just A new Space-filling Pixel-oriented layout for large graph ovERview) is divided
in two main phases. We first compute a layout based on a coarse representation of the initial
graph. This step allows to improve the computation time as we limit the number of elements, thus
simplifying the graph to produce. We then reorganise all the nodes along a space-filling curve,
with the ordering of each node on the curve being based on its spatial position in the previous
layout. The resulting layout is a space-filling representation with similitudes to pixel-oriented
layout (only the nodes are displayed and existing edges are invisible by default, see Fig. 5.7a).
We end up with a compact visualisation where nodes belonging to the same connected group are
set to be displayed spatially close to each other.

Figure 5.8: Workflow showing how operations are pipelined in Jasper, starting from a graph
with an unspecified layout and returning the same graph with a node arrangement similar to a
pixel-oriented layout.

In this following, we take a more in-depth look into the operations performed during both
phases of the workflow. We also propose an analysis of the solution complexity, completed with
a few benchmarks, as well as several example of resulting representations.

5.2.1 Phase I: layout using coarser graphs

As we are tackling larger graphs, we know that the usual force-directed layouts will take a long
time to compute. However, if we were able to somehow use instead a less detailed version of the
initial graph by keeping only the most important nodes and edges, we could compute what we
believe to be a quality layout more quickly. This less detailed, or cruder, version of the initial
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graph is sometimes mentioned as a coarser graph or a skeleton graph. This method allows to
describe an initial graph by a much simpler representation, keeping only its backbone, with the
different nodes being regrouped according to a specific parameter. Similar process can be found
in different layout algorithms and analysis techniques such as Auber et al. (2003), Frishman and
Tal (2007b), Itoh et al. (2009), Didimo and Montecchiani (2012), and Nick et al. (2013). We
present in Figure 5.9 an illustration of the different steps undertaken during this first phase.

Initial graph with Clustering Coarser Intermediate
random layout algorithm representation layout

Figure 5.9: Intermediate resulting representations obtained on an example graph (64 nodes, 125
edges) during the different steps of Phase I.

Grouping nodes

The starting point of our method is the application of a clustering algorithm on the initial
graph. Typically, clustering algorithms aims at finding the “decomposition of a set of entities
into ‘natural groups’” (Brandes and Erlebach, 2005) and are consequently used to detect clusters
or groups in a graph. In our current case, we are looking for clustering algorithms prompt at
describing a subgroup of nodes particularly connected to each other; as we have seen before, in
graphs representing interactions between persons such as social networks, those groups are often
called communities. The subject is further developed by Fortunato (2010) where an overview of
different existing clustering algorithms is presented and several of those techniques are compared.
According to the author, the Louvain algorithm proposed by Blondel et al. (2008) and Infomap
of Rosvall and Bergstrom (2008) provide the overall best results. However, the execution time
on large graphs provided by Blondel et al. (2008), further completed with the additional support
expressed in Didimo and Montecchiani (2012) toward this algorithm, showing the prominence of
Louvain’s clustering technique, have convinced us to opt for this solution in our method.

As shown in the example presented in Figure 5.9, the nodes are considered homogeneous in
the initial graph (all nodes are of the same colour). Once we apply the clustering algorithm on
a graph, each node will be put in the same subgroup as their closer neighbours (we colour nodes
of the same group similarly to identify them). We naturally wish for each node to be regrouped
only with its closest neighbours when displayed. To achieve this task, we entirely rely on the
clusters quality –thus on the clustering algorithm efficiency– to appropriately regroup each node
with its proper and closest relatives.

Building on clusters

Once each node is set in the adequate cluster with its closest neighbours, we have information
on how to group users together. We start working on the initial graph to identify the different
clusters and create a map of their relations. We thus obtain a first coarse graph. Repeating
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(a) Initial graph G0; each of the clusters
in C0 is coloured differently to facilitate
their identification.

(b) Coarser representation G1; each
coarse representative is displayed using
the same colour as its cluster.

Figure 5.10: Example of a coarsening process on a simple graph divided in 10 clusters.

those operations several times produces coarser and coarser representations. Figure 5.10 shows
an example of such treatment on a small graph. Starting with an initial graph (Fig. 5.10a), a
computation of a coarser representation (Fig. 5.10b) gives us the connections between the clusters
and results in a simpler graph. More generally, upon each computation of a coarser graph, we
first group close nodes together then communities linked to one another. We use the groupings
herein created to decide how close two users should be displayed.

Using a more formal approach, coarser representations can be described as follows. For a
graph Gk = (Nk, Ek,E) identified by a set of nodes Nk and a set of edges Ek, where k ≥ 0;
we define G0 as the initial graph we want to visualise and G1, G2, . . . as its gradually coarser
representations. By applying a clustering algorithm on Gi, where i ≥ 0, a set of clusters Ci
is created such as each node n ∈ Ni belongs to one and only one cluster c ∈ Ci (described as
cluster(n) = c). Those groupings are then translated to a coarser representation of the graph,
i.e., for each cluster c in Gi, a node m is created in a new graph Gi+1 such as m ∈ Ni+1 and, if
an edge e ∈ Ei exists between n and n′ ∈ Ni, we update Gi+1 following those two cases:

a) n and n′ are in distinct clusters (cluster(n) 6= cluster(n′)), then, an edge ε ∈ Ei+1 is
set between the two nodes m and m′ ∈ Ni+1 –respectively representing cluster(n) and
cluster(n′). When an edge linking m and m′ already exists, a weight can be set and
updated to indicate the multiple connections between the two clusters.

b) n and n′ are in the same cluster c (cluster(n) = cluster(n′) = c), then no transformation
is performed in graph Gi+1.

Layout computation

Once we have achieved the computation of the wished number of coarse representations, a final
layout for Phase I can obtained through successive steps. After a layout computation of the
coarsest graph Gp, we gradually use the layout computed on the clusters in Gi (where p ≥ i > 0)
to place the subgroups in Gi−1. The operation is repeated until G0 is reached and treated.
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To perform the first layout computation, we have to choose an efficient layout algorithm
offering legible drawings in a small amount of time. In its survey on spring embedders and
force-directed layouts, Kobourov (2012) mentions some possible candidates for such application.
Ultimately, as we had mentioned its qualities before, we have selected the Fast Multipole Multi-
level Method (FM3) introduced by Hachul and Jünger (2005). The choice has been motivated
based on the results showed by Hachul and Jünger (2007) and Archambault et al. (2007) as
this layout method proposes a good balance between execution time and drawing quality with
minimal edge-crossings and overlapping edges. Those two points are essentials as we wish to
keep a readable layout of the clusters to easily distinguish one from another. An additional perk
of the layout resides in its weighted variant offering advanced control if needed.

Computing the layout of the coarsest graphGp is straightforward as it simply requires to apply
the algorithm layout on Gp. The layout of any of the following coarser graphs Gi, where i < p,
needs a few additional steps. First, a local layout is computed in each existing cluster c ∈ Ci by
only considering the corresponding subgraphs. Then, freshly computed coordinates of each node
n ∈ Ni attached to the cluster c (with cluster(n) = c) are transformed through translation and
scaling so that all nodes in c are displayed in a (small) area as defined by m ∈ Ni+1, representing
c in the coarser graph Gi+1. Each node coordinate in a coarser graph Gi+1 is thus used as an
anchoring point to layout the nodes of Gi. Those two steps are repeated for decreasing values of
i until we reach G0 and have computed the coordinates of each initial node.

Where classical spring-embedded or force-directed layouts are time-consuming to compute
when facing thousands of elements (Archambault et al., 2007), this nested method allows to
compute several small layouts quickly. Furthermore, those operations and the geometrical trans-
formations affecting node coordinates can be done independently from one another and thus be
easily distributed on supporting systems. Furthermore, as an additional possible performance
improvement we have observed on the testing graphs presented in the following, computing the
inner layout of each cluster is not always the best choice as connections with nodes from outside
the subgroup will not be accurately considered. In most cases where nodes within clusters are
densely connected, a simple random layout gives acceptable results and allows to speed up the
application by averting the nested layouts computations.

On a more general note concerning the whole Phase I, the rapidly decreasing number of
nodes for each coarser representation makes the construction of Gi+1 and each application of
the clustering and layout algorithms on it quicker. This is not surprising considering the graphs
obtained from the clusters are getting simpler, however, based on our observations on the testing
graphs, repeated applications to obtain several levels of coarse graphs do not necessarily improve
the resulting layouts. As a result, in our applications, one coarser representation (G1) has proved
to be sufficient more often than not, with a second level of coarse representation only appearing
to be of interest when used on the larger graphs. We offer nonetheless the general method as
such, considering structured graphs with established hierarchical communities will benefit from
it. In any case, the choice of the number of coarse level is left to be decided upon application.

5.2.2 Phase II: node ordering and pixel-oriented representation

Pixel-oriented visualisations have been presented in Keim (1996) as a representation allowing
to display important quantities of data in a minimal space. To do so, elements one wishes to
display are ordered and placed along a space-filling curve. Our method uses an analogous process
with nodes being ordered according to their spatial position computed by the end of Phase I.
We divide the space using a technique similar to the one used to create k-d trees. Once each
node is isolated from its neighbours, they are ordered according to a space-filling pattern and
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are laid on the corresponding curve at their given position. The size and shape of the nodes
are maximised and the edges are finally hidden to obtain the maximum legibility and avoid
overlapping elements. We show in Figure 5.11 the continuation of the example started in Phase
I with the different steps performed during this second phase.

Intermediate layout Space-filling curve Nodes positioned on Resulting
used for space division used for ordering the space-filling curve layout

Figure 5.11: Intermediate resulting representations obtained on an example graph (64 nodes,
125 edges) during the different steps of Phase II.

During the elaboration of this Phase, we had to agree on the appropriate model of space-
filling curve our solution could use. As mentioned earlier, there is several possibilities at hand
like those described in Peano (1890) or Hilbert (1891). We propose to use the simple space-filling
curve popularised by Morton (1966). Sometimes called Z-order curve, we will however prefer the
original layout using an N shape in our application as shown in Figure 5.12. The choice of the
space-filling curve is rather important as it indicates how the elements are to be divided and
ultimately ordered.

(a) Level 1
(4 nodes)

(b) Level 2
(16 nodes)

(c) Level 3
(64 nodes)

(d) Level 4
(256 nodes)

Figure 5.12: Successive developments of the N-order space-filling curve introduced by Morton
(1966). The layout is similar to a Z-order curve but with a 90 degrees rotation. Each level δ of
the curve contains 4δ nodes and 4δ − 1 edges.

Space division and node ordering

The method we come up with to achieve the node ordering can be computed fairly easily. We
use a technique similar to the one employed for k-d tree construction (Bentley, 1975). A k-d
tree is a data structure used for the storage of k-dimensional data, however, in our case, the only
dimensions considered are those specified with the nodes layout position (x and y coordinates).
We first divide the graph in two parts with a similar number of nodes in each halves using a
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pivot value on the first dimension (e.g., x). The two resulting halves are then divided again in
two equal parts but using a pivot value on the second dimension. This process is repeated while
alternating dimensions until each node is isolated and thus is given an order; the first steps of
the process are demonstrated in Figure 5.13. As we know the size of the graph, we can compute
from the start how many divisions will be necessary to isolate all the nodes. However, if we
wish to conserve a regular shape for the layout, as it is our case, the number of division have
to be equal for each halves. This means regions with fewer nodes have to incorporate “holes”,
that is white-spaces which are given an order too. Moreover, because the number of nodes is
equally distributed in each halves during the division, the “holes” are evenly spread throughout
the whole space-filling representation.

(a) First division performed on x (b) Second division done on y (c) Third division on x once more

Figure 5.13: First iterations of space division on a graph with 16 nodes. Each time, the nodes are
ordered (in their set) according to the dimension considered during the step, and are divided in
two subsets of equal sizes –or approximately if the number of nodes is odd. The other dimension
is then chosen and the division is performed again. These operations are repeated until each
node is isolated in a subset.

To avoid creating representations with too many white spaces, we suggest to use a variable
shape for the representation such that the resulting shape of the layout will be either a square
or a rectangle depending of the number of nodes to display. While our ideal visualisation ratio is
set to be 1:1, a square is appropriate. However, the successive divisions and the rearrangement
along a space-filling curve –explained hereafter– do not give us the possibility to freely rearrange
nodes. The appearance of these white spaces is noticeable on representations with a limited
number of nodes, as depicted on Figure 5.15c, but becomes less visible when facing graphs with
more nodes, like the one in Figure 5.16b. A variable layout shape allows us to avoid incorporating
too many “holes” and to use most of the space available by following a simple rule: let n ∈ N
and |N | the number of nodes in the graph to display, the resulting shape will be a square if
2× 4n−1 ≤ |N | < 4n and a rectangle otherwise (when 4n < |N | ≤ 2× 4n). We test the number
of nodes during the first space division (e.g., on the x coordinate) to either spread the data on
a square or on half that surface, i.e., a rectangle. This is implemented by either using the whole
space-filling curve or only half of it if the number of nodes allows it.

Placement along a space-filling curve

Following the subsets computed during the space division operation, we can order the nodes.
As shown in Figure 5.14a, one can see how the successive divisions have created a sort of tilled
assemblage, somewhat reminiscent of some of the compositions by Piet Mondrian.1 The space

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piet_Mondrian

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piet_Mondrian
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divisions along x and y give an appropriate order for each node to be displayed along our space-
filling curve as we establish a correspondence between each tile and the points on the Morton
curve. Once ordered, the nodes can be laid out according to the curve shape, as in Figure 5.14b,
and finally be reshaped and resized to obtain a more evenly tilled depiction akin to a pixel
oriented representation (see Fig. 5.14c).

(a) Once nodes are isolated, they
can be ordered following the
space-filling curve shape.

(b) Ordered nodes are reposi-
tioned according to the N-order
space-filling curve layout.

(c) The size of each node is in-
creased and its shape is changed
to create a pixel-oriented layout.

Figure 5.14: Nodes’ ordering and placement along the space-filling curve.

Similar results can be obtained when using different curve designs or orientations –such as
the Hilbert or the Z-order curves– as long as the node ordering during the division respects the
path followed by the curve. This last point is crucial to conserve adjacency in the final layout,
otherwise, nodes which should be close end up being separated if the space division and recon-
struction do not follow the same pattern.

As shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.14, the successive application of these two phases allows us
to create a compact representation where nodes connected to each other end up in the same
vicinity. While the solution seem to be working according to our expectations on the smaller
graphs, let us now see how it copes on real world cases.

5.2.3 Complexity analysis and execution times

After having introduced the algorithm followed by our solution, we now propose to study the
complexity of its implementation. Despite the good resulting representations obtained so far on
the small examples, we are not entirely sure of the effectiveness of our solution once applied on
much larger graphs. As we have seen previously, network visualisations with several hundred
of thousands or even millions of elements are hard to compute and some of the existing force-
directed layouts for instance can take from a few minutes to several hours to compute (Hachul
and Jünger, 2007). Although, in the end, we believe the execution time to be a much more
valuable information from the point of view of the person who will use the algorithm to compute
representations, we first give in the following the complexity analysis of our solution to observe
its theoretical scalability.

We stay in the context previously introduced and keep the algorithm separated in two Phases.
Following the notation developed earlier, let |N0| and |E0| be respectively the number of nodes
and edges of the initial graph G0, |N1| the number of clusters computed from G0 (equal to the
number of nodes from G1) and |E1| the number of edges connecting those clusters (number of
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edges in G1). As we find that using more than one level does not significantly improve the final
layout and to avoid performing an overextensive analysis, we analyse the solution complexity
when computing only one coarse representation (G1) from the initial graph.

Phase I: coarser graphs
Step Clustering Coarse graph construction Layout computation

Complexity O(|E0|log|E0|) O(|E0|) O(|N1|log|N1|+ |E1|)

Phase II: pixel-oriented representation
Step Node ordering Placement on the curve

Complexity O
(
|N0|(log|N0|)2

)
O(|N0|log|N0|)

Table 5.1: Complexity of Phase I and II of Jasper applied on a graph G using one level of
coarsening. |N0| and |E0| define respectively the number of nodes and edges of the initial graph
G0 while |N1| expresses the number of clusters computed from G0 (equivalent to the number of
nodes of G1) and |E1| designates the edges connecting those clusters (similar to the number of
edges of G1).

The details for the results are given in Table 5.1 for each of the main steps existing in
Phase I and II. The first measure concerns the Louvain clustering algorithm (Blondel et al.,
2008). While generalised versions (Meo et al., 2011) or parallel implementations (Que et al.,
2015) of this algorithm exist, we use the version updated by the authors2 and implemented
in Tulip. The authors do not give any exact information concerning the complexity of their
algorithm, only hinting that the execution on large graphs suggest the method to be linear
as the modularity is easy to compute and tends to converge really fast. As we are interested
in the worst case complexity, we opt for a more conservative opinion in comparison to greedy
optimisation methods and use instead a near-linear time complexity in the number of edges:
O(|E0|log|E0|). Once the clustering achieved, the coarse graph G1 is built in linear time and
its layout is computed using the force-directed layout FM3, as implemented in OGDF,3 with
a worst-case running time of O(|N1|log|N1| + |E1|) (Hachul and Jünger, 2007). In the second
Phase, the node ordering operation presents the same complexity as a k-d tree construction using
a sort algorithm with a linearithmic complexity4 on each space division. Lastly, the placement
of the nodes on the curve can either be performed by looking for the nodes in the k-d tree but
also be performed right after a node receives its order.

We define the overall worst-case time complexity to be O
(
|N0|(log|N0|)2 + |E0|log|E0|

)
with

the first Phase being performed in O(|N1|log|N1|+ |E1|+ |E0|log|E0|) while the second phase is
completed in O

(
|N0|(log|N0|)2

)
. To simplify the expression, we have maximised |N1| and |E1| to

|N0| and |E0| respectively. We learn from this worst-case scenario that, although both the number
of edges and nodes impact the algorithm efficiency and the complexity is not linear, neither is it
quadratic. However, because the number of edges is always bigger than the number of nodes in a
network, sometimes up to an order of magnitude, we can predict that the number of edges, and
more precisely, the part of the solution whose complexity is impacted by it, i.e., the clustering
algorithm, will be our pitfall in terms of efficiency. The time complexity values given above
concern non-parallel executions but due to the current operating systems abilities and processor
architectures, we hardly recommend the use of an exclusively single-core implementation when

2https://sites.google.com/site/findcommunities/
3http://www.ogdf.net/
4As implemented in the standard C++ library: www.cplusplus.com/reference/algorithm/sort

https://sites.google.com/site/findcommunities/
http://www.ogdf.net/
www.cplusplus.com/reference/algorithm/sort
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the parallelisation of instructions can be achieved easily with compiler tools like OpenMP.5

While we do not propose a complexity analysis of our solution on multithreaded architecture,
several tasks in our implementation have been developed to allow OpenMP to take advantage
of such available resources, thus ultimately improving the computation times in comparison to
the performances one could have expected from the complexity analysis. These improvements,
unfortunately, cannot be used to enhance either the clustering algorithm nor the force-directed
layout computation.

Graph size Time (seconds)
Dataset |N | |E| Phase I* Phase II Total σ

email-Enron† 36,692 367,662 .23 .35 .27 .85 .02
soc-Slashdot0922† 82,168 948,464 .77 1.16 .59 2.52 .04

com-DBLP† 317,080 1,049,866 3.11 1.32 2.37 6.80 .16
com-Youtube? 1,134,890 2,987,624 8.35 5.87 9.08 23.30 .64

wiki-Talk‡ 2,394,385 5,021,410 9.84 4.18 20.24 34.26 1.64
com-LiveJournal? 3,997,962 34,681,189 190.59 20.78 33.79 245.16 5.97

Table 5.2: Presentation of the execution times for Jasper. The two first columns express
the number of nodes |N | and edges |E| of each graph and the five last columns give the time
measures. Each time value is an arithmetic mean measured on 10 runs and expressed in seconds.
Phase I * details both the time for the clustering algorithm execution and the rest of the Phase I
operations. Phase II corresponds to the whole time needed for the second Phase (pixel-oriented
layout computation). Total indicates the total execution time, sum of the previous values, and
σ gives the standard deviation of the Total value.
†: Leskovec et al. (2008); ?: Yang and Leskovec (2012); ‡: Leskovec et al. (2010a,b)

To test our implementation, we have chosen a few real-world graphs of different sizes, rang-
ing from hundreds of thousands of elements to several millions as initially targeted. We have
completed the time measurement by the addition of a much larger graph, counting four millions
nodes and almost thirty five millions edges, to test the limit of our solution. The datasets used
are all freely available online on the Stanford Network Analysis Project website.6 We show in Ta-
ble 5.2 the execution times obtained when using our solution. The implementation and running
time measurements have been done on a computer using an Intel i7-3840QM processor (2.8GHz,
4 hyper-threaded cores) with 32GB of RAM, a NVidia K2000M, running a Linux distribution
(Ubuntu 14.04) and the Tulip visualisation software in its latest version at the time (4.8). The
time measurements have been performed with the Boost library (http://www.boost.org – ver-
sion 1.55) and consider the real process time execution (processor time used exclusively for the
program execution7). All the graphs can easily fit in random-access memory during computation
as less than 8GB are used on the testing machine at all time. The graphic rendering and display
times are not included in the measures, thus only concerning the layout computation. As an
informal measure, we note that, once computed, the wiki-Talk layout is typically displayed in
less than 20s. However, it is important to note that displaying the larger graphs has a huge
impact on the amount of memory used; this is due to the OpenGL elements used to draw the
graph in Tulip. For instance, the full rendering of the com-LiveJournal dataset takes around
25GB of memory.

5An API for multi-platform parallel programming in C/C++: http://www.openmp.org/
6http://snap.stanford.edu
7Corresponds to the process real cpu clock from the Boost library

http://www.boost.org
http://www.openmp.org/
http://snap.stanford.edu
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The results presented in Table 5.2 are average values obtained after 10 runs for each dataset.
As we use the existing implementations of Louvain and FM3 available in Tulip, a (very) small
overhead due to the inner mechanisms of the framework is added to our workflow. Nonetheless,
we end up being able to compute the layout on relatively large graphs (2M nodes and 5M edges)
in roughly 35 seconds. The table shows some details concerning the time needed for intermediate
computations as well. A point of particular interest to us is to observe the time required by the
clustering algorithm . While it is responsible on average for 30% of the total computation time
on the first datasets, the algorithm becomes accountable for around 75% of the computation
time needed for the last graph. Thus, as expected, the clustering algorithm impacts significantly
the rapidity of the solution, especially when dealing with larger and denser graphs. On the
other hand, the layout algorithm (FM3) executed on the coarse graph presents a relatively small
workload (15% in the worst case) in comparison; its execution time is measured as a part of
the second column of Phase I. Finally, we can see that the execution time of Phase II scale as
anticipated, i.e., it seems to almost linearly with the number of nodes.

As planned, the results for some steps based on the previously announced complexities
are different, the information given earlier being only valid for single threaded executions.
Thus, both the space-filling and node ordering computations are quicker than initially expected
thanks to their parallel implementations. Furthermore, and as expected, the last dataset (com-
LiveJournal) shows the limits of our solution as the layout is computed in around four minutes.
While the time needed to obtain a result in such cases is not unacceptable considering the size of
the graphs at hand, we believe the computation of an overview layout should hardly take more
than a minute as the representation is not an exact one. The resulting time measures proposed
in the table underline how dependent our solution is of the clustering algorithm, and while a
clustering of quality is needed when deciding the groupings, the operation must also be quick.
However, our solution propose the advantage to be highly modular as the clustering algorithm
detecting communities and the layout algorithm drawing the coarse graph representations can
be changed at will should alternative algorithms need to be used.

With the complexity and time execution analysis out of the way, we can now take a look at
some of the resulting representations obtained with our solution with a few different graphs.

5.2.4 Resulting visualisation

We illustrate the general results obtained with our technique using four datasets of different
sizes. The first one, presented in Figure 5.15, is a random network generated following the model
of Wang et al. (2006). The graph is rather small, only consisting of 30,000 nodes and twice as
much edges, but presents free-scale and small-world characteristics. Colours are mapped on the
clusters to help differentiate one from another. The number of clusters, while being relatively
low (between 70 and 80), is still significant enough that no existing colour-scale can provide
enough discernible variations (Guastello, 2013). Consequently, some cluster colours appear to be
quite similar while truly being different. We show the initial graph drawn using a force-directed
algorithm (Fig. 5.15a), the coarse graph (representing the connections between communities,
Fig. 5.15b) and the final layout obtained when using our algorithm (Fig. 5.15c).

One can use the colours to identify the correspondences in the clusters between the two
layouts, when looking at the coarse graph and resulting layout. Viewing those two representations
side by side also allows to witness how our solution tends to preserve locality as connected
clusters ends up next or not far one from another. Likewise, we can see how the nodes placement
in Figure 5.15c respects the clusters position from Figure 5.15b (for instance: the two orange
clusters on the bottom-left or the “reddish” ones in the top-right area). Similar cross-examination
is unfortunately much harder between the force-directed layout of the graph and our solution’s
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(a) Node-link representation of the initial
graph with the FM3 algorithm

(b) Layout of the coarse graph obtained af-
ter Phase I

(c) Resulting pixel-oriented representation of the
graph obtained after Phase II

Figure 5.15: Application of Jasper on a random graph (30,000 nodes, 59,997 edges) generated
with the model of Wang et al. (2006); the first figure (a) shows the complete graph displayed with
a common force-directed layout (FM3), the second figure (b) shows an intermediary layout of a
coarser representation of the initial graph, while the third figure (c) shows the layout resulting
from our solution.

resulting representation due to the random initialisation performed by the layout algorithm
FM3 used in both drawings. Additionally, this small graph overview is ideal to observe the
white spaces mentioned earlier. One can see that the visualisation effectively forms a complete
rectangle, even though its number of nodes should not allow it, and multiple “holes” are visible,
regularly distributed throughout the representation. These white spaces help in fulfilling the
surface and are evenly scattered to avoid us ending up with odd distortions in certain areas.

Altogether, the force-directed layout in Figure 5.15a provides a clear and understandable
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(a) Layout of the coarse graph obtained after Phase I (b) Result using our solution

(c) Node-link representation of the network using the FM3

algorithm; layout computed in 180 seconds using OGDF
(d) A neighbourhood high-
lighter interactor in action

Figure 5.16: Application of Jasper on the DBLP graph presented in Leskovec et al. (2008)
(317,080 nodes, 1,049,866 edges and 430 clusters); the first figure (a) shows the coarser graph
displayed with a force-directed layout while the second figure (b) uses a layout computed using
Jasper. The third figure (c) shows a standard force-directed layout of the graph. For the final
figure (d), we use the representation (b) previously obtained, select a node and visualise its direct
neighbours using a visual filter.
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view due to the small size of the graph. However, when facing densely connected or larger net-
works, force-directed representations are not clear enough and may take a long time to compute.
To illustrate this point, we use the DBLP dataset introduced in Leskovec et al. (2008). Fig-
ure 5.16 shows the difference between the two rendered representations. The classic visualisation
(Fig. 5.16c) using the force-directed algorithm alone is unreadable and the communities, some-
what still discernible when solely using the force-directed algorithm with the previous example,
now melt into a single shapeless mass. On the other hand, our resulting layout (Fig. 5.16b) offers
a much clearer overview of the graph. Each cluster appears more distinctively, even with limited
colour variations, and, as connected communities are most likely laid out one next to another,
additional information and insights concerning the group relations can be gathered by the per-
son visualising the graph. This point is especially true if the visualisation framework proposes
specific interactors for neighbour identification or exploration such as the neighbourhood high-
lighter presented in Moscovich et al. (2009) and available in Tulip. As shown in Figure 5.16d,
using such tool allows users to examine and study the graph as well as the connections between
nodes. The absence of edges improves the visualisation overall legibility but those elements are
not deleted and can still be visualised. Moreover, organising and positioning the nodes in clusters
gives some structure to the graph, helping users in seeing which groups of nodes are connected.

(a) Layout of the coarse graph (b) Result using our solution

Figure 5.17: Application of Jasper on the Youtube graph presented in Yang and Leskovec (2012)
(1,137,890 nodes, 2,987,624 edges and 9k clusters); the first figure (a) show the coarser version
of the graph while the second figure (b) shows the final layout obtained with our algorithm.

The two next datasets, Youtube and LiveJournal from Yang and Leskovec (2012), are both
quite large graphs making their representations impossible to generate using normal force-
directed layout techniques. When the number of nodes exceeds half a million (and for at least
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(a) Layout of the coarse graph (b) Graph displayed with Jasper

Figure 5.18: Application of Jasper on the LiveJournal graph from Yang and Leskovec (2012)
(3,997,962 nodes, 34,681,189 edges and 6k clusters); the first figure (a) show the coarser version
of the graph while the second figure (b) shows the final layout of our algorithm.

twice as many edges), a classic layout algorithm such as FM3 is not sufficiently efficient to com-
pute a representation in a matter of minutes. On the other hand, Jasper can consider graphs
as large as these and compute a layout in 25 seconds for Youtube and in around 4 minutes for
LiveJournal. The resulting layouts for both datasets are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. In
each figure, a layout of the coarser graph is first shown, and followed by a representation of the
complete graph using Jasper.

Finally, we present in Figure 5.19 an example of propagation visualisation achieved with our
solution. As before, the nodes are distributed in clusters and each element is very likely to be
spatially close to an element with which it is connected. Because the network topology does
not evolve, we only need to compute the layout a single time. For this graph, a layout using
the force-directed algorithm FM3 is obtained in around thirty seconds whereas a representation
with Jasper takes just one. The same layout is used consistently, allowing us to preserve the
mental map, even if such necessity is still discussed and its benefit appear to be inconsequen-
tial (Purchase et al., 2007; Archambault et al., 2011; Archambault and Purchase, 2012) for any
reason other than aesthetic preferences. In order to maximise the legibility of the representation
from afar and to help observers differentiate the communities, we coloured the clusters using as
few colour as possible. While six colours (light, medium and dark blue, and yellow, orange and
red) are sufficient for the graph this time, we have obviously arranged them to avoid using the
same colour on neighbouring areas. For a complete contrast with the colours in use, the nodes
activated during the propagation are blackened, starting with the community initiating the first
propagation step (visible on the right side of the graph). The resulting visualisation is arranged
as a small multiple view presenting sixteen of the intermediary state of the propagation. Because
our representation uses a space-filling curve, each node is laid out without any possibility of over-
lapping. This means that, as long as the visualisation is displayed with sufficient precision (i.e.,
on a screen with enough pixels), Jasper provides a pixel-oriented representation where each in-
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Figure 5.19: Small-multiple view of a propagation phenomenon on a medium graph generated
by Wang et al. (2006) (65,000 nodes, 129,997 edges and 108 clusters). All the nodes within one
of the cluster are considered active, and an independent cascade model (Kempe et al., 2003) is
used to perform a propagation. The active nodes are coloured in black to quickly identify them.

dividual node is effectively displayed.8 As one can see, the propagation hops from community to
community, initially touching the most vulnerable/well connected nodes and spreading to their
neighbours. The simulation showed in this example is of course only an illustration intended
for the demonstration of Jasper. Consequently, the characteristics of the network have been
adapted to allow a fast and relentless propagation to take place, thus explaining why all the

8Whether a pixel, i.e., a node, is actually visible in the final layout cannot be guaranteed however as it depends
of both the display resolution (or pixel-per-inch) and the observer’s visual acuity (Ware, 2012). This limitation
is nonetheless common for any highly detailed representation. In the current example, as each propagation step
of the graph is drawn in a square of 256 by 256 (2562 = 65, 536 which is large enough to draw the 65,000 nodes),
the small-multiple view will effectively show all the elements at the same time if this page is printed in full-size on
A4 paper (in 300 dpi) or if the whole representation is displayed on at least 1150 pixels (with the white spaces).
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nodes successfully activate.

By presenting good execution times and legible layouts, our solution seems incredible on
paper. However, while we know the inner mechanisms of Jasper and understand easily enough
the information communicated by the representation, we need to see how it fares against other
visualisation. Particularly, we need additional opinions concerning the resulting layouts and
we want to see if our solution can produce more accurate or faster results than some other
representation. The verification of all these points requires a user experiment.

5.3 User experiment: visualisation validation

In the same way that a new vaccine has to be thoroughly tested, in both in vitro studies and on
real-cases, before being massively produced and widely distributed, our solution currently lacks
an actual and proper usability study. The benchmark and the few examples of resulting visual-
isations are certainly encouraging and have allowed us to assert the computational complexity
and measure the time needed to compute the representation. However, we still do not know if
users working with our solution can find better or more complex information than when using
other representations or if they can execute their work faster by using Jasper. We thus need
to know if our solution is actually useful and if users are ready, and willing, to adopt it. This
step is a normal part of the process of validating a solution and is mentioned in Figure 5.5 on
page 119, as we are trying to validate our choices for visual encodings and interaction techniques
by measuring the time and error rates obtained by users on specific tasks. While Munzner (2009)
describes this validation step as a lab study, the experts of Human-Computer Interaction more
generally label this process as an evaluation or an experimentation.

To achieve the validation of our solution, we have designed a user experimentation comparing
Jasper to other popular representation methods. We hope, by using several different datasets
and objectives to complete, to see the overall usability of our solution and whether or not it is
actually a good solution. Although the visualisation of propagation phenomena have been our
interest for developing Jasper, we have removed such focus from the experimentation design.
We remain nonetheless interested in the performance of operations involved with the study and
identification of communities in social networks. Thus, we propose to use our solution as a more
general graph overview visualisation.

In the following, we start by describing the setup of our experimentation, detailing the
datasets, presenting the representation methods and introducing the tasks given to the users.
After a few words on the experimentation design and protocol, we finish by presenting in details
the experiment results and discuss them.

5.3.1 Experimentation setup

The design of the experimentation has been greatly influenced by Purchase (2012), where the
author details all the key points to help in achieving the experimentation. We thus reuse her
terminology to express our own study.

By definition, an experimentation is motivated by a research question, in our case: is Jasper
a better solution? The answer to this question mainly depends of two conditions: whether our
solution enables user to respond faster or if their answers are more accurate, with the ideal result
being a noticeable gain on both sides. To measure the advantage of our solution, we use different
factors. First, we need a few different experimental objects, i.e., datasets, to test our solution in
the more general case. Great results on a single experimental object can only indicates that our
solution is adapted for visualising this particular dataset but consequently is not proved to be
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better from a more general point of view. Second, we must define a set of tasks that the users
will perform. The completeness and success of these tasks is measured and used to compare our
solution to the others. This leads us to the last factor: the conditions, or in our case, the different
representations. Because the sample of users taking part in the experimentation or evaluation
cannot be strictly identical every time, the users must test both the solution being evaluated and
the other ones to which it is compared to.

Datasets We use five different datasets throughout the whole experiment. A first one, a
small random network of 10,000 nodes and twice as much edges, based on the generative model
proposed by Wang et al. (2006), is used exclusively for training purposes. This dataset is thus
not considered in the final experimentation results. During the experiment, it is only employed
to introduce the different layouts and tasks, and help the users to familiarise themselves with
the representations. Once these tutorials are finished, and in order to place users in similar
situations to those encountered in social network analysis, we use real-world datasets of different
sizes, ranging from tens of thousands to a few hundreds of thousands nodes. This aims to analyse
the responses of users depending of both the layout used and the size and density of the networks
visualised. All the following datasets are freely available as part of the Stanford Large Network
Dataset Collection9 (Leskovec and Krevl, 2014).

D1. email-Enron is a set of email messages, called the Enron corpus, representing exchanges
between employees of the Enron corporation (Klimt and Yang, 2004). Additional informa-
tion concerning the dataset, its origin, and a non-exhaustive list of research works using it
is available online.10 With its 33,696 nodes and 180,811 edges, this is the smallest dataset
we use during the experimentation.

D2. soc-Slashdot0922 is a snapshot from February 2009 of the user community from the web-
site Slashdot.11 Although in the initial dataset, users have tagged each other positively or
negatively, we are solely interested by the topological network created by those interactions.
The Slashdot social network contains 82,168 nodes and 948,464 edges.

D3. soc-sign-epinions is a dataset extracted from the Epinions website.12 More specifically,
as a review website, Epinions proposes to users to select other users and “trust” them as
well as their opinions on a wide range of products sorted by categories; more information
on the dataset is available in Leskovec et al. (2010b). This network has 119,130 nodes and
833,695 edges.

D4. com-DBLP is a filtered version of the co-authorship network extracted from the computer
science bibliography website13 hosted by the University of Trier. Introduced in Yang and
Leskovec (2012), this is the largest network used in our experiment with its 317,080 nodes
and 1,049,866 edges.

To simplify the experiment and visualise networks with at least a common ground, the two
datasets based on email-Enron and soc-sign-epinions, which are composed of several disconnected
groups, have been filtered to only keep the largest weakly connected component.

Although we designed Jasper as a solution to represent the overview of rather large graphs,
one cannot help but notice that the size of the graphs we have selected for our evaluation are more

9http://snap.stanford.edu/
10http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/ and http://enrondata.org/content/research/
11https://slashdot.org/
12http://www.epinions.com/
13http://dblp.uni-trier.de/

http://snap.stanford.edu/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
http://enrondata.org/content/research/
https://slashdot.org/
http://www.epinions.com/
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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modest than what we have presented before. This is simply due to the fact that this experiment
aims at comparing our solution with others, and, while Jasper is able to handle larger graphs,
we deem it unfair to evaluate the other representations on such extreme criterion.

Tasks Considering our strong interests toward social networks, the tasks we wish to perform
should obviously answer to some existing need but also be oriented toward specific features
encountered in such graphs. More precisely, an important point of interest in social networks
analysis concerns the study of communities and the social ties existing between these groups.
We thus propose solely community-oriented tasks, allowing us to measure how efficiently the
different visualisations can represent this information:

T1. Which highlighted community is the largest? As a community delimits a group of
people with strong and numerous ties with one another, it will possess a very high edge/node
ratio. Large communities are remarkable for this density is widened to many of individuals.
When analysed, these sizeable groups often have to be identified, isolated, and studied aside
to make sense. Being able to easily compare and pinpoint these large communities is thus
an important criterion.

T2. How many highlighted communities is there? Although highlighting is an efficient
way to bring information into focus, one still need to be able to discern this visual feedback.
For this task, we extend this requirement by displaying several highlighted communities
at the same time in a single graph. This allows us to measure how efficiently users can
identify precise communities and differentiate them from the others.

T3. Are the highlighted communities connected? In the same way that most usual graph
visualisations try to legibly indicate the existence of a link between two nodes, we wish to
know if two communities are actually connected, i.e., if there is at least one of the nodes
from the first community connected to one of the nodes from the second community. We
propose this task to evaluate the adjacency-rendering abilities of the different visualisations.

Representation methods We choose four different visualisations to represent the aforemen-
tioned datasets. An example of the visual appearances of each method can be previewed in
Figure 5.20. We use two well-known methods to compare to Jasper as a foundation: the ad-
jacency matrix and the node-link diagram. In order to be fair throughout our experiment with
respect to the nature of the tasks being community-oriented, we propose two different layout
algorithms to draw the graphs with the node-link diagram. Although both use a force-directed
layout, one additionally propose a more noticeable spatial separation of the communities. For
each graph, we use the Louvain clustering algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008) to identify the com-
munities and mark accordingly each node with an index specifying its cluster number. Based
on this index, we then colour the nodes using a red-yellow-blue colour scale, so that each com-
munity colour is different. This colouring is given for each graph and is thus kept across all the
representations. Furthermore, for all visualisations, nodes are drawn using square shapes, edges
are coloured in grey and drawn as straight lines, and the background is coloured in black.

R1. Jasper As introduced above, Jasper is an adjacency-preserving, space-filling, and pixel-
oriented layout. As a preliminary hypothesis, we believe our solution to be particularly
adapted as an overview, and thus, should be the most efficient for finding communities
and evaluating their size, as asked for task T1. It should also perform quite well with any
community numbering related task, such as task T2, due to its construction. Its space-
filling characteristic however is likely to impede to a certain extent the acknowledgement
of existing connections between communities, thus likely giving poor results for task T3.
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(a) Jasper (b) Adjacency matrix diagram (Matrix)

(c) Node-link diagram using a force-
directed layout (NLD)

(d) Node-link diagram using a force-
directed layout with community separa-
tion (NLD-com)

Figure 5.20: Example of the four different kind of representations used during the experiment.
The graph represented is the same in each visualisation. The nodes are shaped and coloured
identically across all the representations.

R2. Adjacency matrix diagram (Matrix) This visualisation is a basic representation lay-
ing out a graph as a square Boolean matrix. As the main characteristic able to make a
difference between two adjacency matrix diagrams is the selected node ordering, we ar-
ranged the nodes using the cluster indices. This regroups the nodes belonging to the same
cluster, placing them next to one another. As a preliminary hypothesis, we believe the
adjacency matrix diagram to be a rather dense and complex representation lacking the
appeal offered by other visualisation techniques. Nonetheless, the matrix still shows all the
information needed for each of the tasks, its only weakness being the difficulty for unfa-
miliar persons to gather this knowledge as shown in the literature (Sansen et al., 2015).
We thus expect an overall fair rate of accurate answers but with probably longer response
times than the other representations for T1, T2 and T3.
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R3. Node-link diagram (NLD) The first NLD uses the well-known force-directed layout
FM3 described in Hachul and Jünger (2005). While certainly the most common and pre-
ferred visualisation (Archambault and Purchase, 2015), node-link diagrams are known to
provide mediocre to poor visual representations for dense graphs with as few as a hundred
nodes when considering classical graph visualisation tasks (e.g., counting nodes, finding
paths; Ghoniem et al. (2005)). As the tasks considered for our experiment are community-
oriented, we may possibly end up with very different results in the end, however, with
the representations being unsatisfactorily, especially for such large graphs, we state as a
preliminary hypothesis that the NLD remains unlikely to excel at any of the given tasks.

R4. Node-link diagram with community regroupment (NLD-com) This second NLD
uses the coarser graph, or quotient/skeleton graph, of the communities to display a much
legible view of the graph. The coarser layout is computed using FM3 and the communities
are displayed more densely, allowing nodes belonging to the same community to be spa-
tially closer to their neighbours than outsider nodes. This representation is similar to the
visualisation obtained at the end of the Phase I of Jasper. The preliminary hypothesis
formulated when using this layout is more positive than the previous one when considering
the tasks T2 and T3. Indeed, placing the nodes as a group improves the visibility and
the identification the communities; when laid out this way, the connections between group
of users are also quite discernible from connections between users of the same community.
On the other hand, the task T1 remains precarious as nodes from the same community
can appear more and more indistinguishable from one another the larger the layout is.

Experiment design As we are looking to know whether there is any difference in perfor-
mance when using different representation methods, we must also ensure the generalisation of
our experiment. We thus propose to use two different series of questions: although the datasets,
tasks, and visualisations used are similar in both cases, the communities subjected to the tasks
are changed. This allows us to further validate the solution by using an alternative scenario.
It also proves that the visualisations are not specialised in the study and identification of only
a few communities but that the results would be almost similar should any other community
be highlighted. In the end, all three tasks are applied to four different datasets (not including
the smaller graph used for the introductory exercises) using four representation methods thus
generating 3 tasks ×4 datasets ×4 representation methods = 48 results per user experimentation.

To perform the experimentation, we use a simple web application, proposing for each ques-
tion two pictures of the same graph visualised using the same representation but with different
highlighted communities. An example of the complete graphical user interface used during the
experimentation is shown in Figure 5.21. As one can see, the task to complete is expressed at
the top, with more detailed instructions given underneath and a time counter is placed in the
top-right corner to indicate the time remaining to the user to complete the task. While the pic-
tures are static representations of each of the datasets, an interaction is offered to the users: the
possibility to hide the highlight on the concerned communities whenever the picture is hovered
by the mouse cursor. Additionally, and in order to simplify the tasks and avoid unequal quality
when dealing with non-deterministic layout at different iterations, the same graph layout is used
for each pair of graph and visualisation in a given series. This restriction is useful to guarantee
that the selected communities are not too small and can be noticed in any of the representations
for instance.

Protocol Overall, the experiment is divided in four sets of questions, with each set using only
a single representation method. To keep the users attentive, short recesses of up to two minutes
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Figure 5.21: Evaluation graphical user interface. The task at hand is specified at the top of the
page; the chronometer informing the user of the remaining time is in the top-right corner; the
two pictures of the current graph are displayed in the center, on the left and right sides; finally,
the “Surrender” button is located between the two visual representations.

are proposed between each set of questions.

When the experiment begin, the users are not familiar with the representations or the tasks
at hand. For the users to perform at their utmost capability, they must learn the tasks and how
to use the visualisations to achieve them according to Purchase (2012). This is ensured by using
training questions at the beginning of each set. We submit a total of six training questions per set
to the user. The first three are used to introduce the tasks with the current representation, and
give users the opportunity to ask for help or additional explanations concerning the visualisation.
The remaining three training questions are simply standard questions, selected at random in
the alternative series and whose results will be ignored, but which allow the users to test the
representation on a real dataset. Each user is thus asked to answer to 6 training questions ×4
representation methods +48 normal questions = 72 questions in total.

For each question, users are shown two pictures of the same graph with different highlighted
communities. The concerned nodes are coloured in pink to make them more apparent; the edges
on the other hand remain of the same colour (grey). The user then reads the task proposed and
clicks on the appropriate picture. If the user does not know the correct answer, a “Surrender”
button can be clicked to pass to the next question. An informative time limit of 45 seconds is
set for each question. Past that time, users can still look at the visualisation for as long as they
need but any given answer will be marked as false. We hope that by leaving them the time
to study a graph representation in depth, we give them the opportunity to forfeit one question
for a better understanding of the visualisation, thus leading to better result with the following
questions. The ordering of tasks, graphs, and representation used in each question is managed
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using Latin squares14 to avoid identical scenarios to take place for different experiments.
At the end of the experiment, each user must answer to a survey asking them to sort the

representation methods according to their preference for a given task, and to pick her or his
favourite representation. An inquiry for diverse remarks is also performed.

5.3.2 Experimentation results

In the following, we discuss the results obtained during our experimentation. As mentioned
above, we are mainly interested in two parameters concerning this experiment: the error rate
and the response time. With these two measures being performed for each task on different
graphs, we can compare the final results obtained with each representation method. During
the whole experimentation, a total of twenty nine participants formed of associate professors,
researchers, engineers, post-doctorates and students have volunteered as participants. All were
asked to have at least a basic understanding of graph theory (at an undergraduate level) but no
prior knowledge concerning information visualisation or network analysis was requested. Out of
these twenty nine persons, three were present for the pilot tests, thus leaving us with a core of
twenty six volunteers whose results are taken into account for the final user study.

We use the logfile returned by the web application stating the time and response accuracy
of the users and analyse the results and their statistics; all statistical computations have been
performed with the R project.15 For both the time and the error rate, we use each time two
different statistical tests. The first test offers a general view, allowing us to verify if there is
a significant distinction existing between all the used representations. The second test is then
applied on each pair of representations to compare one to the other. More precisely, to study the
error-rate, we use Pearson’s Chi-squared test16 to compare the results using contingency tables
and detect any possible global difference. A series of Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test17 to compare each
pair of representation is then performed to precisely identify where the significant differences
appear. For the response time variations, we first analyse them globally using Kruskal-Wallis’
rank-sum test18 and compare each pair of representation with Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test whenever
a significant difference is found out. As one can notice, we use non-parametric tests for both
the error-rate and the response time, as both sets of results follow non-normal distributions. We
nonetheless use a standard significance level α = 0.05 to declare whether a significant difference
exists in our results. With the time and error rate analysed, we then proceed with the second
part of our analysis which considers the qualitative comments and marks gathered at the end of
the experimentation as a survey. We use once more a Kruskal-Wallis’ rank-sum test to compare
for each task the users appreciation concerning the different representations. We can then rank
the existing solutions according to this qualitative study and the users comments.

We present in Figure 5.22 the results obtained from our experimentation. Quite logically, we
differentiate the results obtained according to the tasks the users were expected to complete.

T1. Which highlighted community is the largest? Jasper (R1) and the Adjacency Ma-
trix Diagram (Matrix, R2) give here the best results with the lowest error rates. Indeed,
user responses when using these representations were significantly more correct than with
either of the Node-Link Diagrams visualisations (R3 or R4). The response times for
Jasper (R1) and Matrix (R2) are also better but the difference is only considered signif-
icant when either is compared to NLD-com (R4).

14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_square
15www.r-project.org
16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson%27s_chi-squared_test
17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mann%E2%80%93Whitney_U_test
18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kruskal%E2%80%93Wallis_one-way_analysis_of_variance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_square
www.r-project.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson%27s_chi-squared_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mann%E2%80%93Whitney_U_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kruskal%E2%80%93Wallis_one-way_analysis_of_variance
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(a) T1 Mean error rate

(p-value < 2e−16)
(b) T2 Mean error rate

(p-value < 2e−16)
(c) T3 Mean error rate

(p-value = 1e−12)

(d) T1 Mean response time

(p-value = 0.01)
(e) T2 Mean response time

(p-value = 0.5)
(f) T3 Mean response time

(p-value = 3e−7)

Figure 5.22: Results of the user experimentation. We give for each task the mean error-rate and
response time on the right answers measured during the experiments. The exact value obtained
for each representation is specified under the bar on the charts, while the standard derivation
for each group is given on top of them. The different p-values indicate the significance of the
distinction between all the results.

T2. How many highlighted communities is there? For this task, a huge gap appears be-
tween NLD (R3) and the three other representation methods in terms of error-rate. NLD-
com (R4) gives here a significantly lower error-rate than the Matrix (R2) while Jasper
(R1) sits halfway in-between. The response time analysis shows only small variations, and,
while the average NLD response time seems to be longer, no true significance is detected.

T3. Are the highlighted communities connected? This task proved to be much more com-
plicated than initially anticipated in the pilot experimentation as shown by the high error-
rates. Using the Matrix (R2) returns the lowest error rate by far, with Jasper (R1) and
NLD (R3) coming next. However, the average response time when using Jasper (R1) is
significantly better than all the other representations, it even cuts by half the average time
needed to answer when using the Matrix (R2).

On a side note, while the datasets have been chosen to bring the experimentation as close
as possible to real case, the selected networks are not identical and some statistically significant
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variations exist for certain tasks. For instance, the successful completion of T1 takes less time
on DBLP (D4) and the completion of task T3 has been significantly more successful on Epinion
(D3) –with still 49% of errors– as well as sensibly faster –but not significantly– than on the other
graphs. Task T2 on the other hand does not show any significant differences in the response
times and error rates across the different datasets.

Finally, we complete these results with the qualitative information obtained from the survey
taken by all participants at the end of the experiment. Presented in Table 5.3, the marks given
by the users are rather conform to the response times and error-rates measured. For task T1,
Jasper (R1) and Matrix (R2) are both preferred to the node-link representations. Task T2
however brings NLD-com (R4), Jasper (R1) and Matrix (R2) at the same level due to mixed
opinions with the last method (R3) being majoritarily rated low. NLD-com (R4) and Jasper
(R1) end up with the best marks for task T3, following the response time tendency but ignoring
their high error rates (especially for R4).

Task R1. Jasper R2. Matrix R3. NLD R4. NLD-com
T1 1.64 1.96 3.16 3.24
T2 2.12 2.20 3.64 2.04
T3 1.80 3.20 3.28 1.72

Table 5.3: Average marks given by the users at the end of the experiment for each representation
method depending of the task. The users were asked to rank the methods according to their
efficiency with respect to the task at hand. This decision was made without any knowledge of
the experiments results. The marks go from 1 (best) to 4 (worst) without any possible equality.

5.3.3 Discussion on the experimentation results

While no representation emerges as the clear winner from our experimentation, we have however
certainly noticed a few points which we deem interesting. Let us start with the results obtain
in task T1. The ranking based on the error-rate for each of the methods is very close to our
initial expectations. While we are surprised by the relatively quick response time obtained from
both the Matrix (R2) and the node-link diagram (R4), we find the error-rate of both Jasper
(R1) and the Matrix (R2), although being quite low, to still be higher than awaited. Task T2
sees the prevalence on all fronts of the node-link diagram rearranged for displaying communities
(R4). This is because the nodes are arranged as tight clusters and can be easily identified,
even in the largest networks. When compared to the normal node-link diagram (R3) on this
task, one can clearly see the interest in regrouping the nodes as communities, nevertheless, this
advantage turns to be a double-edged sword for the representation as R4 falls back on the two
other tasks whereas NLD (R3) present average results instead. Finally, task T3 has certainly
the most striking results with its the high error-rate. While we knew the task was somewhat
complex after our pilot experiments, we were far from expecting such poor results across all
representations. Indeed, had the users responded at random to the questions, the answers would
had been closer to 50% of error-rate from a statistical point-of-view; thus, not only are the
representation ill-adapted for this task, they also seem to mislead the users. As the identification
of neighbouring elements is one of the atomic operations one would expect to perform on a node,
the generalisation of this task to a community seemed like a necessary operation in a context
where communities are so essentials. In the end, while the task may have been too intricate,
we believe that the proposed representation methods are also not adapted for this type of task;
alternatively, a multi-scale visualisation may be a much more efficient solution.
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Overall, and despite its popularity, the node-link diagram (R3) does not excel anywhere and
gives almost consistently worst results than the Matrix representation (R2) with respect to the
tasks at hand. Its variation, NLD-com (R4), proposes extremely improved results on task T2
in terms of error-rate but the representation does not bring improvements anywhere else. The
Matrix representation (R2) showed the expected efficiency but the responses are faster than
what we had initially predicted except for task T3. This proves that, given a quality ordering
of the nodes, the adjacency matrix diagram is still a relevant representation method even for
moderately large graphs. Lastly, Jasper (R1) did not reveal to be an incredible novel and
ground-breaking representation method, but it was not designed with such goal in mind. For
both tasks T1 and T2, our solution comes as one of the best with no significant differences found
in the experimentation results. Task T3 shows more mixed results with a slightly better-than-
average error-rate, in comparison to the other representations, but also with the best response
time, coming at half the time needed for the Matrix (R2). Had the experimentation tasks been
designed to only be completed once the answer given by the user is accurate, the error-rate
distribution may have been quite different. So while Jasper (R1) is not the best at every task,
its global performance seem to mark it as an all-encompassing acceptable overview solution, a
fact sustained by the marks given by the users at the end of the experiment.

The propagation visualisation example presented earlier exposes perfectly our main intention
when initially designing this layout algorithm: to propose a legible overview for large graphs.
It is necessary to acknowledge the limitations of our method as we emphasise the overview
characteristic of the resulting visualisation as performing analysis or in-depth studies on a graph
can not be achieved using our method alone. Obviously, if one tries to discover all there is to know
about a graph using a single approach, it will not be sufficient to understand every singular detail;
attaining this outcome will indeed require different methods and points of view. Only then, may
it ultimately result in a more complete picture. This is true for our method as, due to our focus
on node representation, we have mostly hidden the edges, thus occulting some information to the
observer. Even though we use node placement and colours to give hints of detected communities
and existing connections, such metaphors are far from perfect and the visualisation produced
is not entirely sound. Nevertheless, with the assistance of supplementary interactors and visual
representations, additional insights on the structure of the graph and connections established
through the edges can be easily accentuated; the neighbourhood highlighter available in Tulip
or a matrix/node-link drawing focusing on specific sub-graphs are such tools. Furthermore, this
lack of explicit information is not solely encountered when using our method as large graphs
typically contain more information and details than one can possibly display simultaneously.
Even other solutions similar to Jasper, using pixel-oriented layout to maximise the amount of
information displayed in limited space, can only give an approximation (Shneiderman, 2008). For
instance, considering the wiki-Talk dataset (2, 394, 385 nodes), we realise that simply using one
pixel to display each node is impossible as the sheer number of elements to display is bigger than
the number of pixels available on nowadays common display interfaces (a “full HD” resolution
is only able to display 1920 × 1080 = 2, 073, 600 pixels). Multi-level solutions like Auber et al.
(2003) and Shi et al. (2009) can overcome such restrictions but only up to a certain point as
their resulting layouts solely provide an approximated or partial representation of the graph.

5.4 Conclusion

We have presented in this chapter a novel visualisation solution. Unable to find an existing layout
which suited our needs, that is to visualise quickly large social networks without occluding any
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node to see how propagation spreads, we were left with little choice but to create our own
graph layout, obviously custom-fitted for our requirements. We thus have developed a new
layout algorithm in adequation to our needs which we called Jasper (Vallet et al., 2016). We
have used the lessons learned in studying different visualisation methods to design our solution
to compute graph layouts with space-filling, pixel-oriented, and adjacency-preserving qualities.
While initially created to be a quick method to compute overviews of large graphs, a user
experimentation has proved our solution to be quite efficient on some community-related tasks,
leading us to believe that Jasper can also be useful in some situations where a visualisation to
assess the state of a large graph at a glance is required. As graphs will only grow larger and larger
as more data is harvested to be exploited through data-analysis techniques, specific visualisation
methods will have to be developed to cope with the ever increasing number of elements considered.
Although in the end none of the representations considered during our experimentation has
proved to be utterly better suited than the others for large graph visualisation and community-
oriented tasks performance, we believe the issue worth of interest.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The main goal of this last chapter is to bring all the work presented in this thesis to a conclusion.
We also wish to offer some complementary perspectives, directions for future research, and discuss
about some of the improvements brought to Porgy. But first, let us recall the outline of this
thesis and summarise the work presented in this document.

6.1 Summary

From start to finish, we have tried to follow a logical workflow in the presentation of our work.
We opted to begin our endeavour from next to nothing, starting with a graph, containing but a
single node, which we then proceed to build up and expand. To this end, we first proposed to
use generative models to create entire networks around our initial node. Secondly, we instilled
some activity and dynamism in the graph through diffusion algorithms to perform simulations of
information cascades. Finally, and while some visual analytics can also be performed during or
after diffusion simulations, we employed visualisation techniques to study the graph and represent
the operations which took place on it. Of course, performing these operations would hardly be
worthy to mention had they been completed with standard and common methods; in our case
however, we have instead defined and used a specific formalism employing only ordered graph
transformations to achieve our goal and perform the aforementioned operations.

While, overall, this formalism makes our work slightly less straightforward, marginally more
time-consuming and is not as efficient as some of the commonly used approaches, graph rewriting
offers nonetheless a very accurate and unmatched expressiveness, allowing us to consider virtually
any possible graph and transform it into anything else with just a single rule application. As
one can guess, this kind of potentiality does not come easily nor without atonement and thus
the formalism needs a precise situation and operational context to limit the transformations and
avoid any unwanted or unruly byproduct. When we have presented all the details surrounding
our approach in Chapter 2, we have described how the whole process of graph rewriting unfolds.
The principle is quite easy to grasp: several elements existing in a graph are selected, extracted
from it, transformed, rearranged, and finally replaced in the appropriate position. While this
summary only grazes the surface of the different processes achieved during a rewriting step, the
procedure truly followed is of course more intricate and every minute detail existing in the graph,
down to the individual value of the elements’ properties, becomes very important. However, the
real strength of our formalism, as well as the originality setting our solution apart from other
graph rewriting systems, plainly resides in the strategy and in our use of located graphs. Whereas
the former component is essential to manage the transformations, offering for instance loops and
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conditional or probabilistic rules applications, the latter items are indispensable to specify or
dismiss at will the elements which can or cannot be transformed.

Once a proper definition of the formalism is given, nothing can stop us from establishing rules
and strategies and applying them to obtain different results. Our rewriting platform Porgy,
proposing a graphical interface to build the rules and visualise the results of their application
on graphs, is able to work on different types of data; however, based on our own interest toward
social networks analysis and visualisation, we have decided to investigate the possible applications
for graph rewriting transformations on graphs of this nature. While several uses come to mind,
the initial one we chose to explore was responding to a basic need: to apply rules, we first
need a graph. Despite the large number of network generators available in the literature, the
decision was easy to make as we naturally decided to explore the seminal model which initiated
the craze for small-world networks. The complete presentation of the process we followed to
adapt this model into rewrite rules and a strategy is detailed in Chapter 3. Additionally, after
having proven our translation is correct and follows the specificities of the original model, we
also use this experience to define and implement another generative model we created using
behaviour observations we made when studying social network evolution. After analysis, we can
guarantee that executing our model also results in generating a network presenting small-world
characteristics. While the two models use different sets of rules and their strategies describe
distinct rule application, seeing that two different models could lead to the creation of graphs
presenting the same characteristics has left us wondering if the expressiveness of our formalism
could be used to investigate, compare and identify which rule or section in the strategies leads
to this result.

This question has been studied using what we believe to be a much simpler example to
begin with. One of the recurring interest existing when studying social networks concerns the
diffusion of rumours, content, or more generally any type of information. Because social networks
represent the structure of interactions between individuals, understanding the relations between
the persons gives us the possibility to better comprehend what, when, and in which manner
pieces of information are going to spread throughout the network. Although there is a lot of
different diffusion models with their own specificities, we have restrain ourselves in Chapter 4
to only study four of them in-depth. The first two are standard influence propagation models
where individuals diffusing a piece of information try to court their neighbours into relaying it to
their own neighbours. On one hand, we have a probabilistic transmission, where one person tries
to share the piece of information with somebody else and succeed with a probability correlated
to the influence. On the other, we can use the joint influence method, where all the individuals
sharing the information combine their personal influence to work together and convince another
person to help in diffusing the information. The mechanisms presented by either models are at the
core of several other diffusion models and have been extended by taking into account additional
outcomes, influence resistance, time-dependent influences, etc. As their initial descriptions are
quite different, both models present contrasting approaches accordingly. For instance, where
one consider influence to be a peer-to-peer operation, the second prefers a many-to-one peer
pressure effect; alternatively, the first model sees the influential individual as the person of interest
whereas, the second model focus on the influenced user instead. However, the implementation
using our formalism does not show such flagrant variations: the strategic programs are similar,
and the only difference appears in the computation which lead to a person agreeing to relay an
information. By completely expressing the models using a common formalism, we have found a
legitimate way to describe the models on a neutral ground where they can be properly compared.
This concept has also lead us to try another proposition. As we are able to identify small details
differing between two existing models, why not try to start from an actual model and insert such
divergence. To this end, we have used the remaining two models, describing a dissemination
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algorithm instead of a propagation phenomenon. Whereas individuals (nodes in the graph)
are key elements allowing a propagation phenomenon to go on, a dissemination process mostly
ignores the users’ opinions and decides, essentially on its own, which piece of information gets to
be shown to one’s neighbours and when it is retained. The initial dissemination model behaves
as expressed previously. Every person however gets to vote if they consider that the information
being diffused is relevant, in which case, the algorithm will further enforce the dissemination,
and inversely. We propose to reuse this model and rework it to add to it some of the features
observed in the earlier models. The graph rewriting program applying this reworked model ends
up, as expected, being very close to the one using the initial model; it also presents whichever of
the properties inherited through the small modifications being inserted.

The application of any of the above models on an existing network, once the different proper-
ties are properly initialised, allows us to simulate scenarios of information diffusion. We showed
a visual representation of such network when in an intermediate state. Although, the graph used
at that time is an example aiming to illustrate how it evolves as the graph rewriting program
execution proceed, it is only natural to propose such feature for any who wishes to observe the
current state of the network and to know if the diffusion is still on-going, slowing or accelerat-
ing for instance. This knowledge can of course be brought forth using different visual analytic
techniques; nonetheless, to reach a more in-depth understanding of the transformation which
occurred, one needs to be able to envision where the changes take place to wholly comprehend
how the process unfolds. This point has been addressed in Chapter 5 where we introduce a new
space- and time-efficient method to draw large graphs. The main idea of the layout is to visually
group nodes in clusters and use the graph’s coarser representation, as well as a space-filling curve,
to lay out the nodes in a compact fashion while preserving their spatial proximity with the other
nodes of the same community. This solution has been successfully used to compute layouts for
large graphs with a few millions of elements in half a minute, and with quicker results still (a
matter of seconds) on graphs counting hundreds of thousands of elements. To ensure the quality
and usefulness of the resulting visualisation, we have also performed a user experimentation,
comparing our solution to the mostly commonly used visual representations. While the layouts
produced with our method do not drastically outperform in terms of quality or completion time
the other contestants, our solution managed to be consistently on par in the lead for each of the
task being evaluated, as well as being the best rated according to the average users’ opinion.

6.2 Perspectives

In this document we have independently created networks, produced scenarios of information
propagation or dissemination, and finally proposed a solution to visualise the final results. Once
combined, these three steps can be seen as a complete global workflow to simulate and observe
the results of information diffusion. By switching the type of graph, diffusion model, and repre-
sentation method being used, one can effectively create a custom solution to perform simulations
according to precise specifications. To obtain this result however, some guidelines need to be
followed to avoid problems. The most important one is that the different components must be
developed and work completely independently from one another to avert dependencies which
would otherwise impair the modularity. This also mean that the different initialisations, which
are for instance needed by some of the models we have presented so far, have to be taken care
of using rewrite rules and strategies.

In its current form, the visualisation step is some sort of outlier in the workflow as it relies
on the visual advantages offered by Porgy (and thus Tulip) but does not employ the graph
rewriting formalism to compute the layouts. Should we decide to, the workflow could be expressed
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using only graph rewriting operations and work like Zhang et al. (2002), proposing a grammar-
based graph drawing method, could be used as a basis to create layout techniques. Additionally,
the generation-diffusion-visualisation workflow we describe above can naturally be extended to
incorporate further modules. We have attempted it superficially earlier for instance as we were
proposing to use visual analysis in Section 4.2.3 on page 92, however, a more common occurrence
would likely take the form of a generation-diffusion-analysis-visualisation workflow. While several
operations need to be performed to achieve a true analysis, some experiments should be carried on
on simple examples first. Some calculation like the clustering algorithm presented by Raghavan
et al. (2007) using label propagation should not stray far from our existing model and could be
developed as a proof of concept before trying on more complex methods.

For the different models we have proposed in this thesis, considering the developed rewrite
rules and strategies in the context of such a highly modular workflow gives us a different point of
view which also underlines the limitations of our formalism. The first one we identify considers
how the strategic graph rewriting syntax leaves us currently without a mean to transfer informa-
tion handled at the strategy-level into the rules and vice versa. This shortcoming is most striking
in Section 3.2 on page 47 where using a parameter to indicate the value to use for the attribute
Distance would have made the implementation much simpler and the strategies shorter. Addi-
tionally, this also implies the necessity of updating the strategy syntax to add iterating loops and
variables to store the counters. The second limitation we have found concerns the conditional
matching. At the moment, the attribute’s value of any element in the left-hand side is defined
using a constant given as a specification of the rule (e.g., attribute Colour of node n1 must be
equal to red where n1 is in the left-hand side and red is a constant). This could be changed
to define the matching characteristic of elements based on other elements in the left-hand side
(e.g., attribute Colour of node n1 must be equal to attribute Colour of node n2 where n1 and
n2 are both in the left-hand side). Proposing this feature would make conditional matches on
elements possible but it also creates some issues which need to be thought through and addressed
first, notably how to handle deadlock situations (e.g., attribute Colour of n1 must be equal to
attribute Colour of n2 and attribute Size of n2 must be larger than attribute Size of n1).

Other improvements to further generalise our formalism are still currently lacking in our
formalism. Nonetheless, the following features can not be truly considered as existing limitations
as we have not (yet) encountered cases where they were absolutely necessary to successfully
implement the transformation. The first proposed feature is as follows. At the moment, only
two located subgraphs, P and Q, are available in the syntax. By proposing additional located
subgraphs, it becomes possible to perform more elaborate filtering operations while leaving the
position and ban subgraphs to be solely used to respectively either store the nodes and edges to
focus on or the forbidden elements. The second feature is the introduction of “anti-nodes”, which
are elements to use in the rules; they are akin to the anti-edges presented in 2.2.3 on page 26 but
using nodes instead. These anti-elements are used to precise in a rule’s left-hand side where and
when no elements should exist. For instance, let imagine the left-hand side of a rule contains a
node n1 and an anti-node n2 and neither bear any distinctive sign (no attribute). For the rule
to apply, a candidate must be found for n1 but the anti-node must be left without a match:
this rule can thus only apply on graphs with a single node. Once more, this refinement is easy
to understand but it needs advanced considerations to cover properly all the possible scenarios
(e.g., one or several anti-nodes, connected with or without edge and anti-edge).

On the visualisation side, multiple enrichments are possible concerning Jasper. Most no-
tably, the topic of dynamic data has been briefly mentioned earlier but not developed further
afterwards. Obviously, the quick execution of our method allows us to recompute a whole layout
whenever an element is added or deleted to the graph. However, the non-deterministic character-
istic of the drawings, imputed mostly to the underlying force-directed layout, implies a complete
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transformation of the graph, thus disrupting the user mental map. While we believe it is better
to keep a certain continuity in the position of the elements, entirely recalculating a graph layout
is a mandatory step in some cases. Indeed, targeting key elements, like deleting the node at
the centre of a community or inserting a new edge between two close communities, can lead to
the division or merger of the said communities by the clustering algorithm, an event that our
representation must absolutely display.

Of course, we cannot finish this section considering the possible perspective of our work
without mentioning the limited performances of Porgy when working on large graphs. As
shown in Appendix B on page 193, sufficiently large graphs cannot yet be computed in a fair
amount of time using graph rewriting programs. Compared to the shortcomings and lacking
features detailed previously, this quite down to earth but still rather important. The need for
better performance has truly begin quite recently has the different models were finally becoming
more stable and further experimentations were performed. We have already accomplished several
performance analysis on our solution and we have been able to identify some of the code sections
creating bottlenecks during the execution. However, it is likely that resolving these issues will not
be sufficient and that only through further improvements, like those proposed in the publications
mentioned in Section 2.2.3 on page 26, will our solution become truly able to handle larger graphs.

6.3 Discussion

Overall, it is interesting to see from where the graph rewriting platform Porgy started, and how
it evolved during the last few years to allow the implementation of the different graph transforma-
tions and strategic rewriting programs which are presented in this document. In the beginning,
the matching condition was mostly based on the topology with only two attributes, State and
Label, to store values on ports and portnodes. Step by step, we have thus generalised the concept
to handle as many attributes of different types as wanted. Parameters have been consequently
added to each rule to manage which attribute(s) to use during the matching operation as well as
the possibility of matching on edges. While these modifications were changing Porgy and mak-
ing it more modular than before, thus allowing us to create more advanced models, we quickly
realised that it was still far from sufficient to tackle the most intricate models. To continue the
advancement and propose even more complex operations, we thus developed the computation
component to perform calculations on the left-hand side attributes’ value and affect them on
the right-hand side elements being rewritten. The complete control over the attribute’s value,
and the diversity of computations available for them led us to deploy a mean to visualise the
evolution of specific elements as the graph rewrite program keep applying new rules and trans-
forming the graph. We have thus proposed to reuse the standard histogram and scatter plot
visualisations, already available in Tulip, to respectively: count the number of nodes grouped
by attribute’s value, and display a parameter for each graph corresponding to a rewritten step
for a given rewriting branch in the derivation (see example in Figure 4.4 on page 94). The latest
improvements on the platform have added the management of directed edges and, shortly after,
the inclusion of anti-edges to specify where elements should not exist. In total, these develop-
ments, while few in numbers, have completely changed the way Porgy behaves and how it can
now be used; quite simply, none of the rewriting models presented in this document would have
been possible with the earlier version of the software.

It is easy to understand how, at first glance, all the specifications surrounding our formalism
can seem needlessly and overly convoluted. Particularly, using it to perform the simplest trans-
formations can appear like using a bulldozer to build the most humble of sandcastle. However,
the visual interface provided by the graph rewriting platform Porgy is to commend for mak-
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ing the construction of rules and elaboration of strategies simple and fast. Although there is a
learning curve to apprehend the tool, the task is not more complex nor does it take more time
than what people face when discovering a new visualisation tool or programming language. For
instance, creating a rule and strategy which change the colour of all nodes to blue, and com-
puting it, should hardly take longer than writing and executing an equivalent program in any of
the modern languages (e.g., C, Java, Python, R). Any new formalism will always seem alien to
individuals who are not used to it, however, thinking in terms of graph transformations comes
rather easily for the ones among us who work with these mathematical objects all day. Fur-
thermore, while some purists would consider it superfluous, the visual definition of rewrite rules
makes their construction, understanding and verification much simpler especially when working
with complex rules counting a lot of elements. In the end, the different improvements applied
on the graph rewriting definition and on the strategic language syntax bring us to a point where
graph rewriting programs defined using our formalism truly present all the characteristics of a
computer program as the graph rewriting system achieve Turing completeness.

6.4 Conclusion

This dissertation has presented a collection of network generation and information diffusion mod-
els expressed using a located strategic graph rewriting formalism, as well as a novel representation
method to visualise large social networks. Using the graph rewriting formalism, we have used
located transformations, jointly with strategic graph programs, to adapt existing algorithms and
develop new ones for our graph rewriting system. While the translation to the formalism was
not always evident at first for some operations, the different algorithms have finally all been suc-
cessfully adapted. We have thus proved that the graph rewriting formalism was able to handle
graph generation and information diffusion tasks.

Overall, the work achieved during this thesis has allowed us to study several generation mod-
els, diffusion algorithms and visualisation solutions. Because the graph rewriting operations are
so different from the graph manipulations performed usually, we have been forced to precisely
analyse and completely break down each of the studied models in order to identify all of their
specificities. This allowed us to adapt the models truthfully for the graph rewriting formalism.
It is important to note that, while all the definitions given at the beginning of this document
are already complete, this was not the case for us at the time. Each new model thus brought
at least some amount of frustration as the syntax was not always sufficient to perform all of the
transformations immediately. Obviously, the first models we considered at the beginning of the
thesis (the propagation models) showed us we were lacking a lot of features. This was not only
true for the strategic syntax, but also for some parts of the graph rewriting definitions. This
has lead to us to continuously improve and generalise the formalism with each new model being
translated. The advantage is that with each new model, less and less new features are becoming
necessary to implement; even to the point where the last model being adapted for the graph
rewriting system did not necessitate a single modification of our definition, which is encouraging.

In the end, this thesis has effectively offered me the possibility to look in great details into both
the processes of social network creation and information diffusion. While my curiosity concerning
these topics has been satisfied, the process also raised additional questions and interests on related
subjects. In particular, multiplex networks are fascinating objects which present a lot of potential
and appeal in terms of analysis. Of course, the visual analytics dimension should not be forgotten.
Our visualisation solution showed some promises in term of usability on graph counting a few
millions of elements at a time. However, the ever-growing amounts of data produced by web
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companies1 call for more efficient solutions. All these data is obviously not meant to be analysed
by humans but it is without a doubt a good indication of what the future holds for us. At least,
we will not run out of data to crunch anytime soon; this certainly feels like a good time to be a
data scientist.

1http://www.planetrisk.com/Big-Data-Infographic/

http://www.planetrisk.com/Big-Data-Infographic/
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Appendix B

Porgy computation times

This supplementary material is added to the thesis to give an idea of the computation times
needed by Porgy to perform graph rewriting operations. While the issue of scalability of our
solution is mentioned a few times in this document, we wish to show why our solution is not yet
ready to perform extended series of transformations on larger graphs.

Overall, and although Porgy has been and is still used to perform rewrite operations on a
variety of models, its incursion in the territory of social networks has not been without challenges.
While we know that social networks come in very different sizes and shapes, from the smallest
ones (e.g., 34 individuals in Zachary (1977)) to very large ones (e.g. 64M nodes and 1G edges in
one of the datasets studied in Yang and Leskovec (2012)), the popularity of online social networks
has however produced expectations of large networks as soon as the expression “social network”
is mentioned (e.g., Facebook which has recently reached two billion users1). It is obvious that
our method is not suitable for generating or handling graphs on such a large scale, notably due
to the overhead induced by the rewriting mechanisms.

At the moment, creating graphs with several hundreds of elements can be achieved in a few
minutes; for instance, using the generative model presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, graphs of
100 nodes and 500 edges have been created in less than two minutes on a standard workstation.
Multiple benchmarks have already been performed on our rewriting platform to identify bottle-
necks and critical operations, and, while several upgrades have been deployed, the results are
still far from impressive at the moment. It is nonetheless important to note that Porgy was not
originally designed to address such requirements, and therefore further improvements are needed
to start tackling graphs with tens of thousands of elements in a fair amount of time.

Although we leave the complete break down of Porgy’s performances for future work, we
show in Figure B.1 a presentation of a few different computation times. The measures are
performed on graphs of different sizes to grasp how our rewriting platform is able to handle
growing sets of elements. To this end, we reuse the very simple random graph generative model
presented in Chapter 2, the one introducing at the time the concepts of rules and strategies, and
perform several simulations. We apply successively, on an initial graph containing a single node,
Rules 2.12a and 2.12b on page 25 using Strategy 1 on page 37 and measure the intermediate times
after a given total number of rule applications. Five different graphs of various sizes are thus
considered with respectively 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1,000 nodes. The first measure is performed
once all the nodes are generated (consequently creating a tree with |N | nodes and |N |−1 edges).
Afterwards, the computation time is measured once the Strategy has created |N |, 2|N |, 5|N | and
10|N | new edges respectively for each graphs. Most of the computation times given in Figure B.1

1https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/06/two-billion-people-coming-together-on-facebook/
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are the average values returned after ten simulations. The only exceptions are the five longest
applications whose computation times exceeded 2,000 seconds and which have only been run a
single time each. As one can see, we also did not completed the simulation for |N | = 1, 000 to
reach the ten thousands rule applications as the computation time was too long. However, if
the tendency is similar to the results observed for the other simulations, performing all of the
11,000 rule applications (1,000 for creating the nodes and 10,000 for adding the edges) should
take between 48,000 and 65,000 seconds (respectively 13 and 18 hours).

Figure B.1: Measures of the computation times needed to perform different number of rule
applications.

Based on this last estimate, it is easy to understand why we cannot afford to use our graph
rewriting technique to perform extended rewriting scenarios yet. Nonetheless, a few leads allow-
ing some ameliorations performance-wise have already been identified and the implementation
details are currently undergoing discussion. In any case, while we aim to widen our reach and
plan to apply the graph rewriting formalism to other situations and models, these improvements
are going to be essential if we want to consider working on larger graphs.



Appendix C

Small-world model analysis

In this appendix, we propose to take a closer look at the properties of the graphs created using the
generative model presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3 on page 61. As we have seen in Appendix B,
Porgy is not well suited to work with larger graphs, however, an appropriate analysis cannot
be simply performed on a graph with only a few hundreds elements. To address this problem,
we propose instead to translate the transformations being performed in the generative model
into another program, available as a plugin for Tulip, which does not present the restrictions
currently existing in Porgy. We use this program to create several graphs larger than what
our graph rewriting platform is currently able to handle in a satisfactory amount of time. By
studying their properties with respect to the model parameters, we want to effectively validate
the small-world characteristic announced for our generative model.

We first begin by precisely defining the two measures we use for our analysis: the Char-
acteristic Path Length and the Clustering coefficient. Although these two metrics have
already been presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.1 on page 8, we present here the exact formulas
we use to compute the values to avoid any misconception.

Definition 50 (Characteristic Path Length (undirected graph)). The characteristic (or av-
erage or mean) path length is defined as the average number of edges in the shortest path
between any two nodes. In a graph G = (N,E,E ), the characteristic path length L is computed
as follows:

L =
1

|N | × (|N | − 1)/2

∑
∀a,b∈N

da,b

where da,b is the distance between a to b (i.e., the minimal number of edges needed to link a to
b).

Definition 51 (Clustering coefficient (undirected graph)). For a given graph G = (N,E,E ), a

node n ∈ N has kn neighbours, and, consequently, a maximum of kn(kn−1)2 edges can exist between
these nodes; this case only happens when all of n’s neighbours, noted NG(n), are connected with
every other neighbours. We call Cn the existing fraction of these edges between the kn neighbours
of n,

Cn =
1

kn(kn − 1)/2

∑
∀a,b∈NG(n)

∆(a, b)

with ∆(a, b) =

{
1 if there is an edge e ∈ E such that E (e) = (a, b)

0 otherwise
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and we define the clustering coefficient C as the average value of all the Cn computed for each
node of the graph:

C =
1

|N |
∑
∀n∈N

Cn

In social networks, these statistics have rather intuitive meanings. The characteristic path
length L can thus be seen as the average number of connections in the shortest chain linking two
people. As for Cn, its value reflects the extent to which neighbours of n are also connected to
each other, while the clustering coefficient C measures how interconnected the average group of
neighbours are.

As one can see, the definitions are given for undirected graphs whereas our generative model
uses directed connections to indicate unilateral acknowledgement between nodes. This change is
introduced here to easily compare our generated graphs to the ones initially proposed by Watts
and Strogatz (1998). This small difference does not change much of our model, the only adjust-
ment being that edges no longer have a direction. This still implies a few modifications should
our model be adapted to cope with this specification. Thus, while the rules given in Figure 3.13
on page 63 (respectively in Fig. 3.18 on page 69) become virtually identical if the orientation
is ignored and can be kept as such, Rule 3.15b on page 65 however has no longer any use and
its application in Strategy 7 should simply be discarded (e.g., by using the ppick probability).
Once these small changes have been taken care of, we can now create undirected graphs.

For our measures, we put ourselves in the very same conditions than for the original small-
world network analysis in Watts and Strogatz (1998). We recall that in their generative model,
the authors start with a regular graph (as defined in Figure 2.2d on page 10) of the appropriate
size. It then sees each of its edges being rewired with a probability p; of course, if p = 0, the

(a) Evolution of L and C for the original small
world generator; p gives the probability for each
edge to be rewired.

(b) Evolution of L and C for our generative model;
q indicates the probability for an edge to be cre-
ated between two arbitrary nodes instead of being
placed to link nodes with a common neighbour.

Figure C.1: Evolution of the Characteristic Path Length (L) and Clustering Coefficient (C)
for the small world model introduced in Watts and Strogatz (1998) and our own generative
model presented in Section 3.3 on page 61. Each plotted value is the average of 20 measures
performed on graphs with 1,000 nodes and 5,000 edges. For each model, we define a ratio, p or
q, defined as a parameter of the methods which we adjust when computing L and C. All the
values are normalised using L0 and C0, the characteristic path length and clustering coefficient
values computed on a regular graph of the same size.
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graph stays regular. Using various values for p, the authors compare the characteristic path
length (L(p)) and the clustering coefficient (C(p)) returned by the graphs and normalise the
measures using the values obtained for an unchanged regular graph of identical size (respectively
noted L0 and C0 for latter use) as shown in Figure C.1a.

We proceed similarly with our own graphs. While we do not have a probability p managing
the rewiring, the generative model we propose must at some point decide whether each new edge
must be created between (a) two randomly picked nodes or (b) between nodes sharing a common
neighbour. We define a ratio q to steer the decision above by indicating which proportion of the
edges is placed using solution (a); thus, when q = 0, all the edges are set to connect nodes of
the same neighbourhood, and when q = 1, all the edges are created to link a pair of arbitrary
nodes. We then compute the characteristic path length (L(q)) and the clustering coefficient
(C(q)) for the graphs created using our generative model with various values for q and, to be
able to compare our results to those of Watts and Strogatz (1998), we also normalise the values
for L(q) and C(q) using L0 and C0 respectively. The results are presented in Figure C.1b.

In the end, our model is effectively able to generate networks presenting small-world charac-
teristics. Looking at the results, we can notice how our model has the advantage of conserving
a low characteristic path length (L(q)) with any variation in q only bringing very little changes.
This is not the case for the original small-world generator as L(p) grows when p gets smaller. In
both models however, the clustering coefficient decreases as p or q gets closer to 1. While C(q)
starts decreasing earlier than C(p) for comparable values of p and q, it does so more slowly and
progressively whereas the decrease of C(p) is more abrupt.

Overall, these differences do not make one model better than the other. Watts and Strogatz
(1998) can generate either regular, small-world and connected ER networks, and all the possible
topologies in-between, depending of the given parameter value p. This modularity is however
offset by the fact that each of these particular graphs can only be obtained when p is within small
given intervals. Our model, on the other hand, lacks the capacity to create regular networks,
but this is not what we expect from it. Small-world and connected ER networks can also be
generated but the interval for q’s value which will create these graphs is much easier to find.
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